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Foreword 
The expression ~Hz~-logic" must be. defined somewhere: so let's add this term to 
the dictionaD,: 
1-I~-logic: Part of logic concerned wit5 the developmer~t of 1-I~ concepts uch as 
dilators, /.T-proofs, by means of certain kinds of functov; commuting to direct 
limits and to pull-backs. The theory i, developed in anaiogy with to-logic (i.e., 
H~-logic), and the name comes from tl,e k,ct that the concepts of Hi-logic are 
lI~-universal. 
Let us add a word of warning to tile reader that t~e title will not at all 
be justified in this part I, mainly because all logical questions (recursivity, 
(3-completeness, Hi-universality...) are relegated to part lI. 
Although the main lines of H~-logic have remained the same since itr invention 
in 75-76, there are many essential technical differences, which have been 
reflected by successive change of concepts. (76-77: gardens, 78: first concept of 
dilator, 78-80: ladders, now: dilators). 
We have tried to give an unified approach: this means that we have looked for: 
(1) A main concept (dilators) easy to apprehend from the most successful of 
viewpoints, i.e., from set theory. 
(2) Alternative concepts (dendroids): we have in mind the idea that the 
situation is fruidul, because: 
- the concepts (dendroids and dilators) are very different: so they correspond to 
diverging needs 
-but  they are equivalent (and not only vaguely related); so, everytime one proves 
a result for dilatoz~, this induces a result on strongly homogeneous dendroids, and 
conversely: the intrinsic interest of each approach is enhanced by the equivalence 
with the othe: approach. 
I have tried to give detailed and complete proofs. But there is one noticeable 
exception: Section 7, The purpose of this section is to rework thz contents of 
Sections 2-5 in terms of the new notions introduced here (;atulti-dendroids, for
instance), and it was not possible to give systematic proofs. We hope that the 
reader will forgive us; the repetition of all proofs given for dilators in this context 
would in any case not have brought much. 
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Another question is the use of categories and of category-theoretic language. 
With respect to this problem, I have always adopted a moderate position, between 
those who prefer to expell categories from mathematics, and those who think only 
in terms of diagrams. My position was not to drown the reader in an ocean of 
abstract concepts (for instance, the dilators, as a category, are treated only in 
Section 4, in order to leave some time for the reader to become familiarized with 
dilators), and to use direct arguments (and no! diagrams) when possible: this is the 
reason of the extreme importance given to the normal form theorem of Section 2 
(the normal form theorem is a non-category-theoretic treatment of commutation 
to & and li_imm). Non category theoretic issues, such as multi-dendroids, are also 
developed. However, we think that, without a minimum of categories~ this work 
would be impossible to understand. But we have systematically refrained from 
making 'abstract generalizations'. (For instance, sums and aroducts of dilators are 
functors from ad hoc categories of sequences of dilators ~or regular bilators): in 
that case, we have not introduced these categories). One more word for specialists 
of categories: our terminology is slightly incorrect: a true category theorist would 
have said 'preserves' at every place I have said 'commutes', because the term 
commutation means that in the corresponding categor:es, the kind of limit 
considered always exists: this is practic~.lly never true for direct limits, and 
sometimes false for pull-backs. 
I want to thank all those, who, by their encouragements, helped me during the 
conception of this work. Weekly discussions with Kreisel during the fall 79 had an 
obvious influence on this definitive version. I want also to thank Jens Erik 
Fenstad, for his comprehensive help as editor of the Annals of Mathematical 
Logic. 
A special mention is to be given to the people in the Paris proof theory seminar 
who suffered thro~gh successive avatars of this work, and who did the unreward- 
ing task of reading this defi~fitive version, correcting misprints and mistakes, 
suggesting improvements, namely: Marie-Christine Ferbus and Marie Torris for 
Sections 1 and 6, Jacques Van de Wiele for Section 2, Jacqueline Vauzeilles for 
Section 3, Jean-Pierre Laffineur for Section 4. Marcel Masseron for Section 5, and 
Daniel Boquin for Section 7. 
O. Introduction 
O. 1. A theo~ of ordinal denotation 
We shall use the term 'ordinal denotaaon' (in opposition ~ith 'ordinal notation', 
to mean the act of representing an ordinal by means of other ordinals (in general 
smaller). An approach to dilators is that th,:y are tile theory of ordinal denotaaon~ 
0.1. I. Systems o[ ordinal denotations 
One must take examples from usual practice: 
(a) The Cantor Normal Form of base. say 10, induces a system of ordinal 
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denotation: any ordinal can be written 
z = I0 ~,'' ao+" • "+10 ~ " a.,.~t 
where a0 . . . . .  a~ -1 are non-zero integers <10, and Xo . . . . .  x~_ 1 are ordinals, with 
Xo>Xl >. , ,  > x._t. 
(b) But also the representation of ordinals <x2: any ordinal <x 2 can be 
written: 
a=x • Xo+Xl ,  with Xo.X~<X. 
We must now decide, in these examples, which are the accidental and the 
inherent features of ordinal denotation. For instance, it is clear that the spacial 
two-dimensional explicit writing of the ;denotation is contingent; on the other 
hand the list of the ordinals parameters occuring in it is certainly not. Concerning 
the ordinal parameters, one can notice an important difference between (a) and 
(b): the denotation (a) is universal, while denotation (b) depends on an x such that 
z <x  2. One decides that the situation of (b) is the usual one, and it is only by 
chance that the representation of ordinals <10 ~ by means of ordinals ~<x does not 
depend on x. 
We shall represent he situation at, follows: a system of ordinal denotation 
permits one to represent any ordina! <F(x)  by means of a sequence 
(C; xo . . . . .  x.-1; x), where: 
(i) x is given in advance (in (a), x is not present); 
(ii) xo<- • • < x._-i <x  (this corresponds to the list of ordinal parameters Cx, in 
increasing order); 
(iii) C is the 'configuration', i.e., what remains of the denotation, when ~b- 
stracted from its ordinal parameters. 
It will be possible to make a theory, provided one adds some very natural 
properties of denotations: 
(1) The representation z =(C;xo  . . . . .  x.-a. x) exists and is unique, for all 
ordinals z <F(x) .  
(2) If (C;xo . . . . .  x ._ l ;x )  is a dcnotation, if x [< .• .<x '_~<x'  s another 
sequence, then (C; x~ . . . . .  x~_~: xq is a denotation. (Fhis means that, in one of 
our familiar systems, like (a) and (b), it is possible to change the ordinal 
9arameters. provided one respects their mutual order: the result is still a denota- 
tion.) 
(3) If (C ;xo  . . . . .  x~,--1;x)<(C';yo . . . . .  Y.~-I;x), and if x~< . . . .  • ~ X n _ l ~ X  I , 
y~<. . .<y~_ l<x '  are: such that x~<yi iff x[<y~ for i=0  . . . . .  n - l ,  ]=  
0 . . . . .  m-  1, then 
t . ~ t t (C ;x~ . . . . .  x . _~,x )<(C  ;Yo . . . . .  y,~_l; x') 
(In familiar systems, like (a) and (b). this means that the mutual order between 
twc~ denotations with the same x depends only on the mutual order between their 
parameters). 
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0.1.2. Dilators 
A system of ordinal denotations induces a function from ON to ON: F(x) is the 
set of all ordimls admitting a representation z =(C;  xo . . . . .  x~_t; x) in the 
system. But, indeed, F can be considered as a [unetor from ON to ON (see 
Section 1.1 for the definition of the cate2;ory C,N): t i f¢  I(x, y), then it is possible 
to define a strictly increasing function F(:)~.I(F(x), F(y)) by: write z= 
(C; xo . . . . .  x. -t ;  x); then (C; [(x~) . . . . .  [(x._t~; y) is still a denotation, by prop- 
erty (2) of systems of denotation: let F(f)(z)=ordinal  denoted by 
(C; f(Xo) . . . . .  f(x~_l); y). In short 
F(f)(C; xo . . . . .  x._~; x) = (C; I (xo)  . . . . .  / (x ._0;  y). 
Property (3) of denotations ensures that F(f) is strictly increasing: if 
(C; xo . . . . .  x._t; x )<(C ' ;  Yo . . . . .  y._~; x), then, by (3), 
(c ;  f(Xo) . . . . .  I(x~_,); y) < (c ' ;  :(yo) . . . . .  : (y . - , ) ;  y). 
We shall see that the associated functor characterizes the system of denotation, 
and this will justify replacing the study of systems of denotation by the study of 
their associated functors, 
The functor F has two prop .'tries: 
(1) If z<F(x) ,  then one ca~. find an integer n, zo<F(n)  and f~ I (n ,x ) ,  such 
that z=F(f)(zo).  This property is exactly commutation to direct limits, (See 
Section 2.1, especially Corollary 2.1.8.) One can establish it as follows: write 
z=(C;xo  . . . . .  Xk-l;X), then let n=k,  zo=(C:0  . . . . .  k -1 ;k ) ,  and define f~ 
I(k, x) by f(0) = Xo . . . . .  f (k  - 1) = xk_~. Then. by definition of F(f), F(f)(zo) = z. 
(2) Assume that we have tt,ree morphisms f, g, h, with target x, and t~at 
rg(/) s'~ rg(g) = rg(h); then rg(F(f)) N rg(F(g)) = rg(F(h)). This property is exactly 
commutation to puII-bac~ (see Section 2.2). We prove it as follows: 
(C; xo . . . . .  x~_~; x) belongs to rg(F(f)) iff all parameters x~ . . . . .  ~ .~ belong to 
rg(f), This comes from, when f~ I(y, x) 
F(: ) (C;  yo . . . . .  y._~; y) = (C; :(yo) . . . . .  f(y._,); x) 
From this, (C;xo . . . . .  x .~;x)~rg(F( f ) )nrg(F(g) )  iff xo . . . . .  x~-i are in both 
rg(f) and rg(g), i,e., are in rg(h): this is equivalent o (C;xo . . . . .  .~_~;x)e 
rg(F(h)). 
A functor from ON t¢~ ON commuting to direct limits and to pull-backs is called 
a dilator; so, a system of ordinal denotation induces a dilator. We show now that 
the converse is true: all dilators can be obtained in that way, and the dilator 
determines the system of denotation completely. 
0.I.3. The normal form theorem 
One will find a proof in Section 2.3: assume that F is a dilator, then it is 
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possible to represent any z <F(x )  as z =(Zo; xo . . . . .  x,,_~; x), with 
f~  I(n, ~). Zo< F(n). z = F(f)(zo) 
and f(0) = xt~ . . . . .  f (n -  1) = x,_l;  
the denotation is made unique by requiring ~n is the minimal such'. 
Observe that this defines a system of denotation, in the precise sense of Section 
0A. I :  the configurations are all pairs (z~: n) such that if fE I (m,n)  and zo~ 
rg(b'(f)), then m = n. (The set of configurations plays an essential role, and is 
called the range of  F.) Configuration (zo; n) permits us to construct a d,~notation, 
when one adds an arbitrary sequence xo <" • • < x~_ t< x. Properties (1) and (2) of 
s$~tems of ordinal denotation are satisfied. Property (3) holds too, as proved in 
Proposition 2.3.17. 
So, a dilator induces, by means of the normal form theoretn, a system of ordinal 
denotations. It is clear that the mappings we have constructed from systems of 
ordinal denotation to dilators and vice versa are inverses of one another (provided 
one identifies isomorphic systems: in the normal form theorem, configuration C
(which needs the parameters xo . . . . .  :q-a, x to n~ake a denotation) is denoted by 
(zo: n): n is the numbe~ of parametel~  x, and Zo = (C; 0 . . . . .  n -  1 ; n) is the 
"smallest' example of a notation ~x ith configurztion C). 
0.1.4. Fine structure of  ;he range 
We work now on denotation systems associated with dilators; the order 
between (Zo; xo . . . . .  x,,_~; x) and (z~; Yo . . . . .  y,, _~: x) depends only on the rela- 
tive order of the x~'s and yj's; another question is "how?'. In a usual system of 
denotations, a mode d'emploi is supplied with the system, for ~nstahce, if one 
wants to compare xa+b and xa '+b ' ,  then first look at the first coefficients 
a, a '  . . . . .  
(it comparison of (zo; Xo . . . . .  x~-a; x) with (zo; Yo . . . . .  y._~; x): the configura- 
tion is the same. To each configuration (Zo; n)~rg(F),  one associates a permuta- 
tion ~r~ of n (see Section 3,27: the permutation lists the coefficients xo . . . . .  x._~, 
in a different order corre--~onding to their importance in the denotation (in xa + b, 
the coefficient a is ~more important' than b). The idea is to form the points 
s~ = (zo; 0, 2 . . . . .  2i - 2, 2i + I. 2i + 2 . . . . .  2n - 2; 2n), for i = 0 , . . . ,  n - 1; these 
points s~ (which correspond to the idea of slight increase of the ith coefficient) are 
pairwise distinct, so one defines ~r by: 
~r(i) < o'(/) iff s, > s~. 
The mode d'emploi of the permutation is simple: assume that x~o~ = 
Y~,~o~ . . . . .  x-~k-~ --- Yo~-t~, x,~k~ < Y,,ck~, then 
(zo; Xo . . . . .  x,,_~; x )< (zo; Yo . . . . .  y,..~; x). 
(ii) comparison of (zolx~ . . . . .  x~_l;x) with (zl;Yo . . . . .  ym-l;x),  when 
( zo ;n )~(z~,m) .  The comparison is made possible by means of data 
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§(z0, n;  z~, m)=(k ,  ±), the first component being an integer k <~n, m, and the 
second is.the symbol ~- or the symbol - ;  if §(zo, n;z~,m)=(k,+)~ then 
§(za, m; Zo, n )=(k ,  - ) ,  and conversely (see Section 6.4), 
The mode d'emploi of § is simple too: let or=or . , .  ~r=o~,.,~: th~n, if 
§(Zo, n; z~, m) = (k, *) and ~(o~ = Y~(o~, - - •, x~(H~ = Y,~H). then (Zo; xo . . . . .  ~,_~; x) 
<(z~; Yo,--. ,  Y~-~; x), in the two following situations: 
(a) i < k and x~(~) < y,,~; 
(h) i~k .  
O. 1.5. Morphisms of dilators 
Dilators make a category, when one takes as morphisms natural transforma- 
tions. In terms of denotations, a natural transformation acts only on the configura- 
tions: ff T~ I(F, O), then 
T(x)((Zo; Xo . . . . .  x~_a; x)v) = (T(n)(zo); x~ . . . . .  .r~_1; x),. 
In other terms, the natural transformation T is completely determined by the 
function t from rg(F) to rg(G) defined by: 
t((Zo; n) = (T(n)(zo); n). 
The function t enjoys, when C ~ rg(F) = ~r~:. = c~ • ~r (c~, and, similarly. §(C, C') ~" = 
§(t(C), t(C')) °. Conversely, given such a function t, there is an unique natural 
transformation T such that 
t((Zo; n) )= (T(n)(Zo); n). 
In practice, we shall not work with the function t, but with its range, denoted 
rg(T). Characterizations of direct limits and pull-backs in the category of dilators 
can be found in Section 4, and they are in perfect analogy with the characteriza- 
tions of Section 1. 
In Section 1, one of th.e main (and trivial) results is that any ordinal is a direct 
limit of integers (Theorem 1.3.9); in the category of dilators, the role of integers is 
played by strongly finite dilators, i.e., dilators wi~h a finite range, and a similar 
result holds (Theorem 3,.3.10). Strongly finite dilators exactly those dilators which 
are polynomial. ~ ,  in some sense, polynomials are 'dense" in dilators, 
O. 1.6. Flowers 
When analysing ordiaal denotation, recall that, in case (a) the ordinal x is not 
necessary; we call a dilator a flower when this holds, i .e,  when 
(z0;xo . . . . .  x ,_ l ;x)  is independant of x. An alternative definition is that F 
preserves the inclusion maps E~:  
F(E~y) = E~t ~)F(.~ .
Flowers are essential for thc study of dilators: one of their main properties is 
that a flower induces a normal function from ON to ON: in this concept. 
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topological continuily and categorical continuity are reconciliated. For more 
details concerning flowers, see Section 2.4. 
0.2. A dynamic theory of ordinals 
0.2. I. Dilalors and tinitism 
The first obvious feature of dilators is their 'fimtistic" character: if one wants to 
compute F(x), then one needs only: 
-~he restriction of F to 'the category ON<~o of integers: 
-an  effective description of x (eventually given by an oracle). 
1~ particular if one considers weakly finite dilators (i.e., dilators such that F(n) is 
finite for all n), we have obtained a perfectly finitistic ~ool, not less finitistic than, 
say, recursive ordinals. 
The originality of the situation is the possibility ot 'blowing up' or 'dilating' F
up to z~n arbitrary size x, but always in a finitary way: we shall therefore be able to 
perform operations on proper classes, and at the same time being strictly finitistic! 
In that sense we are usit~g ordinals in a dynamic way. 
0.2.2. Dilators and ordinal classes 
If one can compute F(x) when x is an ordinal, then the same process gives 
F(ON), where ON is the full ordinal line: F(ON) is simply a direct limit taken 
along the proper class ON! In general F(ON) (which is a well-order) is not a set, for 
instance, if F= td+ ld (Id = identity), then F(ON) has the order type ON+ON,  
etc. , .  So F(ON) is an ordinal class, and in fact F can be considered as a way of 
defining the class F(ON), as a function of ON. If one prefers, the class 
ON+ON has no meaning as a collection of points, but is better described by the 
dilator Id+ld ,  which, when a 'size' for ON is given, yields a particular well- 
ordered class ON + ON. 
This approach is particularily interesting because, in many situations, one does 
not need the actual 'size' of ON, but simply that ON is greater than any ordinal 
occurring in the construction we are making: so it will suffice to work with 
ON=first  ordinal greater than all thos~ already used at the stage we are; if it 
happens that greater ordinals appear at a l~t ~.~ stage, then simp!:y dilate ON into 
ON' . . .  Combining this with Section 0.2.1 above, it set ms possible to keep a 
finitary control on classes F(ON). 
0.2.3. btduction on dilators 
As explained in Section 0.2.2, we try t~ ~,v~;- ~l  F(ON), without 'freezing' 
ON: the size must remain flexible. We express this by the principle of induction on 
dilators, which is the main goal of Section 3, and the heart of the whole paper. 
The idea is to define a predecessor relation among dilators, which is well 
founded (more: the predecessors of a given dilator are linearily ordered) and has 
order type F(ON); ol course the class of predecessors of F will depend on which 
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ordinals we recognize to be sets, but, since a dilator must map sets into sets, there 
is no contradiction here. 
First one observes that a dilator can be written uniquely as a sum of non-zer.~ 
and undecomposable dilators (perfect dilators). This induces a classification of 
dilators in four kinds, according to the length LH(F) of the family of perfect 
dilators in the decomposition f E 
kind 0: when LH(F) = 0: this corresponds to the mill dilator ~; 
kind co: when LH(F) is limit; 
kind 1: when LH(F) is successor, and F = F '+ 1, for some F'; 
kind gt: when LH(F) is successor, and F= F'+F". F" perfect ~ 1. 
If one consi4ers F(ON) with the 'naive' meaning of ON, then kind 0 corre- 
sponds to F(ON)= 0, kind 00 to the case where F(ON) is limit, but of cofinality 
<ON, Iind 1 to the case F(ON) is successor, and "kind O to the case F(ON) limit 
of cofim~lity ON. 
If one says that F is a predecessor f F+ F', when F':/: _0, then this is sufficient 
to handle the predecessor relation in all cases but the case of kind O. It remains to 
find the predecessors of a dilator of kind O. This is done by means of the 
separation of variables: let F= (1 +Id) ~, i.e., F(x)= (1 + x)~; then the idea is to 
'separate the variables', in order to obtain the two variables functor (1 + x)": if 
one fixes the value of y, say a, then one obtains functors (1 +[d)" (i.e., F~(x)= 
(1 + x)"), and these functors are, by definition the predecessors of F. Separation of 
variables is detailed in Section 0.2.4; let us observe here that the predecessor 
relation is well founded, and that the predecessors of a given dilator have order 
type F(ON). 
The principle of induction on dilators is a more sympathetic reformulation of
Bar-induction of type 2: Bar-induction of type 2 is induction on well-founded 
trees with full type 2 branchings (equivalently full ordinal branchings); but whereas 
in the case of Bar-induction of type 2, the structure of the branchin~ is qui~e 
inexistant, he requirement that these branchings are given by a dilator permits 
one to und rstand really what is going on. 
0.2.4. Separation of ~ariables 
If one wants to associate to a dilator of kind O a two-variable functor, then one 
must ask for a certain asymmetry between the variables: the requirement will be 
that the two-variable functor does depend on y~ and, as a functor of y only, is a 
flower, i.e., naively speaking. F(x, y) is a normal function of y (bilators). 
It suffices to define F(x, y) when F is perfect ~ 1, for, if F = F'  + F", one can 
define F(x, y)= F'(x)+ F"(~ y). In that case, the selr~aration is defined by means of 
the permutation associav~:d with F-denotations: in (zo; ao . . . . .  a , - l ;  a). let i = 
crz,,.,(0); then the parameters ao , . . . ,  a~ are y-wise, whereas a~+ t . . . . .  a,_ x are 
x-wise. 
What makes SEP (the functor of sep~ration) an useful tool is the existence of an 
inverse functor UN (unification); by the way observe .that the obvious way of 
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unifying two-variables functors, i.e., the diagonal functor, is not invertible, so 
unification is not given by F(x, x). (And, so, in Section 0.2.3, the separation is not 
(1 +x) ~, but something close to it; however, when composed with the functor 
~(t÷~d, unification coincides with diagonalisation.) 
(t.2.5. Recursion on dilators 
qk~ a principle of induction on dilators corresponds a similar principle of 
definition by recursion. This principle, which corresponds to a civilized version of 
Bar-recursion of type 2, is used in Section 5, to define a functor A from dilators to 
bilators (or equivalently todilators of kind D), which corresponds to the iteration 
of composition along F(ON), i.e., /~F is the sum, iterated 'F  times'. 
There are many ways of doing so, and our choice is not the simplest, but we 
think that it is the more natural an6 elegant; previously circulated papers used 
easier constructions of ~, based ~;~ the fixed-point operation. The role of ~ will 
be clear only in part II, when we sna'A use it to measure cut-elimination bounds. 
In order to define ~, we need first to define generalized (semi-)products of 
regular bilators; for instance if F is regular flower, then the pgoduct of to copies of 
F is a functor F', such that F'(x) enumerates the fixed points of F. ~ is defined to 
be a functor which transforms sums into products, i.e., A is a sort of exponential: 
0.2.6. Classil'ication of natural transformations 
Just let us say a word about the classification of a natural transformation: if 
T s I(F. F'), then say that T is delSciem if T = T' + T", and T" s I(O, F"), for some 
F"7-~0; when T is not deficient, then F and F' are necessarily of the same kind, 
which is by definition the kind of T: so T can be of live kinds: deficient, 0, 1, to, 
and D. 
0.2.7. Continuity 
A dilator induces a function from ON to ON. this function is continuous w.r.t. 
direct limits, but not in general w.r.t, the familiar topology of the ordinals 
(except when the dilator is a flower). 
Let us first say frankly that the us~,al ordinal continuity is not at all a deep 
property of a function: obviously the function can do absolutely what it wants on 
nondimit values: all its sins will be forgiven provided it behaves well at limits; the 
bc~ christians are not those who go to'church weekly, but those whose everyday 
behaviour is beyond reproach: dilators do not necessarily go to church at limit 
poi~ts, but their behaviour is perfectly regular, and always obeys the same laws. 
For instance, F(to + 1) = lim_~*(F(n + 1), F(E, to + E~)) is a continuity property which 
has absolutely no equivalent in terms of ordinal topology. 
However, dilators can be represented as type 2 functionals if X c to is the 
characteristic function of a well-ordered set, then F(X) will be the characteristic 
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function of its image under F; such a functional is obviously a continuous 
functional, with the familiar meaning of this expression, and commutation to 
direct limits expresses precisely that this functional is continuous. Conversely, a
functional mapping characteristic functions of ordinals into themselves is not 
necessarily induced by a dilator, for instance, X and Y may be isomorphic, but 
not F(X) and F(Y), 
One of the main advantages of the viewpoint of di~ct limi~ compared with the 
viewpoint of toplogy, is the extreme simplicity of the problem of limits in function 
spaces: in topology, one must distinguish carefully between pointwise and uniform 
convergence,... In the case of dilators, every,thing is so simple: in order to 
compute a direct limit of dilators, it suffices to do it pointwisely: if the pointwise 
limits exist, then the system has a l imit.. .  
0.3. An intrinsic theory o[ trees 
0.3.1. Dendroids 
There is no way of assigning trees (or equivalently fundamental sequences) to 
denumerable ordinals in an intrinsic way. The situation is radically cifferent with 
dilators: there is a tree-like concept (strongly homogeneous dendroids), which is 
equivalent with dilators. As a consequence, dilators induce sh. dendroids and 
conversely: it is therefore possible to assign dendroids to dilators in an intrinsic 
way. 
The natural idea is that of a quasi-dendroid: a tree with two possible kinds of 
branchings: 
-ordinary ordinal branchings; 
-branchings made up of underlined ordinals; these ordinals must be less than an 
ordinal fixed in advance, the type of D. The dynamic aspect of the theory lies in 
the underlined branchings. 
When D is a quasi-dendroid of type y, and f~I (x ,  y), then it is possible to 
define the multilation of D: 
-remove all sequences containing an underlined element _z, with z.~ rg(/), 
-then, replace all f(z) by _z. 
The result of this process is called eD; it is a quasi-dendroid of type x. We shall 
say D is homogeneous when, roughly speaking, fD depends only on x (and not on 
[~ I(x, y)). tn fact, the (main) condition is tD =~"D, when [, .f'~ I(x; y), and ~ is an 
equivalence relation between quasi-dendroids, whose equivalence classes are 
called dendroicL~. (Another way of defining denr'zroids i to ask drastic conditions 
on quasi-dendroids, in such a way that each equivalence class contains exactly one 
point enjoying these conditio:~s; this is the viewpoint of Section 6.) 
A dendroid of type ~o is strongly homogeneous iff for all x .~o  there is an 
homogeneous quasi-dendroid D°(x) such that 
D~dD°(x) for all fE I(a~, x). 
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Ash .  dendroid induces a dilator LIN(D),  simply by 
LtN(D)(x) = order type of D°(x). 
It is more delicate to prove that the functor LIN (linearization) is inversible; its 
inverse BCH (branching) can be constructed by means of the fine structure of 
dilators, i.e., of permutations and the § function. For ir Ctance, the underlined 
elements ca3rrespond to the parameters Xo . . . . .  x~_~, in 0 enotations, and their 
order of appearance ~n the sequence is given by the pe, mutation: ~c0~ occurs 
first... 
0.3.2. Hierarchies 
Tree-like structures permit us to define various hierarchies; when D is a 
quasi-dendroid of type e,, such that all its non-underlined branchings are finite, 
then it is possible to defir~e hierarchies: 3'o.~ of functions from N to N, and ~o.~ of 
functions from N × N to N: 
(i) If sd D* = {( )}U {t; 3u( t  * u E D)}, then 
3"D.s(n) =O, OD.s (in, n) = n. 
(ii) If s ~ D, then 
Vt,.~(n) = t, Oo.s(m,n)=m+n. 
(iii) If saD*-D,  then define so . . . . .  sp_~ to be: 
- s  * (0) . . . . .  s * (n - 1) if s is followed by an underlim:d branching; 
- s  * (io) . . . . .  s * (/o-1), where io . . . . .  /p_~ is the non-underlined branching starting 
from s otherwise; then, in both cases: 
"/m (n) = 3"r~.~,(n)~ . . . .  + ,/D.,,_,(n), 
Ore(m, n) = ,~r,.,o(m, #r,.~,(ra . . . . .  ,~.~o_,(m, n)...)~. 
3' is the pointwise hierarchy. 
It is easy to see that, provided D = BCH(F), (with 3"0 = 3'o.o, ~9o = OD.o) 
3"r,(n) = F(n) ,  Oo(m, n) = (AF)(m, n), 
hence, the relation between the two hierarchies is easy to establish: if D '= 
BCH(~F3, then 
3"o.(n)<~Or,(n,n) and ~o(m, n)<~ 3"t~(m+n). 
0.3.3. Rungs and ladders 
Instead of putting the viewpoint of trees at the first place, one can take the 
viewpoint of fundamental sequences; we did this in previous versions, and it is still 
possible to do it in a way that this approach is completely equivalent to dendroids 
or dilators. However, the difference of this approach with the approach of 
dendroids is not very. significant, so we think that it is more reasonable to develop 
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this concept at another place. But the very first concept of ladders was used to 
give the original proof of the hierarchy theorem, and. since this proof was never 
published, we think it may be of interest o include it here as an appendix; of 
course this original proof is simpler, and this greater simplicity is enhanced by the 
fact that our redaction is not at all directed towards the exposition of the 
hierarchy theorem. 
0.3.4. Gardens 
Another alternative direction is gardens; the concept of a garden was used in 
unpublished manuscripts of 76-77 (also: Oxford conference, 1976); the terrible 
complexity of everything connected with gardens made it necessary to look for a 
simpler viewpoint. However, in some cases, gardens may be of great interest: let 
us say shortly that in a garden, fundamental sequences are replaced by 'fundamen- 
tal flowers'. The reader will find basic information on ~lrdens in [10, 18]. (This 
concept turns out to be equivalent with dilators,) The relation of ~ to the 
Bachmann hierarchy is investigated in these papers. 
0.3.5. Multi-dendroids 
Dendroids represent an attempt to hide the category theoretic aspect of 
I/i-logic inside the tree structure, But this attempt is not successful, because 
natural transformations are not encoded by the trees. So, in order to have a 
treatment of Hi-logic completely free from categories, one introduces multi- 
dendroids, where ordinals are coloured in several colours, the idea being that the 
extra colours represent natural transformations (i.e., mutilations w.r.t, the non- 
homogeneous colours induce natural transformations of the functors correspond- 
ing to the homogeneous colours). Only a lack of space, and perhaps the fear of 
making overrepetitive proofs are the reasons why the viewpoint of multi- 
dendroids is not systematically developed. If another exposition of this work is 
written in the future, then the obvious thing to do is to start with nmlti-dendroids. 
0.3.6. Pointwise and global constructions 
If one defines the sum of two dendroids, then this operation induces a 
corresponding operation on the functors D°: (D + D')°(x) = D°(x)+ D'°(x), such 
an operation is pointwise (or local), because it is defined only by means of the 
values D°(x): the functor plays no role; in the definition of the hierarchy ~, the 
situation is the same. On the other hand, if one defines the composition of sh. 
dendroids, then it is not possible to express it as a point'wise construction: in order 
to have (DoD')°(x), we need D'°(x), but also D°(h(D'°(x): essentially the 
'totality' of the functors is involved in the con:struction of the composition, even ff 
one is interested in a specific point. Typically, the hierarchy ?t and the functor A 
are of that sort: global constructions. Analyzing further, one finds that, in order to 
define (D o D'), one needs to 'blow up' D to the size h(D'); this blowing up is 
perfectly determined by D = D°(to), but the fact that the result of this blowing up 
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is still a well-founded tree cannot be predicted if or e only knows that D is 
homogeneous. In fact, there is a complete change of viewpoint, concerning 
hierarchies: 
-traditionally, it is not too 'incorrect' o think of a hierarchy as being indexed by 
an ordinal, i.e., in many cases the extra-structure plays a very minor role; for 
instance, if one wants to connect two variants of A with each other, then the 
relation wil!~ be expressed by a function which already makes sense on ordinals, 
for instance an exponential. 
-but  the relation between 3' and A is of a distinct nature: if one knows the height 
of D, then one has no idea of the height of A(D). 
Perhaps this means that, in fact, what is important is not the index D of A~, but 
really the function Ao itself, viewed as a functor (i.e., a dilator); the ordinal _h(D) 
appears now as the particular value F(to) of the functor. Perhaps a good part of 
H~-logic can be explained by the replacement: hierarchies ~ dilators. 
0.4. Open questions 
The theory exposed in part I leaves relatively few open problems, especially if
one compares it to the problems arising from part II. However there are some 
questions of (unequal) interest. 
0.4.1. bnproving the concept of dendroid 
The concept of dendroid is satisfactory, because of its extreme simplicity. 
However, some unsympathetic phenomena rise: for instance the fact that LH 
does not commute to pull-backs, or the fact that SEP(F) is not in general a 
regular bilator. The question is: find a conce~t of strong regular~.y stable by 
predecessor, and usual operations (eventually slightly modify A), and which 
implies regularity. The best would be that strongly regular dilators appear as 
functors from ON to itself preserving some extra structure, or even dilators that 
can be extended into a greater category ON'. (In terms of multi-dendroids, one 
can define D s.r. to mean that s * (0) ~ D* ~ s * (0) ~ D, for all s; unfortunately, 
this property is not easy to handle in terms of dilators.) One of the advantages of
a solution to the problem of strong regularity is that the concept of a recursive 
dilator is not completely satisfactory from the effective viewpoint, while strongly 
regular and recursive dilators v'ould be perfectly effective objects, tFo~" instance 
the classification of dilators in four kinds is not effective . . . .  )~ 
0,4.2. Comparison of dilators 
The predecessor relation between dilators is nc~t a linear order, for instance Id 
and 10 td are not comparable. The question is: How can one make the order total? 
Linear preorde~x~ are allowed, i.e., one can imagine to identify dilators. Of course, 
trivial solutions exist (compare F and F '  on ~o, for instance) and must be avoided. 
A good solution must have some meaning in terms of the 'ordinal classes' F(ON): 
1 Added in pe0~Lf (Feb. ~82): Recent work by Daniel Boquin seems to solve this question. 
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presumably, the solution, if it exists, will be ex~nnected to large cardinal axioms, 
and/or determinacy hypotheses. 
0.4.3. Extension to higher types 
The theory of dilators can be extended to finite types: this offers no essential 
difficulty. This extension would be very boring in the framewoik of this paper, 
but it will be done very soon elsewhere, because many essential results depend on 
it. 
0.5. Sources 
Essentially, the material exposed in this text is new. Of course, there are a 
certain number of category-theoretic trivialities, which cannot be considered as 
new things. Before this work, objects like dilators were only considered (as far as 
I know) in Peter Aczel's Ph.D.: the results are summarized in a short abstract [1]: 
he considers what I would now call regular flowers (but without commutation to 
&), and he provc, s (by methods not indicated in the abstract) that, if F is a normal 
functor, then on~ can make a new normal functor F' ,  such F'(x) is the xth fixed 
point of F. (If F is a regular flower, then it is possible to define F' ,  for instance by 
taking the product of ~o copies of F; but I do not know Aczel's original 
construction.) 
The hierarchy theorem was announced in the introduction of [7], but it is only 
for the Oberwolfach meeting that I wrote the proof, in April 78; this proof 
(slightly modified) has been reproduced here in an appendix. I gave many 
different versions, corresponding to the various concepts I used in previous 
manuscript,,; of this text. Nowadays, many other proofs are available: [11, 16, 2~ 4, 
5, 15]. 
But the most independent contribution to Ill-logic at this time is perhaps 
Herman Jervell's 'homogeneous trees', aconcept he introduced in 79 [11], in order 
to present a~ alternative approach to H~-logic, essentially to replace the concepts of 
rungs and ladders. Masseron [14] has shown this concept o be equivalent to the 
concept of ladders. I decided finally to write this text with the concept of dilator 
(which is more general, and non-equivalent), but I tried to keep what could be 
kept of Jervell':, ideas, and to adopt a Jervellian terminology in the sections on 
dendroids. (Der~droids are the concept which generalizes the concept of a Jervell 
tree.) I tried to transfer, when possible good ideas that where developed for 
homogeneous trees and/or ladders: for instance the operation ~* of Section 7 was 
introduced by Marcel Masseron in [13] as an operation on rungs. Gandy [6] 
proposed another treelike interpretation of ladders; rungs and ladders were 
investigated in details by Khabaza [12]. 
What can be saved from the versions of 76-77 (gardens) is included in the two 
works in collaboration with Jacquelinc Vauzeilles [9, 10], Jacqueline Vauzeillcs 
made: a third paper [18], proving the equivalence of gardens with dilators. 
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A certain number of contributions to II~-logic are not listed here: it is simply 
that they are connected with part I1. 
1. The eate~ry  ON of o rd im~ 
In this section, we shall introduce the main category-theoretic ools that will be 
used in the sequel. Vie asslme that the reader knows the definition of category, 
functor, natural transforma.ion, Other category-theoretic concepts will be expli- 
citely defined, The ordinaE are always considered (as usual from set theory) as the 
set of their predecessors. 
I. 1, Basic categories 
Definition 1.1.1. If x and y are two linear arders, then I(x, y) will oe the set of 
strictly increasing mappings from x to y. 
Definition 1,1.2. We define the following categories by their objects (in all these 
categories, the morphisms are given by I(x, y)): 
(i) the category OL of linear orders; the objects are linear orders; 
(ii) the category ON of ordinals; the objects are ordinals; 
(iii) if x is an ordinal, the category ON < x; the objects are ordinals < x; 
(iv~ if x is an ordinal, the category ON~x;  the objects are ordinals~x. 
Detiifition 1.1.3. If x and y are ordinals such that x ~< y, then one defines 
E~ e I(x, y)by:  E~y(z)= z; E~ is abbreviated in F_~. 
1.2. Some functors 
Dean 1.2.1. We define the following functors from ON 2 into ON (let 
x, x', y, y' be ordinals, fe  I(x, x'), g ~. I(y, y')) 
(i) the functor sum: 
-x  + y is the familiar ordinal sum of x and y; 
- i f  z<x ,  then ( f+g)(z)=f(z) ,  if z<y ,  then ( f+g) (x+z)=x '+g(z) .  
(ii) the functor product: 
-x  • y is the usual ordinal product of x and y; 
- i f  t<x, u<y,  then ( f .  g)(x.  u+t )=x ' ,  g(u)+f(t) .  
(iii) the functor exponential: 
-(1 +x)  -~ is defined as usual; 
- (1+f)*((1 +x)  ~'" ( l+h)+"  • "+( l+x)  "- • (1 + t~)) = (1 +x' )  ~(~0" (1 +f( t l ) )+" • • 
+ (1 + x')~°'-~" (1 + f(t~)) for all ul . . . . .  u.. t t . . . . .  t,, such that y > u 1 >" " " > u~, 
and tl . . . . .  t. < x. 
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Remark 122 .  It is not difficult in fact to extend these fm~ctors in sach a way that 
they map OL 2 into OL; for instance one has to consider the sum of linear 
orders, . . .  Anyway, we don't have to bother ~:oo much about this extension, 
because direct limits give a general way of extending functors from ON into ON 
(or ON 2 into ON) into functors from OL into OL (or OL 2 into OL). 
Definition 1.2.3. If x is an ordinal, define £ = x + 1; if x, y are ordinals, and 
feI(x, y), define ~• r(~, ~) by: 
/~(z) = sup(f (t) + 1)). 
t '<z  
(equivalently, we have: )~(0)=0, f ( z+l )=f (z )+l ,  and, for z limit: ~(z)= 
sup,<A/(t)). 
Proposition 1.2.4. ~ is a functor from ON into itself, 
Proof. Left to the reader. 
Definition 1.2.$. If x is a linear order, define Opp(x), to be the opposite order 
relation (same underlying set, order reversed); if f~ I(x, y), define Opp(f )= f. 
Remark 1.2,6. When we have a functor from OL into OL, which has the property 
that F(x) is a well-order for all x • ON, then one can consider its 'restriction to 
ON', which is defined b~: G(x)= unique orch'ml isomorphic to F(x), the functions 
G(f)• I(G(x), G(y)) are such that dNF(f) = G(f)d~ (d~ is the unique isomorph- 
ism between F(x) and G(x)). But the functor Opp cannot be restricted into a 
functor from ON into itself, because the order opposite to an infinite well-order is 
not a well-order. However, the opposite of a finite linear order is again a finite 
linear order, and this means that Opp can be restricted into a functor from 
ON<to into itself; we have: 
~ppp(n)=n and (~pp( f ) (n - l - z )=m- l - f ( z )  if fe I (n.m),  z<n. 
1.3~ Direct limits 
Definition 1.3.L Let q~ i~e a category, and let ! be a non void ordered set; we 
shall always assume that I is directed, i.e., for aU /, j • L there is k ~ I such that 
i , j<k. 
A direct system in ~, indexed by I, appears ,~s a family (x~, ~)~.i~, such that: 
(i) for all i ~ L x~ is an object of q~; 
(ii) for all i. j~ I such that i-< j, ~i is a q~-morphism from x~ to x~; 
(iii) for all i ~/, ~f~ is the identity of x~; 
(iv) for all i,],k in I such that i.<]-<k, fik :--f~f~- 
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De~mitlon 1.3.2. (i) A direct system of morphisms (with associated function q~) 
between the direct systems (x,, ~)  (indexed by l) and (y~, ~,,) (indexed by L) is a 
family (b~),,~ of ~-morphisms from x~ to y~ such that: ¢0 is an increasing 
function from I to L, and for all i, j ~ 1: 
(ii) If (k~)~L is another direct system of morphisms (with associated function tk) 
between (y~, g~) and (z~, d~) (indexed by P), *,hen the composition of (kl) and 
(~), (h~)= (/~)(~) is defined by: hl =/%(~;  it is immediate that (hl) is a direct 
system of morphisms between (x~, f~i) and (z~, d~) (with associated function ~0). 
Definition 1.3.3. Let (x~, ,f,~) be a direct system in c~, indexed by I; the family 
(x, ~)~! is said to be a direct limit of (:q, ~j) iff (i)-(iv) bold: 
(i) x is an object of ~, 
(ii) for all i ~ I, ~ is a morphism from x~ to x; 
(iii) fc, r all k j ~ I such that i < ], f~ = f~f~j ; 
(iv) if (y, g~)~ is any family which satisfies (i)-(iii), then there is an unique 
morpbism h from x to y such that. for all i~ I: g, = hf~ (Fig. D. 
gi 
fu fy  
Fig. l. 
Remark 1.3.4. Conditions (i)-(iii) mean that it is possible to extend the given 
direct system into a system indexed by I* = I-t a topmost element ~; the exten- 
sion is defined by: x~=x,  ~=f , ,  f~  =identity of x~. 
Remark 1.3.5. In fact, direct limits are defined in the more general context of an 
arbitrary non void ordered set, non necessarily directed; this generalization offers 
absolutely no interest for us; but one can consider direct systems indexed by non 
void directed preorders, without any significant difference with our definition. 
Ex~unples 1.3.6. (i) In the categories of Definition 1.1,2, there is a very simple 
way of reformulating Definition 1.3.3(iv): 
(~v)' x = I,,J~z rg(f~), i.e,, ever3, point in x is in the range of some f~. 
(Proof. (iv)--~ (iv)': Let X= I,.J~t rg(f,); define y and k~I (y ,x )  by rg(k )=X,  and 
& ~ I(x~, y) by [, = k& ; since (y, g~) enjoys (i), (ii), (iii), condition (iv) ensures the 
existence of h ~ I(x, y) such that g,--hf~, hence f~ = khf,  for all i~ I; from this, 
kh(z)  = z for all z ~ X; so h maps X onto y, and since h is strictly increasiag, this 
forces X = x, 
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(iv)' --+ (~v): Le- z e x; we define h(z) as follows: choose i ~/,  and zi ~ :q such 
that z = f,(zl) (consequence of (iv)'), and let h(z)= g~(z,); this definition is possi- 
ble: if z =~(zj), let k be > i, j; then ~(z,) = gk~(z , ) )  = gk~k(zi)) = gj(z~), using 
the fact that f,k(z~)= ffk(zt)~ which is obvious from z = fk(~k(zt))= fk([~(Zt)), h is 
strictly increasing: if z < Z',  one can eht~se i E/, z. z~, with z = f~(z~), z'= f~(z~), 
because I is directed; since z, <z ; ,  one ge~s h(z)<h(z') .  By construction. 
g,(zi) -- h(f,(zi)), so ~ = hf,. The unicity of h is obvious.) 
(ii) The simplest case of direct limi~ is that of a supremum: if x is a limit 
ordinal, let 1 = x, let av = y, and if y < z < x. let fy~ = E.,~ ; then (x, E~) is a direct 
limit of (av, fy~); in that case the direct limit equals the sup (we have: x 
limi~ ~-->(x. F~.) = li_m~ (y, Eye,)). 
(iii~ If the system (x~, f,~) is such that all x~'s are equal to some fixed integer n, 
then the system has a direct limit (n,/~) (hint: all functions f~ are isomorphisms). 
But if x, is contantly equal to some infinite ordinal, nothing can be said 
concerning an eventual direct limit, For instance, any denumerable imit ordinal x 
can be obtained as a directed limit of a system (x~, f~O, with all x's equal to to. 
(iv) We give now the crucial example of a system (x~, f,~), with ~he x~'s finite, 
and with a limit (oo + 1, f~): I will be the integers, if n ~ I, let x. = n + 1, if n ~m,  
let f. ,~,=E.m+E~, i.e., f . . , (z )=z if z<n,  and f . .~(n)=m; define f .~  
I (n+l ,o~+l)  by f .=E . , , ,+E ,  i.e., f . ( z )=z  ff z<n.  f.(n)=o~, then (~o+l , f . )  
enjoys obviously properties (i)-(iv)'. A picture may help (see Fig. 2). 
(v) Similarily, the system (n + n, E.,. + E~..,) admits (~o + 60, E~ + E~)  as direct 
limit; the systetn (n .n ,  E., . .  E.m) admits (o~- co, E,~ +E,~) as direct limit; the 
system ((1 + n)", (1 + E,,,.) ~o,- admits 00% (1 +E,~) v-, as direct l imit. . .  
Proposition 1.3.7, (i) If the direct limit of (x~,~, i) is (x.~,), then x is unique up to 
isomorphism. In the category. ON there is no isomorphism distinct from the identiD,, 
so in this category there is only one possible choice for the direct limit. (The fact that 
x is unique up to isomorphism explains the use of the article 'the': we speak of 'the' 
direct limit; another abuse of terminology is to refer to x as the direct limit of (x~. ~), 
whereas the direct limit is (x,/,)). 
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(ii) Supppose that (xi, [ij) and (Yl, g~,~) admit direct limits (x, ~) and (y. g,), and 
let (h;.) be a direct system of morphisms between (x~.[,~) and (Yz, gl,,), with 
associated function q~, then lhere is an zmique morphism h from x to y such that, for 
all i e I: hi,, ~-- ~0~ ; this morphism is the 'direct limit of the h,' s'. If (h~) = (kt)(th), 
and if (z,,, d~,~) as a direct limit, then the direct limits h' and k of (hl) and (kz) 
satisfy: h' = kh. 
ProoL (i) If (x./'~) a ,d  (y, :~) are two direct limits of (x~,f,i), then by Definition 
1.3.3(iv), there exist h and k such that g, =h~ and ~=kg,  for all i; from this 
= kh[, for all i; Definition 1.3.3(iv) ensures that kh is the only morphism such 
that ~ = kh~ for all i, so kh = identity, similarily hk = identity (Fig. 3). 
h 
Fig, 3. 
(ii) (y, ~,~it,) enjoys Definition 1.3.3(i)-(iii); so there is an unique h from x to 
y such that hl~ = g~t,~lt, for all L The property of composition is immediate (Fig. 
4). 
kt t l}h  i
h k 
x '~Y >z  
Fig, 4. 
E~maples 1.3,8. (i) Suppose that (x~),~: and (Yt)~L are increasing families of 
o~dinals, that ¢ is an increasing function from I to L, and that/~ ~ I (x, y,~(,~) are 
such that i< j - - *~ extends ~ (i.e.. if z<x~ and i<] ,  then f , (z)=~(z)) ;  then it is 
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possible to define a function g = [j,  f~. g ~ I(sup(xi), sup(yl)), by g(z) = f~(z), where 
i is any indey such that z < x~. 
In fact, U,f~ is a very elementary case of direct limit of morphisms: recall 
(Example 1.3.6(ii)) that (with x =sup(x0, y =sup(y~)) (x, E~)  (resp, (y, F~,,v)) is 
the direct limit of the system (x~, E~,) of (resp. (y~, }~,v.)): it is immediate that (/~) 
is a direct system of morphisms between (x~. E,~x,) and (y~, E~,~.) (with associated 
function ~) and that g = ~f~ is the direct limit of the family ~)  (Fig. 5). 
(ii) If (x, f~) is the direct limit of (x~, f~), then, for all i e/ ,  f~ aDpears as a direct 
limit of rnorphisms: define I~ by:/~ ={/e  I; i.< l}; then define the direct system of 
morphisms (h~)~, (with associated function the identity function q~ from Is to I~; 
between (Yl, gl,~) (with y~ = x~, g~,~ =E,~) and (x~, fi~)~,,~ e/,. by hz = f~. Then (Yl. ~m) 
and (x~.fzm) admit (x~, E~,) and (xz, f~) respectively as direct limits, and f, is the 
direct limit of (h0 (immediate) (Fig. 6). 
Theorem 1.3.9. In the categories ON, OL, every obiect is a direct limit of integers, 
i.e., given any object x, then one can find a direct system (~. ft,) atut a family (f,) 
such that (x, f,) is the direct limit of (x~, f~,). 
Proof. Define I = {i; i c x, i finite}, and order I by inclusion; I is obviously directed. 
Define 
-x~ = number of elements of i; 
- f , (p)  =q iff the pth element of i in increasing order is the qth element of j; 
-f~(p) = the pth element of i. 
E E 
x im ,ii  ,il 
1-ij f ik fi 
~jk fk 
Fig. 6. 
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Conditions 1.3.3(i)-(iv)' are obviously satisfied (in fact f~, is defined by f~ = f f ,  ; 
if z e x, then z E rg( /~) ;  f i~te subsets (and not only subsets consisting of one 
element) are needed in orde~r to ensure directedness). So (x, f~) is the direct limit 
o~ (~, ~).  
Remark that, although the x~'s are small, the indexing set I may be very big. 
Notl lttom 1.3.10. (i) (x,~)=li~mi(~,~,) when (x,f~) is the direct limit of (x~,~j); 
usually the index set I will be omitted, so our current nota:ion will be (x, f , )= 
li_imm(x~, ) ;  if we want to express x without the f:s,  then we shall use the notations 
x = li_i_~m*(x~, f,j) or x = ~i_~m*(x~, t,0- 
(ii) h =liming(h,) or h =li_.qn~(/~.) when h is the direct limit of the system (h0; if 
(x,~)=li_mm(~,f~), then we shall use the notation fi=limmi(f,,): this notation is 
justified by Example 1.3.8(ii). 
Remarks 1.3.11. (i) If x is denumerable and limit, then x =limm*(x~,[~,) for some 
system (x~, f~i), with x~ = ~o for all i: simply consider all subsets i of x of order type 
co, which are cofinal in x . . .  
(ii) If (x,~)=limm(,,~) in ON, with all the x~'s finite, then it is innnediate that 
(Opp(x), Opp([~)) = li~m(x, Opp~))  in OL: but, if x is infiite, then Opp(x) is not a 
well-order: it follows from this (and Theorem 1.4.2 below) that a direct system in 
ON needs not to have a direct limit. 
1.4. Existence of direct limits 
Theorem 1.4,1. In OL, all direct systems have direct limits. 
Proof. Let (x~, [,j) be a direct system in OL: let X be the disjoint union of the x,'s, 
and define a binary relation R on X by: (a, i)R(b, ]) iff there exists k>- i, ] such 
that [~(a)r~k(b),  rk being the order relation on xk; R is obviously a preorder on 
X, and, since ! is directed, R is a total preorder; if S is the equivalence associated 
with R, X/S is totally ordered by R/S; let us call this ordered set x, and define 
f~ ~ I(x~, x) by fi(z) = equivalence class of (z, i) modulo S; then it is immediate that 
(x, ~) enjoys Definition 1.3,3(i)-(iv)', so we have 
(x, :3 = ~im(a, :,0. 
Th~rem 1.4.2, Given a direct system (x~,/,t) in ON. let x be its limit, when this 
system is considered as a direct system in OL; then (x. [i~) admits a direct limit in 
ON iff x is a well-order; furttlennore, when the limit exists in ON, then it is the 
(unique) ordinal isomorphic to x. 
l~oof.  We shall assume that (in OL) (x, f , )= li__i~m(x~, ~,); 
(i) If x is well-ordeled, we may assume as welt that x is an ordinal (by 
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eventually replacing x by its isomorphic ordinal); but. if (x, ~) is the direct limit of 
(x~, ~i) in OL, it is afortiori  the direct limit of (x~, A~) in the subcategoo' ON of 
OL. 
(ii) Conversely, suppose that (x~,~) admits a direct limit (y. ga) Jr, ON; G, g~) 
enjoys Definition 1.3.3(i)-(iii) in OL. hence there exists h e I(x, y) such that 
g~ = h~; but if h ~ I(x, y) and y is a well-order, so is x. 
Theorem 1.4,3. Let L I be two directed ordered sets, and let ~o be an increasing 
function from L to I; suppose that (x~. ~, ~ is a direct .~ystem in ON indexed by L and 
deline a new system indexed by L. (y~, ~,.) by y~ = xca), g~,. =/.u).<,.): then: 
(i) ff (x~, ~) admits a direct limit i .  ON. t,hen (y~. ga,~) admits a direct limit in 
ON. 
(ii) If q~(L) is co~inal in I, then the converse of (i) holds; furthermore, if 
(x, ~) = li__mm(x,, f~,), then (x, f~(,~) = li.mm(yt, ga.~) = li_mm(.%(,), [.,~¢~.~)). 
Proof. Suppose that q~(L) is cofinal in I :  then (i) and (ii) are immediate, and true 
for an arbitrary category. So it is enough to treat the case where L is a subset of L 
and ~v is the canonical injection; we need only to prove (i~: suppose that (x~, [,t) 
admits a limit along L say (x.~), then the family (x, ~)~L satisties Definition 
lo3.3(i)-(iii) w.r.t. (x~, f~),,~,~L; if (y, g),~L is the direct limit of this system in OL, 
then by Definition 1.3.3(iv) there exists h e I(y, x) such that ~ = hg~, so the order y 
is a well-order, and by Theorem 1.4.2, (x~, ~j)~.i~L has a direct limit in ON. 
Corollary 1.,1.4. Given a direct system (x~. ~) in ON. and a family (x. ~) in ON 
enjoying Delinition 1.3.3(i)-(iii). then one can 1ind a direct limit for (x~, [,,) in ON. 
Proof. This can easily be obtained from Theorem 1.4.2 or 1.4.3; for instance 
extend (x,,~j) into a system indexed by I *= r+a topmost element oo as in 
Remark 1.3.4; then apply Theorem 1.4.2 to this system (which has obviously a 
direct limit, since it has a topmost element) and its restriction to I: (r~. f,~) has 
therefore a direct limil in ON. (Alternative method: consider the union of ff.e 
ranges of the mo~-phisms f,, as in Example 1.3.6(i).) 
Theorem 1.4.5. Let c~ be one of the categories ON or OL, and let (:qz. f, Li,~) be a 
double ind.ctive system indexed by a product I ×/-. with product order: then 
(i) I[ for each i e I, the direc~ system (indexed by L) (x~, f,l,~,.) has a direct limit, 
and if the system (indexed by I) (limm*L(x~, L,,~), !i_~mL ( ~L,l)) has a direct limit, then 
the fuli double system has a limit, and conversely. 
(ii) If the full double system has a limit, then 
li_mm(x~,, f, .,.,) = (lim* (lim*(x~z. [,,,.,~ lim(f,~,,)], lim(lim(~,,.,)~. 
\ f  \L \ ,~  IxL | 
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, ) (iii) If (h~) is a direct system of morphism between (x,t, f.,,.,) attd (y~.f..,,., and 
if these double systems have direct limits in ~, :hen 
li_.mm(~,) = lim(lim(h,,)~. 
,~ ,L  -7" \ -~  / 
Pr~L (i) Assume that (x~, ~l)=l imt (x,~, f~t.~,,'}; define L*= L +a topmost eletnent 
o~; extend the system (x~. f~,~.,) to Ix  L* by meaqs of: 
x.~ = x.. f ,~ ,~ = li_~m(f..,,l, f,,.,~ = g,,ti,.i, ; 
L 
the extended system is easily seen to be a direct system. By hypothesis, the 
restriction of this sytem to the cofinal subset I x{~} has a direct limit (x, g~), hence 
the full system (indexed by I x  L*) has the direct limit (x. g0~.,,®). We show that 
the original system (indexed by I x L) has the limit (x. gg~): Properties 1.3.3(i)- 
(iii) are easily checked. Now. if (y. h.) enjoys properties (i)-(iii), it is possible to 
extend this family to I x L* by means of h, = li~mL(/h~). Since this extended family 
still enjoys Definition 1.3.3(i)-(iii), there exists an unique h such that h,~ = hgd~,~ .... 
for all i l e IxL* ,  so h~=hg~gt for all i l e IxL :  moreover, if h' is such that 
h.~ = h'g~g~ for all il ~ I x L, then tht = h'gf,~.,~ for all il c I × L*: it suffices to look 
to the case l~-L: then h'g.g, fl.,~ = h '~,~.a  = h'gg~ = the; from this it follows that 
h '= h, It', fact, we have just proved formula (ii). since obviously: 
g,g, = lim (lim(f,~.m,)) ° lim(f,~.~) =li~m (li~m(~..,.,)). 
-7" -  ~-~ ~ , ,,~ 
Conversely. if the full double system has a limit, then the restricted system 
(x,. f,z,~,.) has a limit in ~ (if ~ =OL.  this is trivial (see Theorem 1.4.1). if ~ =ON.  
apply Theorem 1.4.31; if this limit is (x. g~), then the system (x,. limmL(f,~.~)) admits 
the direct limit (x. ~N~) in OL, by the above proof, and with the same notations; if 
= OL, there is nothing to prove, if cg = ON, observe that x is an ordinal by 
hypothesis, and apply Theorem 1.4.2 (Fig. 7). 
(ii) Has been proved above. 
(iii) If h = limmt×L(t~(1, then h is uniquely determined by: hgig. = g~g~lh~t; but, if 
t _ t . t tg = l~L(h , ) ,  then htg,~ = g~th~z, and if h'=li.~m~(~), then h 'g  -g,hi . ,  so h g~gi = 
g,gah~, so h = h', and so h = li_~m~×t.(h,)= limt(l_~L(l~,,)) (Fig. 8). 
ComUary 1.4.6. In OL or ON. /~ one of the expressions 
7- -C  ~ - i 
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Fig. 7, 
sjz 
ll . . . . . . .  h~_ ;i j/ , , 
..... h , ,  ~y 
Fig. 8. 
x J1 - - - - ' - i ' 11 , , l  m ~xlm (x,11~ fj1~Jm) 
Fig. 9. 
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exists, then the other exists too; furthermore, we have: 
lim (lim*(xa, ~,.,,~), lim(~,,~,)) =
-7"--L-" "C" - 
- - L  I ~i , 
1.5. Pull-backs 
(Fig. 9). 
Dda i~a 1.5.1. Let xl, x2, x3 be objects of ~, let fl, f2,/3 be morphisms from 
respectively xl, x2, x3 to x; f3 is said to be a pull-back of ft and/2 iff 
(i) there exist qg-morphisms [3t and [32 from x3 to xt and :~2 such that 
fi =t i f f ,  =t i f f : :  
(ii) given any other solution (xL [.L f.~t, f~2), then there exists a unique mo~ph- 
ism h from x~ to x~ such that [~, =f i ,h  and f~2=fi2h (Fig. 10). 
x ~ " i "  h ~ % f~ . . . . .  i~-~'.  x 
Fig. 10, 
Notation 1.5.2. [3 = • &/2, when [3 is a pull-back of fl and [2- 
Remark LS.3. Pull-backs are a very special case of inverse limit; the general 
concept of inverse limit is of no interest here. 
Remark 1,5.4, '~The' pull-back is unique up to isoraorphism: if [~ is another 
pull-back of It and [2, then there is an isomorphism h from the source x~ of [~ to 
x3, such that [~=[3h (justification similar te Proposition 1.3.7(i)); in ON, pull- 
backs will therefore be uniquely determined. 
l~a~rem 1.5.5. In ON and OL, pull-backs always exist. In fact, f3 = 
[a & fi iff rg(fi) = rg([~) N rg(f2). 
1ProoL Any solution [3 of Definition [.5. l(i) enjoys rg([3)c rg(~), fol i = 1, 2, so 
rg(f3) c rg([a) Nrg([2); conversely, if f3 is such that rg(f3) c rg(f0 N ':g([2), then 
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Definition 1.5.1(i) holds: if z e x3, then f3(zl ~ rg(,fa), hence f~(z)= f~(z') for some 
z' ~ xa, so one can put f~(z )  = z'. 
If rg(f3)=rg(f~)nrg~2), then given an arbitrary 1¢~ such that rg ( f ' ) c  
rg(f:) nrgff2), define h ~ l(x~, x~) by h(z) = the unique z' such that f~(z) = [3(z'); 
then it is immediate that f~=f3~h,  f~z=f~2h, and h is obviously uniquely 
determined. Conversely suppose that f~ = f~ & f, and apply Definition 1,5. l(ii) to 
f:~ such that rg(f~)= rg(f~)nrg(fi), then f~ = fih, so rgff3)= rg(f~), hence rg(f3) = 
rg(f:) n rg(f~). 
Tlheorem 1.5,6. In ON or OL, let ff~), (f~), (f~) be direct systems of morphisms 
between respecavely (x:, g~), (x~, g~), (x~, g~) and (x~, g~m), with the same as- 
sociated function ~o, and assume that (x~, g~,,) has a direct limit; then 
Proo|. First we treat the case where the index set L of (xz, g~,.) consists of one 
element a; let x = x~. q~en we have to prove that 
I E I  \1¢:1 ~' 
by double inclusion: 
- the  sense c is obvious; 
-conversely, if a ~(U rg(f~))N(U rg(f~)), then, for some i, i eL  a ~rg(f, ~) and 
a ~ rg(ff); if i, j < k, then a ~ rg(f~) N rg(f~). 
For the general case, l>,t us observe, that, in ON and OL, h( f&  g)=hf& hg; 
h, - ~,~f~, then li__mm(f. 3) = li.~m(h, 3) = if (x, ga) = limm(xl, g~,~), then let k _ k. 
!~lh,b ~ ~(h ,  ~) = l~(f,b ~ l~(f?). 
Remark  1.5,7. The aimilarity of the concepts of pull-back and intersection is 
striking: the pairs (x. X), when X c x can be identified with morphisms of ~arget 
X, by means of X = rg(f); if f, g are represented respectively by (x, X) and (y, Y), 
then /&g  will be represented by (x, X f3Y) ;  from this commutativity, 
associativity.. ,  of pull-backs is obvious. 
2. Elementary properties of dilators 
I~ this section, we sh,~ll investigate the most ~bvious features of dilators; more 
subtle properties will be studied in the next section, 
2.1. Commutation to direct limits 
Del~nilion 2.1.1. Let F be a functor kom the category ~¢ to the category @; F is 
said to commute to direct limits if the following holds: given any s~tem (x,, f~) 
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with a direct limit (x, f~) in c¢. then the system (F(x~), F~) )  has the direct limit 
i f (x),  F(f~)) in @. 
Remark 2.1.2. If F is any functor from ~? to ~, and if (x,f,)=li_m(x,,f,~), then 
(F(x). F(f,)) enjoys ~x3nditions 1.3.3(i)-(iii) w.r.t, the dire,:t system (F(x~), F(f~)); 
so, to say that F tx3mmutes to direct lim~.ts n.¢ans that co~adition (iv) is fulfilled. 
]Examples 2.1.3. (i) The functors stun, product, exponential from ON 2 to ON 
commute to direct limits. 
(ii) The functor Opp from OL to OL  commutes to direct limits. 
(iii) The functor ~. from ON to ON does not commute to direct limits. 
All these claims will be justified later in the section. 
Theorem 2.1.4. Suppose that die functor F from ~ to ~ commutes to direct limits; 
let (~) be a direct system of morphisms with a limit h in ~: then (F(h,)) admits the 
limit F(h) in ~.. 
lhroot. Suppose that (~) is a direct system of morphisms between (x,, f,~) (with 
limit (x, ~)) and (),,, g~j) (with limit (y, &)); then q = liL'mm(h,) is uniquely determined 
by the conditions h/, :--: &/~ : by hypothesis (F(x), F(f~)) = l im(F(x,), F~i) ) ,  
(F(y), F(g,))=li_mm(F(y~). F(&i)), and the direct limit k of (F(t~)) is therefore 
uniquely determined by the conditions kF(f~)= F(&)F(h~); but F(h) satisfies these 
conditions, hence li_mm(F(th)) = k = F(h) = F(limm(th)). 
Theorem 2.1.5. Let q~ be a catego~ closed under direct limits (i.e., in qg, all direct 
systems have direct limits, for instance c¢ = OL), then 
(i) If F is a functor from ON < to to ~, then F can be extended into a functor G 
from OL into qg, commuting to direct limits. 
(ii) If F and H are functors from ON<to  to T~. if T is a natural transformation 
from F to H, then if G and K are extensions of F and H into fanctors commuting to 
direct limits from OL to ~, then T can be extended unique.'y into a natural 
tra,~formation from G to K. 
P~root (i) Using Theorem 1.3.9, construct a family (a,,jz~) indexed by the 
collection of finite subsets of linear orders, such that for any linear order x, 
(x. hi) =~L~(o~,  h~.~), with L(x) ={i; i = x}; the orders a, are integers. Define 
G(x) by G(x)=li_~m*(~)(F(c~,F(h,,.)); one may choose G(x)=F(x) when x is 
finite, because, in that ease, L(x) admits x as its topmost element, hence 
li__nt*c~(F(a~), F(h~,~)) = F (~)  = F(x). If x, y are linear orders a,ld f~:. I(x, y), then f 
appears as the direct limit of a system ~)  between (a,,h~.,),.~_~t~) and 
(c~, h,,,),.,,L<~, with associated function ~( i )= f(i): fi = E~ = E,,,,~. 
Then define G( f )~ I(G(x), G(y)) by G( f )= li_~m(F(ft)): it is immediate that G is 
a functor, i.e., G(E~):=E~-~ and G( fg )= G( f )G(g) ;  furthermore, observe that, 
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u(x) 
:-at,x) 
....... ~a~%) - ' ~  
~xtx) 
Fig. 11. 
(G(x), G(h~))=li~L~)(G(al), G(h~,.)). It remains to prove that G commutes to 
direct limits: suppose that, in OL (x, ~)= li_~(x~, f~). Define a new direct system 
(Yil, g~l.i,.) indexed by Ix  L(x) as follows: if q~(it)= rg(f~)f~ l, let y,~ = a~,t~, ~1,m, =
h,~oz),,,~,,,o, and let (z~t,/qt.~.,) bethe image of this system under F; then we have: 
li..~m (z,t, k~z,j.,) = (O(x), O(g~)) 
IXL(x) 
(immediate from the definition of G and from Theorem 1.4.3(ii)), but also 
' t fi.~m(G(x~), G(~))= lira{ lim*(z,z, k,,,~), lim_,(Iq~,~O I I \ L(x) L lx )  
the last equality follows from Corollary 1.4.6; since it is immediate that 
li.~ml(/q-i,~t) = F(h,~(,o 0 (because for sut~ciently great/, q~(jl) = l), one concludes that 
l i~c~(~,(~l, it)) is equal to G(fi), hence 
( G(x), c,([,)) = r~m( G(xg, G(f,,)) 
I 
(ii) K is defined by (K(x), K(hO)=li_~(~(H(aO, H(h~,,)), so, it is possible to 
define U(x)~ I(G(x), K(x)) by U(x) =li_mm(T(~)). (g~) being the direct s~tem 
between (at, hr,,)t.,,~L(~ az~d itself (with associated function the identity) defined 
by gt = E~. The fact that U is a natural transformation is immediate (Fig. 11). 
Remarks 2.1.6. (i) It is easy to extract he follov ing remark from the proof of 
Theorem 2.1.5: all functors from ON<oJ to q~ c<,mmute to direct limits. 
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(ii) The functor G of Theorem 2.1.50) is not unique, because of the indetermi- 
nation of the direct limit in cg; however one can remark that: 
- I f  G '  is another solution, then there exists an unique natural transformation T 
from G to G', which is the ;dentity on the respective restrictions of G and G '  to 
ON<to  (apply Theorem 2.l.5(ii)); furthermore, this transformation T has an 
inverse T', i.e., T 'T  is the identity of G, 'IT' is the identity of G '  (obvious, left to 
the reader). 
-Suppose that F maps ON<to  into ON, and let G be an extension of F into a 
functor from OL to OL commuting to direct limits; suppose that G has the 
following property: if x is a well-order, so is G(x), then it is possible to choose, 
when x e ON, G(x) as an ordinal: hence G maps ON into ON: in this very special 
situation, we have extended F into a functor (the restriction of G to ON) from 
ON to ON commuting to direct limits: this extension is unique. 
(iii) When specific extensions G and K have chosen, the extension U of T 
defined in Theorem 2.1.5(ii) is uniquely determined. 
Def ln i~n 2.1.7. (i) If F, G are as in Theorem 2.1.5(i), then we shall say that G is 
the extension of ~" by direct limits. 'The' is an abuse of language, however, Remark 
2.1.6(ii) above shows that F admits at most one extension by direct limits into a 
functor from ON to ON. 
(ii) If F, (3, H. K, T, U are as in Theorem 2.1.5(ii), then we shall say that U is 
the exter~ion qf F by direct limits. 
Corollary 2.1.8, Let F, G be fimctors from ON or OL into c¢; then 
(it F commutes to direct limits iff it commutes to direct limits of the form 
lim,(x, ~j), with x~ finite for all i ~ I. 
~ii) F commutes to ~ iff: for all x, for all z ~ F(x), there exists an integer n v.nd a 
function f c I(n, x) s.t. z erg(F(f) ) .  
~iii) I f  F and G are functors from ON to ON commuting to li_mm, then F = G if[ 
they coincide on ON < co. 
ProoL (i) If F commutes to the limits li_~m(xo ~)  with x~ finite, then F coincide 
with the extension of F I ON<oJ  built in the proof of Theorem 2.1.5, so F 
commutes to lim. 
(ii) If F commutes to li__mm, write (x ,~)=l~(x ,~, ) ,  with x~ finite, so 
(F(x), F~) )  = li_~m(F(xi), F~j ) ) ;  so, if z E F(x), z ~ rg(F(~)) for some i, take n = x, 
f = ~. Conversely, assume that F has the property of (ii); if (x, ~) = li_mm(x,, ~j), with 
all x~ finite, then (F(x), F~))  enjoys Definition 1.3.3(i)-(iii) w.r.t. (F(x~), F(~,)); if 
z ~ F(x), let n and f e I(n, x) such that z e rg(F(f));  if i is such that rg(f) c rg(~ (so 
f = ~k), then rg(F(f)) ~ rg(F(~)) (because F([) = F(~)F(k)), so z E rg(F(~)); this 
proves (iv)', and apply (i) to conclude that F commutes to li_mm. 
(iii) is immediate from Definition 2.1.7. 
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Renmrk 2.1,9. We have also to deal with binary functors, i.e., functors from for 
instance ON 2 to ON; ~ve indicate briefly what we have to know, without 
justification: 
(i) in the product category q$ x ~, we have: 
((x, y),(f, .  ~))=!i~m((x,, y , ) , ( f .  ~,)) ifr 
(x,/i)=li_mm(xt,~) and (y, &) =l!m(y,, &i). 
(ii) the functor F from qg × ~ into ~ commutes to direct limits iff: 
- for  any object x of c~, the functor G from ~ to ~g defined by G(y)= F(x, y), 
G(f) = F(id~, f) commutes to direct limits. 
- for  any object y of ~, the functor G from qg to ~ defined by G(x)= F(x, y), 
G(f) = F(f, id s) commutes to direct limits. 
(iii) Any functor F from (ON < ¢o) 2 to OL can be extended into a functor from 
OL 2 into OL, commuting to direct limits. 
(iv) In order that F from ON 2 to ON commutes to direct limits it is necessary 
and sufficient hat for ali ordinals x, y and any z <F(x ,  y), there exist integers n 
and m and morphisms f~ l(n, x). g ~ I¢m, y), such that z ~rg(F(f, g)). 
E~amples 2.1.10, It is now possible to justify the claims of Examples 2.1.3: 
(i) Take for instance the functor exponential; we use Remark 2.1.9(iv): take 
ordinals x,y and z<( l+x)~;  one can write z=( l+x)" , . ( l+tO+. . "  
+( l+x)" - ( l+t~)  with y>u~>. . .>u~,  and t~ . . . . .  t ,<x ;  let A={tl  . . . . .  t~}, 
B={ul . . . . .  u,} if f~I(p,x) and g~I (n ,y )  are such that rg(f)=A, rg(g)=B. 
then, obviously, z ~ rg(F(f, g)). So exp. commutes to direct limits. 
(ii) Obvious from the definition of commutation to li._mm. 
(iii) consider the functor 1 + Id defined by (! + ld)(x) = 1 + x, (.1 + Id)(f) = Et + f; 
it is immediate that this functor commutes to direct limits (see Examples 2. I. t / ) ;  
but this functor coincides with " on the category ON<o;  but (1+Id)(¢o)=¢o, 
whereas ¢b = o~ + 1, so by Corollary 2.1.8(iii), " cannot commute to direct limits 
Examples 2.1,11. (i) If x is an object of ON (or OL), then the functor F (y )= x, 
F(f) = E~ commutes to direct limits; this functor is denoted by x. 
(ii) The identity functor Id commutes to direct limits. 
(iii) It is possible to make various functors from ON (or OL) into itself by 
combining (i) and (ii) with Example 2.1.3(i), for instance: I + Id, Id + !, Id + Id, 
Id - Id ,  7" Id, Id.  9, (1 +Id) Ia+l, (1+9) m (denoted by 1Old), etc. . .  
(iv) let us write down explicitly the functor 1QOIa: 
101d(x) = l0  b 
10Id(f)(10"'' nl + ' "  " + 10% • no) =.: 10 f~'~,~" n l+" " '+  10 ft%~" o v. 
For instance, if ] '¢ I (3,7)  is defined by f(0)~=l, f (1 )=2,  f (2 )=5,  then 
1Qta(f)(944) =900440, l__0td(f)(459) =400590, etc. . .  (So the digit no. 0 is moved 
into the digit no. 1 =f(0),  the digit no. 1 is moved into the digit no. 2= f(1), the 
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digit no. 2 is moved into the digit no. 5 = f(2), and we intercalate sufficiently many 
'0" between these digits.) 
Remark 2,1.12. The functors um, product, exponential commute to direct limits 
because they are finitary: if one looks ~o their definitio/i, they are computable 
from finitary informations; on the other hand, the definition of f requires an infiite 
operation (a supremum). So commutation to direct limits is a way of saying that 
the functor is defined in a finitary way. 
Deh i l ion  2.1.13. Let x be an ordinal; the canonical system of x is the direct 
system of Theorem 1.3.9. 
"lIk~rem 2.1.14. Let F be a flmctor from ON<o~ into ON; then F can be extended 
into a functor from ON~<x into ON commuting to direct limits iff li_~(F(x~), F(f~i)) 
exists in ON, where (x~, f,~) is the canonical system of x. 
ProoL Let G be an extension of F into a functor from OL to itself by direct 
limits, then F can be extended into a functor from ON-~x into ON iff G(y) is a 
well-order for all y ~x;  now suppose that the limit of'(F(x~), F(f,j)) exists in ON: 
so G(x) is a welt-order: if y <x, then G(F_~,~)  I(G(y), G(x)), hence G(y) must be 
a v, ell-order. The other direction of the theorem is obvious. 
Theorem 2.1.15. Let S," be a functor from ON<oJ to ON; then F can be extended 
into a functor from 0~; to ON commuting to direct limits iff F can be extended to ,~ 
functor from ON<~ :o ON. 
Proof. One sense is trivial, so suppose that G is a functor from ON<NI to ON 
which extends F. and let H be the extension of F by directs limits: H is a functor 
from OL into itself, and we show that H(x) is a well-order for any ordinal x: let f 
be a strictly decreasing sequence in H(x); choose integers p, and f, E I(p~, x) such 
that f(n) ~ rgfH(f~)), and let X be the union of the ranges of the functions f~ ; X is 
denumerable; so there exists y < R1 and g E/(y, x) such that X = rg(g); since one 
can write f~ = gth, one ma', define a strictly decreasing sequence h in H(y) by 
H(g)(h(n)) = f(n); we show that H(y) is a well-order, and this will conclude the 
proof. If (y~, g~) is the canonical system of y, then (G(y), G(g~)) enjoys Definition 
1.3.3(i)-(iii) w.r.t. (G(y~), G(~j)) (if (y, g~)= li_mm(y~, g~)); but. since (H(y), H(g~)) = 
li~(H(y~), H(gi)), it follows from Definition 1.3.3(iv) thaz there exists a morphism 
k ~ I(H(y). G(y)) such that . . .  But G(y) is a well-order, so H(y) is a well-order. 
2.2. Commutation to pull-backs 
Dehi t ion  2.2.1. The functor F from ~ to @ commutes to pull-backs iff for all 
qg-morphism such that f&  g exists, then F( f )&  F(g) exists and F( f&  g)= 
F(f) & F(g). 
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Remark 2,2.,~ If F is any functor from ¢g to ~, and ff h=f& g, then F(/'), F(gl, 
F(h) enjoy condition 1.5.10) of pull-backs. 
Remark ~2.3. Suppose that F is a functor from OL (or ON) into itself; for all 
x~OL and Xcx ,  define F(x,X) by the condition F(x, rg(f))=rg(F(f)); so 
F(x, X) is a subset of F(x); then commutation to & can be written 
F(x, X) n F(x, Y) = F(x, X fh Y) for all x and X, Y c x. 
lh~ot. Use the representation Remark 1.5.7 of morphisms. 
Examples 2.2.4. (i) The functors sum, product, exponential from ON: to ON 
commute to pull-backs. 
(ii) The functor Opp commutes to pull-backs. 
(iii) The functor : does not commute to pull-backs. 
lh~ot. (i) An analogue of Remark 2,2,3 in the case of a functor of two variables 
is 
F(x, X; y, Y) N F(x, X'; y, Y') = F(x, X f~ X'; y, Y N Y') 
(one defines F(x,X; y. Y )cF (x ,  y), when Xcx ,  Y~y,  by F(x, rg(f); y, rg(g))= 
rg(F(f, g))); now, let us take the case of the exponential: let z be (1 +x) ",- (1 + 
tO+" • "+( l+x)  ~" • ( l+t , ) ,  with y>ut>"  " "> u~, ~nd tl . . . . .  t ,<x ;  obviously 
zeF(x ,X ;y ,  Y) iff: ' 
-al l  the coefficients t~ are in X; 
-al l  the coefficients u~ 'are in Y. 
From this, it follows'at once that exp. commutes to pull-backs. 
(ii) This is completely evident. 
(hi) Let f, g e I(t~, ¢~) be defined by f(n) = 2n, g(n) = 2n + 1, then jf & g = E~.  
so (f & g)= Eu~+~; on the other hand/~ & ~ = El,, + l~t, so : does not commute to 
pull-backs. 
Theorem 2.2.S. Let F be a functor from ON (or OL) into ~. and assume that F 
commutes to direct limits, then, in order that F commutes to pull-backs, it is 
sufficier:t hat the restriction of F to ON<t~ commutes to pull-hacks. 
1Prof. Suppose that 1~ ¢ l(x~, y) (i = 1, 2, 3) are sach that [3 = ft & f2; let (yi, g~,,) 
be the canonical system of y (Definition 2.].13), so (y,g~)=lL~(y~,g~'); let 
k 1, =f, & g l ,  1 1 l k~ I(x~, y) where x~ is an integer. Define [l e I(x~, y) and hl e I(x~, :q) 
by ~hl = gtf~ = f~ & g, = kl. If t c m, observe that (x~, k~, h~, g~"~/l) enjoys Definition 
1.5.1 w.r.t, f~ and g'~. So, by condition 1.5.1(ii), define hl" by k[= ki"h~"~ so 
Im ! ra hi ~I(x,, x, ) (see Fig. 12). We verify that (x~, hl)=li~(xl,  hl"): let k EI(n, xO; 
since f~k~I(n,y), one can find m and k 'e l (n ,y" )  such that ~k=g"~k '. Using 
again property 1.5,1(ii) of/~ & g ' ,  one finds k"~I(n,x'~), k= h?j ~ (see Fig. 13). 
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Fig. 12. 
i! 
From this x~ = Ul  rg(hl). From this one get fi =!i__~m(fl). Now observe that f.~= 
[~&f~. This is clear from the fact that rg(fl)=git(rg(f~)) (obvious from the 
property g~fl=~ & g~). Now, we can apply Theorem 1.5.6, and we get (using 
F(f~') = F(f~) & F(f~)) 
2.3. Dilators 
Defa~tion 2.3.1. A dilat6r is a functor F from ON into itself commuting to direct 
limits and to pull-backs. 
Remark 2~.2.  If F is a dilator, then F can be extended into a functor from OL 
into itself commating to direct limits and pull-backs; we shall denote this 
f i  
Fig. 13, 
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extension by the same symbol F ;  this extension is not unique, but this does not 
matter. 
Examples 2-3.3., All the functors of Example 2.1.11 are dilators. 
Definition 2,3.4. (i) A dilator F is weakly finite iff F(n) is finite for all n. 
(ii) Given a standard g6delnumbering of finite sequences of integers, then it is 
possible to encode the morphism f¢  l(n, m) by 1/] = ([(0) . . . . .  f (n -  1), m). 
(iii) A wakly finite dilator F is said to be recursive (resp. primitive recursive) iff 
there is a recursive (resp. primitive recursive) function q~ such that, for all n, m 
and f~ I(n, m): 
• ( l f l )  = [F(f)].  
Remarks 2.3.5. Dilators induce functions from ordinals to ordinals; if the dilator 
is recursive, then we have a new generalization of recursion to ordinals. By 
methods which will be developed in part II, we prove (see also [8, 17]) that: 
(i) For a big dass of admissibles, we have: if f is any function from a *" to a*  
such that F is X t on L,~+, then it is possible to find a primitive reeursive dilator 
F such that Vz (ze[a,c=*[--~rk(f(z))~G(z)); this result permits to reduce 
a+-recursion to computation of dilators by means of 1__~ (and to set-theoretic 
primitive recursion). 
(ii) One can also show that a-'0-recursive functions are bounded, for all values, 
by a recursive dilator; so, again, we have a reduction of this kind of recursion to 
computation of dilators by means of li_~m, and to set theoretic primitive recursion. 
Remark 2.3.6. A very simple question: is it possible to majorize any function 
from N1 to b~l by a dilator Fsuch that F(~o)<R1? With the continuum hypothesis, 
this is 6bviously false: F is completely determined by the functions F(f), for 
f~ I(n, m), so F can be encoded by a denumerable s quence of functions from a 
denumerable ordinal imo another denumerable ordinal; so F can be encoded by a 
function from N to N. If (F~)~<~ is an enumeration of all these dilators, then the 
diagonal function F~(x)+ 1 is not bounded by any dilator of the family. 
If one assumes V = L, then the function ,~^'-a* is not hounded by any dilator/7, 
with F(co)<Rl: became, if F '~L  o (with F '=F  ~ ON<~o), then dearly F(/3)< 
t8 +. It would be interesting to know what happens under odd hypotheses, e.g., 
AD. 
Remark 2.3.7, The famous functor 0 # is of course a dilator. 
Definition 2.3.8. We define the following order relation on I(x, y): 
f~g  iffV z~.x( f (z )~g(z) ) .  
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Ptoposi6on 2.3.9. I f  x, y are ordinals, if f, ge I (x ,  y), then f<~g iff "here exist an 
ordinal z and functions h e I(y, z), k e I(z, z) such that hg = khf. 
Proof. (i) If hg=khf,  then for all t<x ,  h(g(t))=k(h(f(i)'J); but, since z is an 
ordinal, k (u)~,u for all u, so h(g(t))~h(f(t)) ,  and from this, g(t)~>/(/). 
(it) Conversely, let z~-'to '~, h(t)=¢9"~'+~; if u<z,  write u=u'+r ,  with ~'= 
sup{<a2t°~+l; o~ 2t~°+~ < u}; let v' = sup{to~'~+~; to 2t(')+l ~ u}, and let k(u) = v'+ r; 
obviously hg = khf, so it remains to show that k is strictly increasing: assume that, 
with obvious notations, u~ + r~ < u~+ r2; 
(a) if u~=u2, then v~=v2, so vl-l-rl'~'oz+ r2. 
(b) if u~<u2, then v~<v2; choose t such that ra<to2f('~+~u2; then ra< 
~i~t l ion  2.3.10. Suppa~e that F is a dilator, then f<~ g --> F(f)<-F(g). 
Proof. If f <~ g, then hg = kh[, so F(h)F(g) = F(k)F(h)F(f),  hence F(D <~ F(g). 
Remark 2.3.11. The result of Proposition 2.3.10 still holds when f and g are 
morphisms in OL: if f, ge  I(x. y), it is possible to find direct systems of i;~,-.gers 
(x,h~)=limm(:q,~). (y, k,)= ii~m(y, k,,) and f.g~eI(x~,y,) 
I l 
such that f=li.~mz~), g =li_mm~t&); then f~g iff f ,~& for all teL  
f < g -.* V i  ~ ~ &) ~ V i  (F(f~) < F(L~)) ---> (F([) ~< F(g)). 
But the result fails for functors from OL to OL which are not extensions of 
dilators, for instance, f~< g ---> Opp([) ~ > Opp(g). 
Theorem 2.3.12 (Normal form theorem). Let F be a dilator, and let x be an 
ordinal, then F induces a system of denotation of all ordinals <F(x) by the 9air of a 
finite sequence of ordinals <x, and of an ordinal <F(n) ,  where n is the length of the 
finite sequence. (So, if F is weakly finite, this component of the pair is an integer.) 
Proof, Since F com~nutes to direct limits, and z <F(x) ,  there exists n and 
fe  I(n, x), such that z e rg(F(f)); assume that n is minimum with this property; 
then we c lam that f is uniquely determined: if zerg(F(g)) ,  then ze  
rg(F( / ) )& F (g) )=rg(F ( /&  g)), since F commutes to pull-backs; if f~  g, then 
f & g e I(m, x), with m < n, contradiction with the choice of n. 
It is therefore possible to represent z by (zo; f(0) . . . . .  f (n - 1)), with zo defined 
by F(f)(zo) = z. If F is weakly finite, ze is finite. 
Observe that commutation to l_i~ corresponds to the existence of the denotation, 
and commutation to & to the unicity. 
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Rem~ks  2.3.13. (i) Theorem 2.3.12 still holds for OL. 
(ii) It is more natural to keep in mind the ordinal x such that z < F(x), .~o we 
shall use the following denotation: 
z = (z; f(0) . . . . .  [(n - 1); x)~. 
(Usually the subscript F is omitted.) 
(iii) The functor F acts as follows on denotations: if fe l (x ,y ) ,  then 
F(f)((zo; xo . . . . .  x~_l; x)) = (zo; f(xo) . . . . .  f(x~_l); y). (Indeed, if h e l(x, y), is 
defined by h(0) = Xo . . . . .  h(n -  1) = x~_l, then (Zo; Xo . . . . .  x~-l; x) represents 
z=F(h)(zo), and we want to prove that (ze~;f(Xo) . . . . .  f (x~-0 ;y )  represents 
F(f)(z) = F(~)(Zo); s ince/h ~ I(n, y) we show that the smallest integer m such that 
F(f)(z)E rg(F(g)) for some g e l(m, y) is n, because this will give the representa- 
tion (zo; [(Xo) . . . . .  [ (x~-0; y) for F(f)(z);  if m is minimum, then rg(g)~ rg(.fh), so 
it is possible to write g = fh', with h' ~ I(m, x); it is obvious that z ~ rg(F(h')), and 
this entails m = n.) 
(iv) Let us sum up under which conditions a sequence (zo; xo . . . . .  x~_~; x) is a 
denotation: 
(1) xo . . . . .  x~_~ is arbitrary sequence such that xo<" • • < x~_~ < x; 
(2) zoeF(n); 
(3) there is no m<n and fe I (m,  n) such that zo~rg(F([)). 
So, (zo; Xo . . . . .  x~_~; x) is a denotation iff (1)-(3) hold, and then, it denotes 
F(h)(zo), where h ~ l(n, x) is defined by h(0) = xo . . . . .  h(n - 1) = x,-1. 
What is essential in the denotation is the pair (Zo; n): if we know the set of all 
pairs (zo; n) enjoying (2) and (3), then we know all possible denotations coming 
from F. In Section 4, this set will be denoted by rg(b'3: it has properties analogous 
to the set of elements of an ordinal. 
(v) It is an immediate consequence of (iii) and Proposition 2.3.10, tha~, if 
(Zo;Xo . . . . .  x~_~;x) and (zo;Yo . . . . .  y~_~;x) are denotations, and if xo~ 
Yo . . . . .  x~_~ ~< y~_~, then 
(Zo: Xo . . . . .  x~_~; x )~(zo ;  Yo . . . . .  Y,,- t; x). 
Remarks 2.3.14. The Cantor normal form of base, say 10, permits to define the 
functor 10___ ~d (see Remark 2.1.11(iv)); conversely, the fanctor 1_00 ~d induces the 
following representatmn: 10 ~+9. 7+ 10 ~ • 5+ 10432. 1 + 10 is.  5 will be rep- 
reseated by (7515; 18, 432, co, to+9;x )  (x is any ordinal >to+9,  x does not 
matter in that case, see Section 2.4); this sequence can be read as follows: take 
the 'configuration o. 7515'; this means all express, ions that can be obtained as 
F(f~(7515), ano more concretely, this means any expression of the form 
10~.7+10 ~.5+10x,  .1+10~.5 ,  w ishx3>. . ->Xo,  
and take the particular values Xo = 18. x~ = 432, x2=a~, x3=a~+9 of the parame- 
ters. (Similarily, one would get the representations 400590=(459;  1, 2, 5; x), 
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160007089(X)010010=(1678911; 1, 4, 8, 9, 11, 15, 16; x) . . . )  So, the theorem 
shows the very. close relation between functors commuting to direct limits and to 
pull-backs, and normal form theorems uch as the Cantor Normal Form Theorem° 
As far as we know, the concept of dilator 'catches' the mathematical structure o ~ 
the normal form theorems, 
Proportion X,3.15. Suppose that T is a natural trans~ommtion ['ore F to O ; then 
T(x)(zo; Xo . . . . .  x~-l; x)~ = (T(n)(Zo); Xo . . . . .  x . - l ;  x)~. 
I~roof. If fe  I(n, x) is defined by [ (0 )  = Xo . . . . .  f (n  - 1) = x~-l, then 
(Zo;Xo . . . . .  X~-I;X)F=F(f)(Zo); if we call this point z, then T(x)(z)= 
T(x)F([)(zo) = G(DT(n)(zo). So it remains only to prove that n is the smallest 
integer at sach that T(x)(z) = G(g)(z') for some z' ~ G(m) and g ~ I(m, x): suppose 
that m has been chosen minimum with this property, and that m < n. Since we 
have g & f = g (because m is minimum), one can write g =/h  for some h ~ I(m, n), 
and it is possible to define g~, gz~ I(n, n + 1) such that g~ y'-- g2, but glh = g2h; 
then: 
G (g O T( n )( zo) = G (g l h )( z') = G (g2h )( z ') = G (gz) T( n )( Zo), 
but we have also 
F(gl)(zo) = (Zo; gl(0) . . . . .  gl(n - 17; n + 1)F 
(Zo; g2(0) . . . . .  g2(n - 1); n + 1)~ = F(g2)(Zo), 
so T(n + 1)F(g0(zo) ~ T(n + 1)F(g2)(zo), and we have obtained a contradiction 
(since T(n + 1)F(g~) = G(g~)T(n)). 
So the hypothesis m < n is absurd, and we have therefore proved that 
T(x)(zo; xo . . . . .  x~-l; x)F = (T(n)(zo); xo . . . . .  x . - l ;  x)o 
Remark 2.3.16. So, a natural transformation T is completely uetermined by its 
action on the ranges of F and G (Remark 2.3.13(iv)), i.e., T is determined by the 
function t((zo; n))=(T(n)(z);  n), from rg(F) to rg(G). In Section 4 we shall 
introduce rg(T)= rg(t), rg(T) determines uniquely T, and given any X c rg(F), 
there is an unique T such that rg ( ' / )=X,  rg(T) is analogue to the usual range 
rg([) of a function. 
P ro~n 2.3.17. Let F be a dilator, and suppose that (z; x~ . . . . .  x,,_~; x) and 
(z'; Yo . . . . .  y,~_~; x) are denotations for elements <F(x) ;  then the order relation 
between these two elements depends only on: 
- z  and z', and n and m; 
-the order relations between the points x~ and y~; 
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Proof. The meaning of the theor~zm is that, given any strictly increasing sequences 
x~< . . . .  <x ,_a<x and y~<. . .  < y,,_~<x,' such that for all i , i , x~y~ i t  x~y~,  
then, with 
t=(Z;Xo . . . . .  x,,_~; x), u =(z ' ;yo  . . . . .  y,,_~: x), 
t '=(z ;x~ . . . . .  x'~-I;x) and u '=(z ' ;y~ . . . . .  y ' _~;x) ,  
t<u i t  t'<u*. Let zo . . . . .  zk-~ (resp. z~ . . . . .  zL.O be the enumeration of the 
t t t points xo . . . . .  x,-1, Yo . . . . .  Y,~-I (resp. x~ . . . . .  x~_~; Yo . . . . .  Y,,--t) in increasing 
order, let y = x .  (/¢ + I), and def ine/ ,  f '  ~ I(x, y) by 
f(a) = a if a < zo, 
f ( z~+a)=~' . ( i+ l )+a,  ifz~+a<z~+t or i=k-1 ,  
f ' (a )=a ,f a<z~,  
f ' ( z~+a)=x. ( i+ l )+a,  i fz '+a<z~+~ or i=k- i .  
Then F(f)(t)= F(f')(t'), and F(D(u)= F(f)(u'),  so t< u i t  t '<  u'. 
Definition 2.3.18. The following data define a category PN: 
-objects:  ordinals, 
-morphisms from x to y: f~ P(x, y) i t  [ is a strictly increasing function from a 
subset of x to y. 
If feP(x ,  y), one defines f - l~p(y ,  x) by the condition: [-x(u) is defined i t  
u ~ rg(f) and f-~(u) = t i t  f(t) = u. 
Theorem 2.3.19. (i) I[ F is a dilator, then there exists an unique extension of F to 
PN. F sotisfies F( f  -l) = F(D -1. 
(ii) I f  T is a natural transformation between the dilators F and G, then T is still a 
natural transformation between their extensions to PN. 
l~root. (i) f - t  is uniquely determined by g/g =g and fg (= f, so F(f  -1) =F(f )  -~ if 
F can be defined on partial functions; if f~  P(x, y). then f can be written uniquely 
f = gh -x, with g, h total, so F(f) = F(g)F(h) -~ is uniquely determined. We need to 
show the existence: assume that f~P(x ,y ) ,  and that z<F(x) ,  so z= 
(zo; Xo . . . . .  x . - i ;  x); if f(x~) is undefined for some i < n, then F(f)(z) is undefined; 
otherwise, we put F(f)(z)=(z0; f(xo) . . . . .  f(x~_0; y). If z < z', and F(f)(z) and 
F(f)(z') are both defined, then F(f)(z)<F(f)(z ') :  this comes from Proposition 
2.3.17. 
(ii) This is an immediate consequence of Propositi,Jn 2.3.15: if fE P(x, y). then 
T(y )F(f) = G(f) T(x ). 
2.4. Flowers 
In this section, we shall make some connections between the topological notion 
of continuity, and the categorical notion (i.e., commutation to direct limits). 
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Dell~ation 2,4.1. A flower is a dilator which enjoys the property: 
(FL) for all x, y ~ ON, with x ~< y, F(E~) = Ev(~F(~. 
l~mposit~n 2.4.2. The dilator F is a flower i~f F enjoys the property: for all n, m, 
with n <~ m, F(En.~) = EF(~z:(,.~. 
~o| .  Suppose that x~<y and let (y~, g~.0t.,..L be the canonical system of y, so 
(Y, gJ) =~(Yz ,  gl.,): define xt = card(x n l), ~.~(p) = q iff the pth element of x N l is 
the qth element of xnm,  ~(p)= pth element of xf31; so (x. fi) =li~m(x~, m), and, 
obviously, F~, = !i_~m(~,,,). So 
in order to show that the last expression is equal to EF(x~F(y), it suffices to remark 
that a direct limit li_mm(h ~) of morphisms of the kind E,,~, is again a morphism of the 
kind F_~. 
' rh~rem 2.4.3. Suppose that F is a flower, then then the function x....F(x) from 
ordinals to ordinals is topglogically continuous. 
Proof. Topological continuity means that, if x is limit, then F(x) =-sup{F(y); y < x}; 
now recall (Example 1.3.6(ii)) that (x.E~x)=lim(y,E~,¢)s,s,<~. From this one 
gets: 
(F(x), F(E~)) = ~i_~(F(y), F(E~¢)) = li~m(F(y), Ee(~)F(¢)), 
but this forces F(x)=sup{F(y); y <x}. 
Remark 2.4.~L Theorem 2.4.3 gives the precise relation between continuity and 
commutation to direct limits; in general the two concepts are notLcomparable. 
However, one must say that the concept of being continuous topolos~cally is more 
superficial than the other concept, simply because topological continuity is just a 
property of the limit points, whereas commutation to direct limits imglies that the 
function is completely determined by a fixed denumerable set of data (i.e., the 
restriction of F to ON-z to). A remark similar to Remark 2.3.7 wculd show the 
existence of continuous functions from R~ to R~ which are no~ bounded by any 
flower F such that F(~o)<Rt. 
E~ttmpl~ 2.4.5. (i) The functors Id, _x are flowers. 
(ii) Let F be one of the binary functors sum, product, exponential, then; 
- i f  x is an ordinal, then the functor F,  defined by F~(y)=F(x, y), Fx(g) = 
F(E~, g), is a flower; 
- i s  y is an ordinal, then the functor F ~' defined by F~(x)=F(x, y), b-~(f) = 
F(f, E~) i~ in general not a flower. 
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(iii) From (i) and (ii), it is easy to build flowers by composition. For instance 
10 ~d is a flower. 
Proof. (i) and (iii) are obvious. The functions x,- ,x + y, x ,~x.  y, x ,~( l  +x)  v are 
not continuous (except for exceptional values of y), so F y cannot enjoy (FL). The 
fact that F(Ex, E~, )= EF¢,~y~r¢~y, is immediate from the definition: 
(1 + E~)n,,'((1 +x)",- (1 + tO +""  + (1 + x)% • (1 + t~)) 
=( l+x)" , .  ( l+t0+'"+( l+x)"o"  ( l+t~)). 
Remark 2.4.6. In Definition 1.1.4, the functors are flowers 'in y" but not 'in x'. 
This can be seen directly on the definition, which depends explicitly on x and x' 
but not on y or y'. This is made precise by the following result on notations. 
Proposition 2.4.'/. F being a dilator, then F is a flower iflf (z; xo . . . . .  x,,_~;x)= 
(z; x0 . . . . .  ~_1; y) for all denotation (z; xo . . . . .  x,,..~; x) and all y >x. 
Proof. This is immediate from Remark 2.3.13(iii) since 
F(Ex~)((z; Xo . . . . .  x~_~; x)) = (z ; Xo . . . . .  Y~-I; Y). 
Remark 2.4.8. It follows from Proposition 2.4.7 that if F is a flower, then the last 
component x in (z; Xo . . . . .  x~-l; x) is redundant. So, in the case of a flower (for 
instance 10Xd), objects will be perfectly denoted by (Z;Xo . . . . .  ~_~), and we shall 
have therefore the following representation f the action of F(f): 
F(f)(z; x0 . . . . .  x , -0  = (z; f(Xo) . . . . .  f(.r~-O~. 
Examples 2.4.9. (i) If F is a dilator, then define G = S F by G(x) = ~<x F(y), and, 
if f ~ I(x, x'), z < F(y'), y' < x: 
G(f)(  ~<, F(y )+z)= Z F(y)+F(g)(z) ,  where g~/ (y ' , f (y ' ) )  
is defined by g(u)= f(u) for all u < y'. Condition (FL) is obviously satisfied; the 
point Ey<¢F(y)+z  (with z~F(y')) can be writt,:n G(f+El)(~<,F(y)+zo),  
when z =F(f)(Zo) and f¢I(n,  y') (soch n,f  exist, since F commutes to direct 
limits). So by Corollary 2.1.8(ii), G commutes to '~i___m. Finally, we can express the 
set G(x, X) (that we shall denote G(X), since it is a consequence of (FL~ that 
these sets are independant of the choice of x such that X c x). The point 
3~s< ,, F(y) + z is in G(X) iff (with z < F(y')) y' e X and z ¢ F(y', X f3 y'), and from 
this, commutation to pull-backs is immediate (i.e., G(X. n G(X  ) = G(X  f~ X )). 
Conversely, if G is a flower, then one can find an unique ordinal a and an 
unique dilator F = #G such that G = # +f  F, i.e., for all x, G(x)= a + (~ F)(x), for 
all f~I(x,y),  G(f )=E,+(JF)( f ) .  Obviously, one must take a =G(0)  (because 
(I F)(0) = 0). Define F by G(x) + F(x) = G(x + 17; G(f )  + F(f)  = G( f  + E,): this is 
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possible, since, if fe l (x ,y) ,  G( f+E0 extends G(/) :  if zeG(x) ,  then z= 
G(E~+t)(z) by (FL), so 
G(f + E,)(z) = Gff + E~)G(E~+O(z) = G(E,y.OG(f)(z) = G(D(z) 
(we have used (f+E1)F-~+I = F-~,y+lf, and (FL) applied to F-~y+0. 
One verifies easily that F is a functor from ON to ON; and that F commutes to 
li_.~m and &. So, F is a dilator, and clearly 
G=_a+IE  
Just a word concerning the relations between the denotations for F and for 
G- :a+~F:  if 
z=a+ v F(y )+z ' ,  w i thz '<F(y ' ) ,  
• <:y"  
t )  ~ t / t then z = (zo; xo, • . ,  .r~_ ~, y ~ for some sequence xo <" • • "-- ~-  ~ < y ,  ~ hereas z = 
(z~); xo . . . . .  x,,_ t; Y')~' for the same sequence xo <" • • < x,,-1 < y': when G is built 
from F, then '; '  is replaced by ','. 
(ii) Define a functor V from (ON < co)x ON to ON by 
V(O, x) = x, V(1, x )=o "~ , 
V(n + p, x) = V(n, V(p, x)) with n < co, p < to, x e ON. 
If f~I(n,m),  f 'eI(p,q),  ge I (x ,y ) :  
V(Eo, g) = g, V(Eot, g)(z) = c0g(z); V(EI, g) = ~(  = (1 + E,~)g), 
v( f+r ,  g) = vff, v(.f,, g)). 
Then this functor can be extended into a functor from ON xON to ON 
commuting to limm and &; furthermore, the functor has the following properties: 
(1) the functors V(a, .) are flowers; 
(2) the functor V(-, 0) is a flower; 
(3) V(co ~, y) = K~(y), where K is the Veblen hierarchy. 
The reader will find a detailed exposition in [9], See also Section 5.3. 
(iii) Let F be a dilator, and define a functor G from ON×ON to ON: 
G(x, O) = x, 
G(x, y + 1) = G(x. y) + F(G(x. y)), 
with f~ I(x. x'). g E/(y,  y'): 
G(x, sup(y,)) = sup(G(x, L)), 
GG Eo) = .f, (1) 
G(L g + Ep = Off, g)+ F(Gff, g)), 
(2) 
Off, g + EoP 
= G(/, g) + EoF(~(~,,y,)), (3) 
y y (4) 
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(the union of a family of morphisms is a special case of direct limit of a system of 
morphisms; see Example 1.3.8(i)). 
G commutes to libra: suppose that z ¢ G(x, y). '~/e prove that z ~ rg(OCf, g)) for 
some [e  I(n, x), g e I(m, y), by induction on y: 
- f f  y=0,  let n=l ,  [ (0)=z,  g=Eo;  
- i f  y = y '+ 1, and z e G(x, y'), then by induction hypothesis z e rg(G(f, g)), with 
g e I(m, y'), so z e rg(G(.f, g + E0).  If z = G(x, y') + z', then z' e rg(F(h)) for some 
h e I(p, G(x, y')). The induction hypothesis applied to the elements of rg(h) gives 
functions f and g, [e I (n ,x) ,  ge l (m,  y') such that rg(h)=rg(G(f ,  g)), and so 
z ~ rg(G(f, g + El)). 
- i f  y is limit, then z <G(x, y') for some y '< y; then by induction hypothesis, 
there is f~l (n ,x) ,  g~I(m,y' )  such that zerg(G( f ,g) ) ;  then z 
rg(G(f, g + Eoy-,,)). 
G commutes to &: we express the sets G(x, X, Y), where X and Y are sets of 
ordinals and X~x:  
G(x, X, Y U {a}) = G(x, X, Y) U {G(x, a) + z; z e F(G(x, a), G(x, X, Y))}. 
It is immediate that G(x, X, Y) n G(x, X',  Y') = G(x, XAX ' ,  Yn  Y'). 
G enjoys (FL) in the variable y: this is immediate (and already used implici~ely 
in the notation O(x, X, Y) which does not mention y). 
Now, if one takes a~ON,  then the functor G(a,x) ,  G(E~.f~ is a flower. (If 
F¢  _0, G is what we shall call later a bilator). 
Remark 2.4,10. If F is a non constant flower, then we have the following 
properties ~we use the simplified denotation (z;xo . . . . .  x,-t)  of Remark 2.4.8): 
(i) If z=(zo;xo . . . . .  x~_0, then z<F(x)  iff xo ' "x~_ l<x  (i.e., n=0 o~ 
x~_l<x (because z <F(x)  iff z ~rg(F(F_~)))). 
(ii) Since F is non constant, hen there is a denotation z = (Zo; xo . . . . .  x~_~), with 
he0 .  Let a =(ao;xo . . . . .  x , -0  be the smallest such denotation, then xo= 
0 . . . . .  x,_~ = n - 1 (apply Proposition 2.3.10), and, by (i) above; a = F(0) = F(1) = 
. . . .  F (n -  1) ~ F(n). If x >~ n-  1, then F(x) < F(x + 1) (because 
(ao; 0 . . . . .  n -  2, x) E F(x + 1) -  F(x)). 
(iii) Another consequence of (i) is that if [E I(x, y), z ~<x, and f ( z ' )= z' for all 
z'<z,  then t '([)(t)=t for all t<F(z).  
(iv) Yet another consequence of (i) is that F(x) is the smallest z = 
(z0; xo . . . . .  xp_0 such that x~-i ;~ x. If x ~> n-  1 (n is the integer defined in (ii)), 
then xv_~=x suffices. It is immediate that F (x )=(zo ;0  . . . . .  p -2 ,x~_0 ,  with 
x~_~ = sup(x, p - 1). 
(v) If F(o~) = (bo; 0 . . . . .  m - 2, oJ), then, for all x ~ m - 1, F(x) = (bo; 0 . . . . .  
m-2 ,  x) (because ff F(x)= (c ;0  . . . . .  p -2 ,  x), then by (iv~ 
F(o) = (bo; 0 . . . . .  m - 2, ~) ~< (c; 0 . . . . .  p - 2, o~), 
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so, by Proposition 2.3.17, 
(bo; 0 . . . . .  m - 2, x) <~ (c; 0 . . . . .  p - 2, x) = F(x), 
so by (iv) again F(x)=(bo;  0 . . . . .  m-2 ,  x). 
Theor~a 2.4.11. (i) I f  F is a non constant flower, there exists an integer k and a 
natural transformation T from Id to F o (k + Id). 
(ii) Moreover, k may be chosen in such a way that T(x)(z)= F(k + z) for all 
x~ON wnd z<x.  
l[~n~ot, (i) Define a=(ao ;0  . . . . .  n - l )  as in Remark 2.4.10(ii), and k=n-1 ,  
T(x)(z) = (ao; 0 . . . . .  n - 2, k + z). 
(ii) Let b = (bo; 0 . . . . .  m-  1) as in Remark 2.4.10(v) and k = m-  1, T(x)(z)= 
(b0; 0 . . . . .  ra -2 ,  k + z). then T(x)(z) = F(k + z). 
Remark 2.4..12. Theorem 2.4,11(ii) ,:an be restated as follows: the flower G = 
F o (_k + Id) enjoys the property: For aU x, z with z < x, then G(z) < G(x), and if 
fc= I(x, y), then 
G(f)(G(z)) = G(f(z)). 
3. The principle of induction on ~.~'tors 
3. I. Decomposition of a dilator 
Defl~i01on 3.1.1, (i} Let x be an ordinal, and let (G):<x be a family of dilators, 
then it is possible to define a new dilator G = Y~<x b~ by G(a)=Y~<~ F:(a), and, 
if fE I (a ,b) ,  if z '<x  and u<Fz,(a): 
(,<, Fda,+u)= 
(ii) Let y be another ordinal, let (Gz)z<y be another family of dilators, and let 
(T,) be a family of natural transformations from G to Gf(z~, where f is a function 
in I(x, y), then one defines a natural transformation T=~z<f  T, from ~,<~ G to 
~z<z '  " z </0 : ' )  
l[~opositbu 3 .12.  Definition 3.1.1(i) and (ii) are correct definitions. 
l[~rooL The fact that (i) and (ii) define hmctors and natural transformations is 
more or less obvious. We show that the functor defined by (i) commutes to li_mm: if 
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t~G(a),  write t=~.,<~,F,(a)+u; if n,v<Fz,(,~,), fe I (n ,a )  are such that u= 
F,,(f)(v), then, with t'=~.~<~.F~(n)+v, one has clearly t=G(fS(t'). To prove 
commutation to & mounts  essentially to express the sets G(x. X) when Xcx;  
but, it is obvious that ~,<,,F~(a)+u~G(x,X)  ill u¢F=,(x,X-). From this it is 
immediate that G(x, X5 N G(x, Y) = G(x, X N 10. 
Remark 3.1.3. ff x = 2, then we obtain the definition of the sum of two dilators 
F+F'.  This definition can also be obtained by means of composition with the 
binary functor +, since (F+ F')( a ) = F( a 5 + F' ( a ). ( F + F')(f ) = F( f) + F'(I) . 
Definition 3.1.4. A dilator is perfect iff it is non zero, and if given by decomposi- 
tion F = F '  + F", then F '  = 0 or F" = 0. 
Theorem 3.1.5. (i) Let F be a dilator, then there exists an unique ordinal i and an 
unique family (F~5~<i of pe~ect dilators such that F = ~.~<t F:. 
(ii) Furthermore, if O = ~.~<j G~ is a sum of perfect dilators and if T is a natural 
transformation from F to G, then there is an unique h e i(i, ]5 and an unique family 
(T~)~<i of natural transfomtations from F~ to Gh~ such that T=V_~<~ T~. 
Proof. (i) Consider the class of all pairs (x, z) with z <F(x) ,  and define a preorder 
on this class by (Proposition 2.3.17. is essential to understand this definition): 
t , t (x, (zo: xo . . . . .  x~_t; x)5< (x'; (z~; x8 . . . . .  x,,_~, x )5 
iff (zo; 0 . . . . .  n -  1; n+m)<~(zb; n . . . . .  n +m- l ;  n+m)  
t . t (equivalently, (z0; Xo . . . . .  -~-1; x + x') ~< (z[; x + x[ . . . . .  x + xm-t, x + x )). 
Let - be the associated equivalence r lation; if c is an equivalence class, and x 
is an ordinal, define c~ = {z; (x, z) ¢ c}, then 
(1) if fE I(x, y), then F(I)  maps c~ into c~, simply because (x, z )~(y ,  F(f)(z)). 
(2) the quotient </ -= is a well-order; if c is an equivalence class, then c,,#O 
(because (x; (Zo; Xo . . . . .  x~-l; x))=-" (to; (Zo; 0 . . . . .  n - I ;  to)). So it suffices to con- 
sider the restriction of < to pairs (to, z), and to remark that z<~z'--~(o, z )< 
(to, z'), hence co is a non-void interval. 
(3) Let i be the ordinal isomorphic with .< t-m, and c=, for z<i ,  be the zth 
equivalence class modulo m; we define: F.(a)=c.rdinal isomorphic to c~, and, if 
fe  l(a, b), F~(f)(t)= u iff the image under F(f5 c,f the tth element of c,~ is the ath 
element of c~,. 
(4) It is immediate that F~ is a dilator for all z<i  and that F=L<~Fz. 
(5) Assume that F~ is not perfect for some z, then F, =G+G'  with G '  non 
zero. The points (to, ~ ,<.  F~,(to)) and (to, ~ ,<,  F~.(to) + G(to)) are in c ~, whereas it is 
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immediate that 
( G(co) # 0 ~ \ F~,(~o) +
hence G(~o)= 0, i.e., G = 0. 
(6) The unicity of the decomposition i  sum of perfect dilators is left to the 
reader. 
(ii) If T is a natural transformation, then T is compatible with the preorders 
• <v and "<o associated with F and G: if (x, z)<p(x' ,  z'), then (x, T(x)(z)).<~ 
(x', T(x')(z')); if 
(Zo;0 . . . . .  n - l ;  n+m)F<~(z~; n . . . . .  n+m-1;n+m)~ 
then 
T(n)(zo); 0 . . . . .  n - 1; n + m)o ~ (T(m)(z~); n. . . . .  n + m - 1; n + m)o, 
using Proposition 2.3.15; this proves the property. 
Fro,.n this 
(x, z )~(x ' ,  z')'-~ (x, T(x)(z))=-o (x', T(x')(z')), 
so one can define h ~. I(i, j) by h(z) = z' if the points in the zth equivalence class 
modulo ~F are sent by T into the z'th equivalence class modulo ~o- Let us 
denote the equivalence classes modulo ~ by d ''. If z < i, define T~ by T~(a)(t) = 
u iff the image under T(a) of the tth element of c~ is the uth element u~-~ u~h(~. T~ 
is a natural transformation from F~ to Ghc~. It is immediate that T=~z<h Tz, and 
that this decomposition is unique. 
Remnrlm 3.1,6. (i) If x is limit, then (x, z )< (x', z') iff there exists fe  P(x', x) such 
that F(f)(z') is defined and F(f)(z')>~z. If z=(zo;xo . . . . .  x~_,;x), z '=  
(z~; x~ . . . . .  x~- l ;  x'), define f~P(x ' ,  x) by f(x~)= x~-i + 1 +i, f(a) undefined on 
the other points; then (x, z)-< (x', z') iff F(f)(z')>~ z. 
(ii) If x'<<-x and x =co ~, with y~0,  then the function f in (i) can be chosen 
total: define f (a)  = x,_, + 1 + a. 
(iii) If F is a flower, then there are only two possibilities: 
-F  is constant, so F=_x, i=~ F: =! ;  
-F  is non constant, i= i '+1 ,  F~=!  for z<i ' ,  F~, is a perfect flower and 
i' = (i'; 0 . . . . .  n - 1) = F(0) . . . . .  F(n - 1) < F(n), see Remark 2.4.10(ii). 
l)et~il~n 3,1./.  The dilator F is said to be 
of kind 0 iff F = 0, 
of kind 1 iff F = F '  + ! for some F' ,  
of kind ~ iff F=L<~F~,  with x limit, and F~_0  for all z<x ,  
of kind ~ iff F = F '  + F", with F" perfect and F" ~ !. 
Proposition 3.1,8, A dilator F is of one and only one of the kinds 0, 1, w, O. 
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Proof. Write F=~=<,  F=, with F~ perfect for all z, then, if x =0, then F is of kind 
0; if x is limit, F is of kind co; if x = x' + 1, let F '  = ~..~, F~, then F = F' + Fz and F 
is of kind 1 or I~ according to Fz = l or F~ # 1. 
Remarks 3.1.9. (i) Dilators appear as an extension of the concept of ordinal. If 
one prefers, a dilator is something like a 'well-ordered class', if one identifies the 
ordinals with the constant dilators x, then after having exhausted all the points _x, 
there is Id, and after Id, all the points Id+x,  then Id+Id , . . . ,  then Id- x, then 
Ida . . .  However, the similarity cannot be developed too far, for instance, there is 
no natural way of defining a linear well-order on dilators, as far as I know. 
(ii) However, the decomposition Theorem 3.1.5 shows that dilators are gener- 
ated by four operations. The first three operations are _0, successor, and sup- 
remum, which are familiar ways of constructing ordinals from 'below'; the crucial 
point is operation four: adding a perfect dilator ~1. Perfect dilators will be 
therefore our next goal of study. 
(iii) Another meaning of Theorem 3.1.5 (combined ~ith an analysis of perfect 
dilators) will be to make inductions, or recursions on dilators: typically, the 
functor A comes from this decomposition. These constructions by induction of 
functors will be something very dose to the liar-induction and Bar-recursion of 
type 2. 
3.2. Prime dilators 
Definition 3.2.1. The dilator F is prime iff F# 0 and for some integer 11, all points 
can be written z =(0; xo . . . . .  x~_l; x) in the F-representation. 
Proposition 3.2.2. (i) A prime dilator is perfect. 
(ii) F# _0 is prime iff for all G and T natural transformation [rom G to F, G = 0 or 
G=F.  
ProoL (ii) From the expression of natural transformations (Proposition 2.3.15), it 
follows that: if F is prime and T is a natural transformation from G to F, then 
G = 0 cr G =/7. Conversely, given F~ 0_, then there is a dilator G defined by 
G(x) =ordinal isomorphic to the points of the kind (0; Xo . . . . .  x~-t; x), G([)(0 
=u iff the tth element of the form (0;xo . . . . .  x~_a;x) is sent into the uth 
element (0;yo . . . . .  y,-1;y) by F(¢), when f~ l (x ,y ) .  Then T(x) defined by 
T(x)((0; Xo . . . . .  x~-l; x)G)= (0; xo . . . .  x~-l; x)F is a natural transformation from 
G to F, and, if by hypothesis G = 0_ or G = F, it follows that G = F, so F is prime. 
Definition 3.2.3. Let F be a prime dilator, and let (0; Xo . . . . .  x~_~, x) be the 
associated representation, then F is said to be of degree n. If F is of de~ xee n, then 
F induces a permutation err of n: 
(i) Consider the points a~=(0;0,2 . . . . .  2 i -2 ,  2 i+1,  2 i+2 . . . . .  2n -2 ;2n)  
these points are pairwise distinct. 
(ii) Define er by i <j*-~a~i~>a~¢o~. 
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l ]~eerem 3.2.4. I f  F is prime, then F is completely determined by trr.. 
l~rc~f. We show the more precise statement: if (0;Xo . . . . .  x~_t;x) and 
(0:Y0 . . . . .  y, t; x) are such that, for some p < n, x~(v)< y~,~o), and x~(o = Y,,(o for 
all i ,, then 
(0; Xo . . . . .  x~_~; x) <(0;  Yo . . . . .  y,_~; x). 
(1) We make the following extra hypothesis on s =(0 ;~ o. . . .  ,x,_~;x) a~d 
t = (0; Yo . . . . .  y~_~; x): 
We argue by induction on the number k of indices i such that y~ < x,: 
(i) If k = 0, then this is immediate from Proposition 2.3.10. 
ii) Suppose that k > 0; then we shall use the following property: if f ~ P(x, y) is 
suvh that F(f)(s) and F(f)(t) are defined, then s < t i f f  F(f)(s)<F(f)(t) .  (Write 
f = gh -a with g, h total.) Let i be the smallest index such that y~ < x~: 
Then define s' by replacing x~ by y~, and x,,tp ) by x~(g~+ 1 in s. 
or  
The parameters in s and s' are 
Xo . . . . .  x,-l, Yi, x~, xi+l . . . .  
Xo, . . . .  Xo-(p), Y~-tp~ + 1, . . . ,  
ordered as follows: 
, X~(o), X,,,(r,) + 1, X~,(t,)+l,., .  
y~, X, . . . .  
Define feP(2n,  x) by f(2])=x~ except if j= i ,  f (2 i )=y , ;  f (2 i+ l )=x ,  
f (2 t r (p )+ l )=x~(p)+l ,  f is undefined otherwise. Then s=F(f)(a,)  and s '=  
F(/)(a~(~)). Since t r - l ( i )> p, a~ < a~(p), hence s < s'. 
Remark now that the induction hypothesis for k -  1 gives s '<  t, so s < t. 
(2) In the general case, we only know that 
x.~(p) + 1 ~ inf(x~tp~+ I, y~,(p)). 
Consider the function fe  I(x, to • x) defined by f = E~, • E~, then the images under 
f enjoy the condition: 
f(x~p)) + ~ ~< inf@(x(p)+l), f(y(~))), 
so by (1) F(f)(s) < F([)(t), hence s < t. 
Tlu~rem 3.9,.5. If  <r is a permutation of m then there is an unique p~4me dilator F 
s'~ch "..hat cr = cry. 
Proof. The unicity is exactly Theorem 3.2.4, so we need only to show the 
existence. Consider the -dator G =Idn;  in G(x)=x"  consider all the points 
x "-'~ .X~to~+., +x°.x,,¢~_~). with Xo<- - .<x ,_~<x.  We use the denotation 
• #; Xo . . . . .  x~-l; x) for such a point (O is the point written t r (0 ) ' - -  t r (n -1 )  in 
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numeration base n, if n ~ 2; O = 0 otherwise). Then there exists at, unique prime 
dilator F and an unique natural transformation T from F to G such that 
rg(T(x)) ={(0 ;  xo . . . . .  x~-i; x); Xo<""  <x~- i  <x};  
obviously ~rF = tr. 
Corollary 3.2.6. There are exactly n! prime dilators of degree n. 
Remarks 3,2.7. (i) If F is prime, then F(k)  is a polynomial in k of degree n, 
where n is the degree of F. F(k)  is equal to the number of strictly increasing se- 
que~ces xo <" "" < x~_ t < k, that is the binomial coefficient k(k  - 1) . - .  ( k - n + 1)/n !. 
(ii) The infinite value F(to) depends not only on the degree n of F, but also on 
~r F. The reader can verify that F(to) = tok where k is the greatest integer such that 
one can find a sequence 
io=0<i1<. , ,< ik_1 ,  with c r ( io )<. . '<cr ( /k_ t )=n-1 .  
(iii) The following property was used implicitly in the section: If F is a dilator, 
if z ~ F(x), then there exists an unique prime dilator G and an unique natural 
transformation T from G to F such that z erg(T(x)) .  (Indeed, define, if 
z = (zo: Xo . . . . .  x,,_~: x), the sets rg(T(y)) by 
rg(T(y)) = {(zo; Yo . . . . .  Y~-,; Y); Yo < ' "  "< Y~-I < Y} . . . .  ) 
Definition 3.2.8. Let F be a dilator, and assume that Zo=(Zo;0 . . . . .  n - l ;  ~')F. 
Define a prime dilator G and a natural transformation T from G to F as in 
Remark 3.2.7(iii), with z = Zo, x = n, then one defines the permutation o-~, of n 
to be tr G. 
]t~oposillion 3.2.9. Assume that F is a perfect di lator~ ! ,  and that u= 
(Uo;Xo . . . . .  x~_l ;x) ,  v=(vo;Yo . . . . .  y . - l ; x ) ,  and let tr =(r~,o,,~, ~ = tr ..... then 
U <~ V -~ X~r~o) ~ YT(o)- 
Proof. Let p = tr(0), q := T(0), and assume for contradiction that u ~ v and Xp > yq. 
(1) We first make the following hypothesis: x is Y, imit and Xp ~ Y4 + to. We have: 
(uo; Xo . . . . .  Yv-~, xv, xp+l  . . . . .  xv + m--  1 -  p; x) ~< u, 
and also, by Theorem 3.2.4, 
(Vo; Yo . . . . .  Y4-1, Y4 + 1 . . . .  , yq +n-q :  x )~v.  
Since Xp > yq + n -q ,  if follows from Proposition 2.3.17 that the values 
U(z) =(uo; xo . . . . .  xp_l, z, z+ l  . . . . .  z+m - 1 -p ;  x) 
are bounded by (vo; Yo . . . . .  Yq-1, Yq + 1 . . . . .  yq + n - q; x). 
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But the values (uo; zo . . . . .  z,~_~;x) when Zo . . . .  ,z,,_~ vzry thr¢~ugh strictly 
increasing sequences of ordinals < x and of length m, are cofinal in F(x), because 
F is perfect (immediate from the definition of ~) .  But, by The~rem 3.2.4, 
(uo; zo . . . . .  z,,-t; x )~ U(z~ + 1), contradiction. 
(2) In the general case, replace u and v by their images under F(f), with 
f=E~o,.Ex~I lx,  to, x); (1) applied to the images yields f(x~)~<f(y,), hence 
x~ ~y~. 
CoroBmT 3.2,.10. Assume that F is perfect dilator# l_, such that, if Zo = 
(Zo;0 . . . . .  n - l ) ,  then ~,. , (0)  = n -1 ,  tbr all Zo and n; then F is a Jfower. 
Proof. We sho," that F (E~)= Ep~,F~, i.e., that rg(F(E~v)) is an ini~ial segrnent 
of F(y): we shox' that for all z,z 'EF(y)  with z<~z ', if z'~rg(F[E~y)), then 
z~rg(F(E~r)). Let z-'--(zo;xo . . . . .  x,,_t;y), z'=(Z'o;X~ . . . . .  x ' - t ;y ) ,  (r=cr, .... 
' ' i.e., ~ ' but ~-=cr~.,. By Propositien 3.2.9, if z~z ,  then X~o ~ ~x~o~, x, ,_ x, ,_~. 
z' c rg(F(E~ v)), hence x '_  x < x, so x~_ t < x, that is z ~ rg(F(E~)). 
Proposition 3./,.11. If F is a flower, if z =(zo;xo . . . .  x,_l), with n~0,  then 
~r..o.,, (0) = n - 1. 
Proof. Define a = (zo; 0 . . . . .  p - 1, p + 1 . . . . .  n) and b = (Zo; 0 . . . . .  ~, - 2, n + 1), 
with p=cr~,,.~(0). If p<n-1 ,  then (Theorem 3.2.4) we have b<a, but a¢  
rg(F(E~+l,+2)), whereas b~rg(F(F-.n+tn.~2)), contradiction. 
Remark 3.2.12. All these properties concerning permutations can be obtained 
directly from the results of Section 6.4. 
3.3. Perfect dilators 
Proposition 3.3.1, If F # 0., then the tbilowing are equivalent: 
(i) F is perfect. 
(ii) The points F(f)(O), when f varies through l(co, to) are cofinal in F(to). 
Proof. F perfect~-*F has only one equivalence class modu lo -  ~-~ all ~:~)ints (to, z) 
are m-equivalent ,~-~ 
Vz, z' <F(oJ) 3 f  (~ P(oJ, ~o) with z ~ F(f)(z')~--* 
V z <F(co) 3 f~ l(oJ, to) with F(f)(O)~ z. 
Coroiim'y 3.3~,. If  F is perfect and ~ !, then 
(i) F(ca) is limit. 
(ii) F(0) = 0. 
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Proof. Write the points F(f)(0) in the F-representation, as (0;f(0) . . . . .  
f (k  - 1); to); k # 0, because these points are cofinal in F(to), and F(o)  # 1, From this it 
is easy to conclude that (0; n . . . . .  n+k- -  1; to)=s,  defines a strictly increasing 
cofinal sequence in F(to). So F(to) is limit. Suppose that F t0)#0,  and let 
a =F(Eo,o)(0), then, if f~ I(~, to), 
F(f)(0) ~< F(f)(a)  = F(tE~)(0) = F(Etx~)(O) =- a, 
So the values F(f)(0) cannot be cofinal in the limit ordinal F(o). 
Remark 3.3.3. The proof of Corollary 3.3.2(i) shows clearly that F(x) is limit for 
all x limit. So this property characterizes dilators of types co or 12. 
Definition 3.3.4. le t  F be a perfect dilator, and assume that F# !. If x, 
y are ordinals, we define a subset F(x,y)  of F (y+x)  as follows: z= 
(zo; Xo . . . . .  x~_ ~; y + x) e F(x, y) iff (with cr = cr,,~ ; remark that n > 0) 
(i) X~o )< y, 
(ii) if or(0) # n - 1, then y ~< x,,~o)+l. 
Theorem 3.3.5. I f  f~ l (x ,x ' ) ,  if g~l(y ,y ' ) ,  then F(g+f )  maps F(x,y) into 
F(x', y'). 
Proof. Immediate from Remark 2.3.13(iii). 
Theorem 3.3.6. I f  F and G are perfect dilators # !. If T is a natural transformation 
from F to G, then T(y + x) maps F(x, y) into G(x, y). 
Proof, Immediate from Proposition 2.3.15. 
l~finition 3.3./. (i) Suppose that F is a perfect dilator # 1, then define F(x, y) = 
order type of F(x, y), and, if fe  I(x, x'), ga  I(y, y'); F~, g)(t) = u iff the tth 
element of F(x, y) is sent by F (g+f)  on tire uth element of F(x', yq  
(ii) Moreover, suppose that G is another perfect di lator# !, and that T is a 
natural transformation from F to G, then flefine T(x, y)e I (F (~ y), G(x, y)) by 
T(x, y)(t) = u iff the tth element of F(x, y) is aent by T(y + x) on the uth element 
of G(x, y). 
Theorem 3.3.8. (i) F(., .) is a functor front ON × ON to ON commuting to direct 
limits and to pull-backs, T(., ,~ ~s a natur,~ ~ransformation from F(., ") to G(',  "). 
(ii) I f  x ~ ON, the unary functor F(x, .), defined by F(x, y), F(Ex, g), is a J~ower. 
(iii) There exists an integer n such that for all x >~ n, F(x, .) is not a constant 
fimctor. 
Proof. (i) The fact that F(., .) is a functor and that T(., .) is a natural transforma- 
tion is obvious from the construction. F(., .) commutes to limm: if z EF(x,y),  
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z = (zo; ,% . . . . .  x~_~; y + x), let q ~ cr~o., (0)+ 1, p = n -q.  Define f ~_--I(p, x) and 
gel(q,  y) by (g+f)(i) =.r~. Then 
(Zo; 0 . . . . .  n - 1; q + p) e F(p, q) and 
z =F(g+f)(zo;O . . . . .  n -  1; q+p). 
F(.,.) commutes to pull-backs: if Xc-~x, yc_y, define F(x ,X ,y ,Y )  by: 
F(x, X, y, Y) is the image of F(x, X, y. Y) under the function e from F(x, y) into 
F(y + x) whose image is F(x, y). Obviously 
F(x,X, y, Y)=F(x,  y)NE(y +x, (y, Y) +(x, X)), 
and from this it is immediate that 
F(x, X, y, 'i') U F(x, X', y, Y') = F(x, XNX' ,  y, Yf'l Y'). 
(iii) This is immediate with n such that F(n) # 0: F(n, 0) = 0, whereas F(n, n) # 0. 
(ii) The proof follows tke proof of Corollary 3.2.10. Assume that z ,z 'e  
F(x, y'), z~z ' ,  and z'erg(F(E~,~.,+EO). We show that zerg(F(F-~,+Ex)) (this 
will prove that F(E~, E~¢)= E~)r-(,~,)). Write 
z=(zo :xo  . . . . .  :~,_~: y'+x), z"=(z'o:x6 . . . . .  x'_~; y'+~). 
Let cr=cr~ .... r=~r~;~.,, By Proposition 3.2.9, we get x,~(o)<~x',,o). Since z ,z 'e  
F(x, y'). we have the equivalences: 
z e rg(F(F~¢ t Ex )) ~.~(o~ < Y 
and 
z'erg(F(Gy,+E,))  ' ' x'(o)<y, so 
z 'e  rg(F(~v, + E,)) --> z e rg(F(Evy, + Ex)). 
Enmples 3.3.9. (i) If F is a perfect flower~ !, then F(x, y)=F(x, y)=F(y),  
F~, g)=F(g), This follows-from the following remark: by PIoposition 3.2.11, 
F(x, y)=rg(F(F~r+x))=F(y), and it is immediate that F(x, y)=F(y),  F(,f, g)= 
F(g). 
(ii) Suppose that F = Id. Id = ld z, then 
F(x, O) = O, 
F(x,y+ l)=F(x, y)+y+l+x,  
when f e l(x. x'), ge l (y ,  y') 
F(x, sup(y,)) = sup(F(x, y,)), 
F(f, Eo) = Eo, (1) 
F(.f, g +Et) = F(/, g) +g+ El+f,  (2) 
F(f, g+Eo0=F( f ,  g)+E.¢+l+.,, (3) 
F([, U &)= U F(f, g~). (4) 
We prove (1) and (2) ((3) and (4) hold in general: they are con,,~equences of 
property (FL) for y and of commutation to 1~). 
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Let z =xu+v, F(x)=x 2, then 
- i f  u<v, xu+v=(l ;  u,v;x), cq.2(0) =0, 0.t.2(1)= 1; 
- i f  u=v, xu+v=(O; u;x),  0.on(0)=0; 
-if v<u, xu+v =(2; u, u;x), 0"2.2(0)= 1, o'~.2(1) =0. 
It is immediate that F(x, 0)=O; this establishes (1). 
F(x, y) ={(0; u; y +x); u < y}U{(1; u, v; y +x); u < y ~v<y +x} 
U{(2; v, u; y+x);  o<u <y}. 
If zeF(x,y) ,  then F(E~+~+Ex)(z)eF(x,y+l), If zEF(x ,y+l ) ,  but 
zcrg(F(F~y+~+E~)), one sees easily that z=(y+l+x)y+v,  with v<y+l+x.  
Conversely all p,:ints z=(y+l+x)y+v are in F (x ,y+l ) ,  but not in 
rg(F(~.~,t + E~)). This shows that F(x, y + 1) = F(x, y)+ y + 1 + x. Let f ~ I(x, ~ '), 
ge I (y ,  y'). If zeF(x,  y + 1) nrg(F(E~y+~+Ex)), then 
F(g + E~ + f)(z) = F(g + E~ + f)F(F_~y .~ + E~)(t) 
= F(F~,¢+~ + Ex,)F(g +0(t).  
If z =(), + l+x)y+v,  then 
F(g+E~ +f)(z) =(y '+ l + x')y' +(g+E~ +[)(r). 
Hence F(L g + E~) = F([, g) + g + E~ +f. 
The results of Section 3.6 will enable us to prove similar results directly. 
(iii) There exists a dilator F such that F(x, y) = x • y, F(f, g) = f .  g. F is the 
prime dilator corresponding to the permutation 0" of 2 defined by ~r(0)= 0, 
0"(1) = 1. 
(0; Xo, x~; y + x) ~ F(x, y) iff xo < y <~ xt. 
By ~Ilaeorem 3.2.4 
(O;xo, xt;y+x)<(O;x'o,x't;y+x) i f fxo<xb or xo=x~ and x~<x'~. 
So 
F(x, y+ l)={(O;xo, xt ;y+ l +x);xo<y+ l <~x~<y+ l x} 
implies that F(x, y+ 1)=F(x, y)+x, and it is immediate that 
F(x, 0) = 0, 
F(x, y + 1) = F(x, y)+x, 
if fEI(x,x'), gel (y ,  y') 
F(x, sup(yt)) = sup F(x, y~), 
F(f, Eo) = Eo, 
F([, g+Et) =F(f, g)+/, 
F(f, g + Eo,) = F(f, g) + Eo~., 
F(i, U e~) = U F(f, .~). 
But this defines exactly the functor product. Once again, this can be estab- 
lished directly from the general results of Section 3.6. 
3.4. Dilators of kited ~ and bilators 
De~daion 3.4.1. The following data define a category ODIL: 
obiects: dilators of kind D; 
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morphisms from F= F" + F" to G = G '+ G": (F", G" perfect) the set DI(F, G) of 
natural transformations T = T'+ T", when T' is a natural transformation from F '  
to G', T ~ is a natural transformation from F" to G". 
D ~ n  3,4.2. The following data define a category BIL" 
objects: bilators, i.e., funetors from ON x ON to ON such that: 
(i) F commutes to limm and &; 
(ii) for all x ~ ON, the pmtial functor Fx (see Examples 2.4.5) enjoys (FL), i.e., 
is a flower; 
(iii) F(x, y) is not constant in y, i.e., F cannnot be put in the form: F(x, y) = 
G(x), F(.f, g) = G(f) for some G. 
morphisms from F to G: the set I(F, G) of natural transformation,,, from F to G. 
Remar~ 3.4.3, (i) The simplest examples of bilators are the sum, the product and 
the exponential, as in Remark 2.4.6. Since we shall see that the categories BIL 
and DDIL are isomorphic, it is not necessary to produce more examples of 
bilators. 
(ii) Warning: the categories BIL and DDIL do not enjoy the existence of 
pull-backs; we give an example in DDIL. Let F=Id  2, and define prime dilators 
F1 and F2, together with T~ ~.OI(F~,F), by i,~rg(T~(2)), then T1 & T2 does not 
exist, (But it exists in the larger category DIL, and is equal to EoF; pull-backs in 
categories of dilators are studied in Section 4.) 
Remarks 3.4.4. (i) I(F, G) and OI(F, G) are sets because natural transformations 
from F to G are determined by theil restrictions to ON<toxON<to  or to 
ON <~o. 
(ii) In the definition of bilators, condition (iii) can be replaced by: 
F(n, m) # F(n. m + 1) for some integers n and m: if F is non constant in y, then 
the partial functors F(n, y), F(E~, g) cannot be constant for all n (direct ~imit 
argument). If tl',e flower F(n, y), F(F~, g) is non constant, hen F(n, m) # F(n, m + 
I) for some m by Remark 2.4.10(ii). 
(iii) If F is a bilator, then it is possible to represent ordinals by means of 
sequences (zo; x~, . . . . .  x,_~ ; x; Yo . . . . .  Y,~--1) = z, This means that z = F(t, g)(zc'~ 
with fEI(n,  xL gEl(re, y) for some Y>Ym-t, and that m and n are both 
minimum for this property. (See Theorem 2.3.12, Remarks 2.3.13 and 2.4.8.) 
Detinttion 3.4.5. We define the functor SEP (separation of variables) by: 
SEP(F' + F")(x. y) -= F'(x) + F~(x, y), 
SEP(F' + F")~ g) -,- F'(f) + F"([, g), 
SEP(T'+ T")(x, y)= T'(x)+ T"(x, y), 
when P ,  G" are perfect, T" ¢ FII(F", G"). T' + T" ~ OI(F' + F", G' + G"). F"(x, y), 
G"(x, y), T"(x, y) have been defined in Definition 3.3.7. 
SEP is a functor from ODIL to BIL. 
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Definition 3.4.6. If F is a bilator, if x~ON,  then define F(x)~F(x ,x)  by: 
(Zo; Xo . . . . .  X,._t ; X; Yo . . . . .  yn-t) ~ F(X) 
*-, (rim = 0 v (nm # 0 ^  y~_l < Xo)). 
Theorem 3.4.7. (i) If F is a bilator and f E 1(x, y), then F(f, f) maps F(x) into F(y). 
(ii) If F and G are bilators, if Te l (F ,  G), then T(x, x) tacos F(x) into G(x). 
Proof. This im lediate theorem is left to the reader. 
Defmi~n 3.4.8. One defines the ftmctor UN (unifa:ation of variables) by: 
UN(F)(x) = order type of F(x), 
UN(F)(f)(z) = z' iff the image under F(f, f) of the zth 
element of F(x) is the z'th element of 
F(y) (y~ !(x, y)), 
UN(T)(x)(z) = z' iff the image under r(=, x) of the zth 
element of F(x) is the z'th element of G(x) 
(F, G bilators, TeI (F ,  G)). 
Theorem 3.4.9. UN is a functor from BIL to ODIL. 
Proof. It is immediate that UN(F) is a functor from ON to ON, and that UN(T) 
is a natural transformation from UN(F) to UN(G). 
UN(F) commutes to 1~: it suffices to show that, if z e F(x), then there exist 
p, z '<F(p)  and f~I(p, x) such that z =F(f,f)(z'). Write 
z =(zo; Xo,. •., x,,-1; x; Yo . . . . .  Y,-1) 
and let p = n + m, and f be defined by 
rg(/) ={Yo . . . . .  Y,-1, xo . . . . .  x~-l}, 
then 
z =F(f,[)(Zo; n, . . . .  n +m-  1; n+m;0  . . . . .  n - l ) .  
UN(F) commutes to &: if Xcx ,  define F(x, X) by: F(x,X) is the image of 
UN(F)(x, X) under the function q~ from UN(F)(x) to F(x, x) whose range is F(x). 
It is immediate that F(x, X)=F(x)NF(x,  X; X), and from this that F(x, X)N 
F(x, X ' )= F(x, X N X'). From this we conclude that UN(F) commutes to &. 
UN(F) is of kind O. 
Subcase 1. Assume that F(to, 0)= 0, and let an be the smallest point in F(to). 
We have: 
F([, f)(ao) >~ F(~, f)(O) = F(~, f)(F(o~, 0)) ~'- F(F~, f)(F(w, 0)) ;~ F(~, /(0)), 
using the fact that, when G is a flower, G(/)(G(O))~ G(f(O)), which comes easily 
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from Remark 2.4.10(i). Since F(to, .) is a flower, we get F(to, to)=sup,(F(to, n)), 
and we conclude that the points F(f, f)(ao) are cofinal in F(to, to) (hence in F(aJ)) 
when f varies through 1(to, to). This means exactly that the points UN(F)(f)(0) are 
eofinal in UN(F)(to). So, by Proposition 3.3.1 that UN(F) is perfect. Remark that 
UN(F) is non constant, s<~ UN(F)# ]: UN(F) is of kind O. 
Subcase 2. If F(to, O)# O, then observe that the point 
z =(zo: x0 . . . . .  x~-l; x; Yo . . . .  , Y,,--1) 
is strictly smaller that F(x, 0) iff m = 0, because F(x, .) is a flower (Remark 
2.4A0(i)). So it is posstble to write 
F(x,y)=F(x,O)+F"(x,y), F(f, g) = F~, =~o)~-' ± "~, ,,- g). 
Let F'(x)= F(x, 0), F'([)=F(f, Eo). It is immediate that F"(to, 0)=0,  and that 
F(x, O)c F(x). More precisely, if F(x. 0) ~< z < F(x, x), then 
z = (Zo; x0 . . . . .  x,_~; ;; Yo . . . . .  Y,,-1)~ 
= F(x. 0) + (a, x~ . . . . .  x~ _ ~; x; Yo . . . . .  Y.,-1)~-, 
with zo = F(n. O)+ a, hence z = F(x, O)+ b e F(x) iff b ~ F"(x). 
Once concludes that UN(F)= F '+UN(F ' ) .  By subcase one, UN(F3 is of kind 
O. UN(T) E DI(UN(F). UN(G)): Write F = F '+ F". G = G '  + G", with F"(to, 0) = 
0, G"(co, 0 )=0,  hence one may write T=T'+T",  with T"eI(F,G), then 
UN(T) = T'  + UN(T"). So UN(T~ ~ ~I(UN(F) ,  UN(G)). 
Reamrlt 3.4.10. Of course the functor A defined by: A(F)(x) = F(x, x), A(F)(f) = 
F(f,f). A(T)(x)=T(x,x), is a more natural 'unification of variables', but this 
functor is not inversible. Remark that there is a natural transformation from UN 
tt. A, defined by: O(F)(x)(z)=the zth point of F(x). 
Theorem 3.4-11. (i) SEP o UN = IDnlL. 
(ii) UN o SEP = 
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Now, we compute the sets rg(V(x,y))cF(y+x,y+x): z~rg(V(x ,y)  ill 
z = U(x, y)(z') for some z'erg(T(x, y); but z'erg(T(x~ y)) iff z '=  T(x, y)(u) for 
some u, i.e., the uth element of UN(F)(x, y) is sent by Try+x)  on the z'th 
elemeat of H(x, y). But, if z = U(x, y)(z'), then z is precisely the z'th elemen~ of 
H(x, ~). This shows that rg(V(x, y)) = H(x, y) Nrg(T(y +x)). We study now the set 
rg(T(y+x)):  z~rg(T(y+x)) iff z~F(y+x) .  Hence z~rg(T(y+x)) iff z can be 
written 
z=(zo;xo . . . . .  x~- l ;y+x;yo  . . . . .  y.-~)~ w i th in=0 or y . -~<xo 
(n = 0 is impossible, because F(~o, 0)= 0). One considers the points 
(Zo; 211, . . . .  2(n + m - 1); 2(n + m); 0 . . . . .  2(k - 1), 
2k+l ,2k+2 . . . . .  2 (n -1 ) )F  i l k<n,  
ak = ](Zo; 2n . . . .  2 (k -  1), 2k + 1, 2k + 2 . . . . .  2(n + m-  1); 
t 2(n+m);O . . . . .  2(n--1))v i fn<~k<n+m.  
These points are pairwise distinct, and a~-t is the greatest of them all (if k ~ n -  1, 
then ak<F(2(n+m), 2n- l ) ,  and a,_t>>-F(2(n+m),2n-1), by Remark 
2.4.10(i)). Hence, if 
z = (Zo; Xo . . . . .  x~-i ;  y + x; Yo . . . . .  Y.-1)F = T(y + x)(z'), 
then 
and 
z '=  (z~; Yo . . . . .  Y,-1, Xo . . . . .  x~_~; y+x)~ 
n - 1 = cr~ . . . .  (0). o'~..+.,(0) = 
From this, we conclude that, provided z ~ rg(T(x, y)), then z ¢ H(x, y) iff (Y,-1 < Y 
and (m=0 or y~<Xo)), and from this: z ~rg(V(x, y)) iff (Yn- l<y and (m =0 or 
y ~< Xo)). 
Now, consider the natural transformation W from F to K defined by: W(x, y) = 
F(Eo~+Ex, E~y+~), then rg(W(x, y))=rg(V(x,y))  for all x, y. This proves that 
V = I~: so SEPUN(F)= F. 
Subcase 2. If F(co, O)~ O, write F = F '+ F", as in the proof of Theorem 3.4.9, 
with F"(to, 0)= 0. Since F"(to, 0)= 0, SEPUN(F")= F", and remark that 
SEPUN(F'  + F") = SEP(F' + UN(F")) = F '  + SEPUN(F") = F '  + F". 
It remains now to show, that if R~I(F,G), then SEPUN(R)=R.  Writing 
R = R ' *  R", one reduces to the case F(to, O)= G(to. 0)= 0. Then it is immediate 
to see t~at: SEPUN(R)(x, y)(z) = z' iff the image -rider R(y+x,  y+x)  of the zth 
element of rg(V(x, y))(= rg(F(Eo~ + E~. F-~y+x)) is the r th  element of 
rgfO(Eo, +E~, E~y+,); 
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but the diagram 
F(x. y) R~.~ * G(x, y~ 
F(~, +F~. **01 ¢~(Ec~ +1~, ,÷0 
F(y+x,  y+x) R~,+~+~)' G(y+x,  y+x)  
is commutative, hence we have R(x, y) = SEPUN(R)(x, y). 
(ii) Subcase 1. Assume: that F is a perfect di lator# 1. We show that 
UNSEP(F )=E Let G be SEP(F), and H(x,y)=F(y+x) ,  Hff, g )=F(g+f ) .  
Deflce the natural transformation T from SEP(F) to H, by rg(T(x, y ' )= F(x, y). 
Let U = @(SEP(b-3) be the natural transformation defined in Remark 3.4,10, from 
UNSEP(F) to A(SEP(F)). Finally, observe that A(T) is a natural transformation 
from ASEP(F) to K=A(H) .  So V=A(T)U  is a natural transfortration from 
UNSEP(F) to K. K is defined by K(x)=F(x+x~, K([) = F([ + [), i.e., K= 
Fo( Id+Id) .  
SEPF(x, y) = G(x,, y) 
T(x~ y)[ 
H(x, y) = F(y +x)  
:UNSEP(F)(x) 
V(x){ A (SEP(F))(x) 
"~ziH(x) = F(x + x) 
rg(U(x)) = SEP(F)(x).  Remark that, if z ~ F(y + x), with 
z = (zo;.~ . . . . .  xq, xq+~ . . . . .  x,_l; y+x)~ 
. 
(ZO~ Xa+l  ~ . . . ~ . t  . . Xn-l-q, X, X o . . . . .  Xq)rt, 
with xq <y~xq+l ,  and y+x~+,=xq+, for O<i<n-q .  
We compt, te the set rg(V(x)) m F(x + x): ~. = (Zo; Xo . . . . .  x,_G x + x)~ e rg(V(x)) 
iff z = T(x, x) for some z 'e  G(x). Let p = tr~.,(O), and define x~ by x +x~ = xp÷j, 
for l~ j<~n- l -p .  Assume that 
z = (Zo; x'1 . . . . .  x:,-l-p: x; Xo . . . .  %) = T(x, x)(tt), 
with 
u =(Uo; x~ . . . . .  x ' -~_,;  x; Xo . . . . .  ~)~.  
Then u~G(x)  if[ p=n-1  or xp<x'l, that is x+xp<x~÷ 1. Also, z belongs to 
rg(T(x,x))=F(x,x) iff x~<x and (p=n-1  or x~x~+O. Summing up, we get 
z~rg(V(x)) i f f (x~<x and (p=n-1  or x+xp<xp+0).  
Now. define the natural transformation W from F to K by: 
W(x)(zo; xo . . . .  , x~_ ~; x)~. = (zo; xo . . . . .  x~, x + xp÷ ~ . . . . .  x + x,_ 1; x + x)~ 
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with p = ~r~o.~(O). The function W(x) is strictly increasing. Assume that 
t z = (Zo; Xo . . . . .  x~_ t ; x)  < (z~; x~ . . . . .  x , , - t ;  x )  = z ,  with el = ¢r,z.m(0). 
By Proposition 2.3.9, x~<x~. If :q,=x',, then W(x)(z)=F(f)(z), W(x)(z')= 
F(f)(z'), with f(t)=t for t<~xo, f(t)=x+t for t>~,  so W(x)(z)<W(x)(z'). If
x~ <x~, then Proposition 2.3.9 forces W(x)(z)< W(x)(z'). 
Since obviously r[,(W(x))= rg(V(x)), V = W, so UNSEP(F)= F. 
Subcase 2. F is not perfect. Write F = F '  + F", with F" perfect ¢: 1, then 
UNSEP(F' + F") = UN(F'  + SEP(F'3) = F '  + UNSEP(F") = F '  + F". 
It remains to show that UNSEP(R)=R,  when R a OI(F, G). Writing R = 
R' + R", one reduces to the case F, G perfect. If V' is the natural transformation 
from UNSEP(G)=G to Go(Id+Id)=K', defined similarily to V, then the 
dia~ams 
F(x) R!¢--.G(x) 
V(x) 1 IV'(x) 
r(x) a-?i-47; K'(x) 
are commutative, but UNSEP(R) is defined by: UNSEP(R)(x)(z)= z' iff the 
image under R(x+x) of the zth element in rg(V(x)) is the z'th element in 
rg(V'(x)). So UNSEP(R)= R. 
Remark 3.4.12. The functors SEP and UN identify perfect dilators ¢ 1 with bi- 
lators satisfying F(to, 0) = 0. These bilators will therefore be called perfect bilators. 
Coroll~ry 3.,1.13o The [unctors SEP and UN commute to direct limits and to 
pull -backs. 
ProoL This is a general propeo ty of inversible functors. 
Remark  3.4.14. One can imagine other ways of proving Theorem 3.4.11. 
(i) Using the results of Section 3.6, it is surely possible to establish that SEP 
and UN ale reciprocal. 
(ii) Using dendroids (with, for bilators, multi-drmdroids in two colours), one 
can certainly obtain the result quickly. 
Theol~em 3.4.15. (i) If F is a dilator of kind O, then 
(A SEP(F)) o (~l+t°) = F o (~x.~a). 
(ii) If T~.OI(F, G), then 
(aSEP(T)) o (ea÷~a) = T o (_w~÷m). 
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lh, ooL (i) This means thal, if F is a bilator, then F(x, x)= UN(F)(x) for all 
x = to ~÷'', Fff, f )=  UN(F)(f) for al! f=  ~ol÷r. Define a function ¢~ from F(x, x) to 
itself by: 
q~ ((zo; Xo . . . . .  x~_ ~ ; x; Yo . . . . .  Y.-0) 
= (Zo; Y +Xo, . . . .  y -~ x~._~; x; Yo . . . . .  Y.-~, 
with y=0 if n=0,  y=y._~+l  otherwise. It is immediate that % is strictly 
increasing, and t?at rg(¢~)=F(x). From this F(x,x)=UN(F)(x).  In order to 
prove that F(f,f~=UN(F)(f).  it will therefore be sufficient to show that 
~o~,F(f. D = F(f, f)q~ (because %,F(f, f) = UN(F)(f)q~ by definition o~ UN(F)(D). 
But 
~:cF(f, f)((zo; Xo . . . . .  x~_~; x; Yo . . . . .  Y.-O) 
= (r.o; y' +f(xo) . . . . .  y' +f(x~_~); x'; f(Yo) . . . . .  f (y . -0) ,  
with y '= 0 if n = 0, and y' = f(y._~)+ 1 otherwise. On ~he other hand, we have 
F(  ~. f)~((Zo; Xo . . . . .  x.._~; x; Yo . . . . .  Y.-~)) 
= (Zo: f(Y + xo) . . . . .  f(y + x.~_0; x'; f(Yo) . . . . .  f(Y.- t)), 
with y =0 i" v. = 0, and y = Y.-t + 1 otherwise. If n =0,  then the two expressions 
are equal. If n40 ,  then we have to show that f(y~_~+ l+x~)=f (y~_0+ l f(x~). 
But f (1)= 1 (because f=_~+r) ,  hence it suffices to prove that f is 'linear', i.e., 
f (a+b)=f (a )+f (b )  for all a and b. But this is immediate by looking to the 
Cantor norma', forms of a and b. 
(ii) This means that, if F and G are bilators and T~ I(F, G), then T(x, x)= 
UN(T)(x). In o-der to prove this property, it will suffice (since, by definition, 
cp~T(x, x )=UN(T) (x)q~ to show that q~T(x, x)= T(x. x)q~. This is le~t to the 
reader. 
3.5. Induction on dilators 
Theorem 3.5.1. l e t  P be a [,mperty defined on dilators and assume that: 
(i) P(O). 
(ii) P(F) --, P(F + !). 
(iii) If x is limit, if F~=~Q for all i<x,  and if for all y<x,  P(E,<yE),  then 
e~<,  F,). 
(iv) If F is of kind O, if for all y e ON P(SEP(F)r), then P(F) (if G is a bilator, 
then G ~ is the dilator defined by G~'(x) = G(x, y), G~(f) = G(f, F_~)). 
Then P(F) is true for all dilators F. 
~roof. Assume that P(F) is false. We define a 'descending sequence' of dilators, 
by Fo = F, and if F~ has been defined and -aP(F.): 
(i) F. ¢: _0 because of hypothesis (i), so F. is of kind 1, o~, or 12. 
(fi) If F. = G + !. then -'IP(G) by (ii), and one may take F.÷~ = G. 
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(iii) If F. =~<~ F ~, with x limit, then, by hypothesis (iii), P(~t<~ F t) is false for 
some y<x,  hence take F.÷1=~<yF ~ 
(iv) If F~ is of kind O, then, by hypothesis (iv), -~P(SEP(F~) ~) for some y¢ON.  
Take F.+I = SEP(F.)L 
Let Y he the set of all ordinals y such that for some n, F~ is of kind n and 
F.+~ =SEP(F.)L Let a be an ordinal greater than all points in Y, and such that 
a=~o% with a '¢0 ;  we show that the values F.(a) form a strictly decreasing 
sequence of ordinals, and this will yield a contradiction: 
-if F,, =F.+, + I, then F.(a)=F,,+l(a)+ l; 
- i f  F.  = Y~i<~ F i, if F.+I =~<~F i, with x limit and y<x,  then F~'(a)¢O, because 
a is infinite and F ~ ¢ _0, hence F~ (a) >~ F.+ ~(a) + F ~ (a) so F. (a) > F. + ~(a); 
- i f  F. is of kind 12, then F .+I=SEP(F. )  y for some y<a,  so F~+l(a)= 
SEP(F.)(a. y)<SEP(F.)(a,  a) (by Remark 2.4.10(ii) since a is infinite). But by 
Remark 3.4.15, SEP(F.)(a, a) = UNSEP(F.)(a) = F.(a),  so, again F.÷t(a) < 
F,,(a). 
Kemark 3.5.2. The hypotheses (i)-(iv) indicate clearly which dilators must be 
considered as the predecessors of F: G is a predecessor f F iff there is a finite 
sequence Fo=G . . . . .  Fn=F, such that, for all i<n ,  F~+1=F~+Fi for some 
Fi ¢0,  or F, =SEP(F~+~)  for some yEON. (The condition F~+I=F~+F[ corre- 
sponds to the iteration of clauses (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 3.5.1.) The meaning of 
Theorem 3.5.1 is that the predecessor relation is well founded. This relation is not 
a linear order, but, given F, the 'set' of predecessors of F is linearily ordered by 
the predecessor relation. There are many other well-founded predecessor rela- 
tions that can be defined on dilators, for instance say that in a sum F=~.~<~F, 
with x ~> 2 and F ie  0 for all i, then F~ is a predecessor f F. However. such a 
definition (which is more in the spirit of dendroids) is such that the 'set" of 
predecessors of F is not linearily ordered, 
Remark 3.5.3. It is clear that the 'set' of predecessors of F, ordered by the 
predecessor relation is a linear well-order, so it is isomorp" tic to an "ordinal class', 
i.e., an ordinal which is a class, for instance, if F= Id, t .en this ordinal class is 
exactly ON. One proves easily that the order type of the class of predecessors of F 
has order type F(ON). (The ordinal class F(ON) is defined to be 
li.~m*~oN(F(x), F(E~y)), the limit being taken on a class (ON) instead of a set, as 
usual.) (Hint: prove that the predecessor G of F has order type G(ON), and use 
Theorem 8.4.15 and co °N =ON.) 
Remark 3.5.4. The most remarkable feature of Theorem 3.5.1 is that it can be 
applied to construct functors by induction on dilators. The most important case, up 
to now is A; see Section 5. 
Remark 3.5.5. We shall see in part II "uhat induction on dilators is the same thing 
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as traditional bar induction of type 2, and, of course, that recursion on dilators is 
bar-recursion of type 2. 
3.6, An alterrmtit~e d scription of UN and SEP 
Debdilton 3o6.1. (i) If F is a bilator, then define YF for all y e ON by: 
F(x, y)+ ~F(x)= F(x, y + 1), 
F(f,F_.v)+'F(f)=F( f, F_~+ 0 (i.e., F~ +~F=F~+~). 
(ii) If F is a bilator, then define, for all g ~ l(y, y'), a natural transformation gF 
from YF to Y'F by: 
F(F_~, g) +*V(x)= F(E~, g+/~0 
(if one adopts, when T is a natural transformation from F to G, and fe  I(x, x') the 
notation T(f) for G([)T(x)=T(x')F(f),  then we have F ( / ,g )+gF( f )= 
Fff, g + E0). 
(iii) If F, G are bilators, if T is a natural transformation from F to G, then 
define for all y e ON a natural transformation YT from y~ to ~G by: 
T(x, y~, +'T(x) = T(x, y + 1) (hence Tff, F_~)+ ~T(f) = T(/. Ev+0). 
Th~rem 3.6.2. (i) Suppose that F is a bilator, then UN(F) is the f, mctor G defined 
as follows: 
G(x) = F(x, O) + ~ "F(x - (y + 1)), 
y~:x 
O( / )=Ff f ,  Eo)+ ~ &,, whenfeI(x,x ' ) ,  
y<x' 
and with 
/% =}'Eo,F¢x,-(y+t)~ if y• rg(f), 
[ ( f )F (x ' - (y+ 1))~F(ff)=Ct0F(d~), / /yerg( f ) ,  with z =f-Z(y), 
and f~ e l(z, y). f~ e I(x - (z + ~.), x ' -  (y + 1)) are such that f =: L + El +fL 
(ii) l f  F and G are bilators, if Te  I(F, G ), then UN(T) is tht natural transforma- 
tion O defined by: 
U(x) = T(x, 0)+ ~ YT(x- (y  + 1)). 
¥<x 
Proot. (i) If z<F(x ,0 ) ,  then z=(zo;Xo . . . . .  Xk-GX;), hence zeF(x) ,  and 
F(f, f)(z) = F(/, f)Ept~o~m,~(z) = F(f, Eo)(Z). Assume now that F(x, y) 
z < F(x, y + 1) and that z e F(x), then 
z =(Zo; Xo . . . . .  x~-G x; Yo . . . . .  Y,-2, Y). 
If F(x - (y+ l), y ) ,~t<F(x - (y+ l), y+ l), then 
t =' (to: x~, . . . . .  x'p_.~; x - (y  + i ) ;  y~ . . . . .  y~_~, y).  
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Define g~I (x - (y+l ) )  by g (u)=y+l+u,  then F(g.E~+1) induces a strictly 
increasing bijection between the sets [F(x - (y + 1), y), F(x - (y + 1), y + D[ and 
[F(x, y), F(x, y + 1)[ n F(x). Hence, the order type of [F(x, y), F(x, y + 1)[ N F(x't is 
equal to YF(x - (y  + 1)). From this we deduce thz~t 
o(x)=F(x,o)+ ~ F(x-(y+1)). 
~.cZx 
Assume now that 
z = F(g, F-~+l)(F(x - (y + 1), y) + u), with u < YF(x - (y + 1)), 
and let w = F(x - (y + 1)~ y) + u, g ~ I(x - (y + 1), x), h ~ I(x' - i f(y) + 1), x') defined 
by g(a)= y+l+a,  h(a)=f (y )+ l+a;  then 
F(f. t3(z) = F(h. Ec~,~0(F(x ' -  i f(y) + 1). f(y)) + v). 
and it will suffice to prove that v = hct~(u), to end the proof of (iL 
If t<x- (y+l ) ,  then 
f~(t) = f (y  + 1 + t) = f (y )  + 1 + F (~-~ = hP (t), 
hence 
fg = h f ' -  F(/, f)(z) = F(f, f)(F(g, E~+l)(w)) = F(fg, fF_~.,~)(w) 
= F(hf ' .  f~ + EO(w) = F(h. Ec~,~+0Fff'. f~ + E,)tw). 
hence 
F(f ' ,  f, + E,)(w) = F (x ' -  if(y) + 1), f(y)) + v, 
and we have: 
F(fL f, + E,)(w) 
= F(Ex,-O'(~)+,:..f,~ + E1)F(j ~, E~+l)(w) 
= (F(E~,_0,~,)+z) , .fy) + c¢,)F(x'- (..f(y) + 1)))(F(J ~, F-~) +~F(/~))(w) 
= (F(E~,_tf~,)+l, .f~) + q,)F(x'-  if(y) + 1)))(F(x ' - i f (y)+ 1), y) + rF(fr)(u)) 
= F(x' - if(y) + 1), f(y)) + ¢,~F(x'- if(y) + 1FF(.P)(u) 
hence v =~¢)Fff ')(u)= h~<y)(u). 
(ii) This is proved similarily, and is left to the r..ader. 
~sl l~n 3.6.3. (i) I f  F is a dilator of kind aq, if y is an ordinal, then F o (y + Id) 
is a d~lator of kind gL 
(ii) I f  I= is a dilator of ;rind O, let g~l(y,  y') and let T=Fo(~+Id)  be the 
natural transformation from F ~ (y + Id) to F ~ (y'+ ld) defined by T(x) = F(g +E~) 
(so Tff) = F(g + f)). Then T ~ 12I(F o (y_ + Id), ~" o ~ '  ~- Id)). 
(iii) I f  F ,G  are dilators of kind l't, if U6OI (EGL  then Uo(y+Id)~ 
OI(F o (y + Id), G o (y + Id)). 
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!~Ot .  Left to the reader, 
D~bdlUon 3.6.4. (i) If F is a dilator of kind O, if y is an ordinal, define the dilator 
, F  by: 
F, ,  (." +Id)  * "' F '   = ~F + I3 for some perfect. 
(ii) If F is dilator of kind O, let g e I(y, y'); one defines a natural transformation 
from ~F to *Fv by: 
Oo(g+Id)=*F÷T'  for some T'. 
(iii) If F, G are dilators of kind D, if T~.I'H(F, G), if y is an ordinal, then define 
• ~T, a natural transformation from *vF to vG. 
T o (y + Id) =*T + T' for some T'. 
IDeflmtl~n 3.6°$. (i) If F is a dilator of kind O, if y is an ordinal, then define the 
dilator y/z' by: 
~15"  - -  :~t~ o ~l - - - '~ ,  (1_ + Id) + vF. 
(ii) If F is a dilator of kind/~, if g E I(y, y'), define a natural transformation ~r7 
from vF to cF, by: 
(g + Ex) °~ = *F  o (1 + Id) + ~TT. 
(iii) If F, G are dilators of kind D, if T c aqI(E G), if y is an ordinal, then define 
a natural transformation ~T from ~F to ~G: 
r+*~T = ~T ~, (! + Id) -~- ~,T. 
Theorem 3.6.6. (i) Suppose ttv. F is a dilator of kind D; then $,EP(F)is the bilator 
G defined by; (rE I(x, x'), g E I(y, y ' ) )  
G(x, 0) = ~F(x), 
O(x, y + 1) = G(x, y) +,F(x) ,  
G(x, sup(y,)) --: sup(G(x, y~)), 
G~ Eo) = *F(f), (1) 
G(f, g + E~) = G(/,  g) + ~.F(f), (2) 
G(f, g + Eol) = G(f, g) + Eo.,F(.,~, (3) 
O(f, U g,) = U O(f, &). (4) 
(ii) Suppose that F and G are dilators of kind D, and that TEDI(F, G), then 
SEP(T~ is the natural transformation U from SEP(F) to SEP(G) delined hi: 
U(x, O) = ~ T(x). U(x, y + l) = U(x, y) + ~T(x), 
" C"-. sup(y,)) = U U(x. y,). 
1~ool. A preliminary step will be to investigate the meaning of Definitions 3.6.4 
and 3.6.5. Assume that F is perfect~ !, then *~F(x) is exactly the set of all 
elements. 
z = (Zo; xo . . . . .  x._ t; Y + x)F. such that ~.,,.(o) < Y (by Proposition 2.3.9, this set 
is an initial segment of F (y+x) ,  i.e.. an ordinal. Let p =cr,o,.(0), Assume that 
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xo<y, and let G=Fo(y+Id) :  
- i f  x is limit, and z >~*F(x), then the points G(f)(z)  are cofinal in G(x) when f 
varies through P~,x, x); but 
O(f)(z) = (Zo; Xo . . . . .  x~, (E~ + f)(x~÷0 . . . . .  (E, + f)(x,,-0; y +x~r, 
hence 
G(f)(z) >>- (zo; xo . . . . .  xp_~, y, y + 1 . . . . .  y + n - 1 - p; y + x) 
by Theorem 3.2.4, contradiction. 
- in  general, one takes the images under f=El . ,  • E~, and one applies the case x 
limit. 
Conversely, assume that z <*F(x) .  We show that x o <:y: if one writes ~F(x) = 
(ao; bo . . . . .  b,,_~; y + X)F, by what we have just proved, bq ~ y, with q = cr,~,,(0). 
If x is limit, then, for a well-chosen f~P(x,x) ,  and if x~ ~>y, G(f)(z) will be 
strictly greater than *F(x) (it suffices to have y+f (xo -y )>b ~, and to apply 
Proposition 2.3.9); from this it follows that the points G(g)(z) are cofinal in G(x) 
when g varies through P(x, x), a contradiction with the choice of z. If x is not 
limit, one proceeds as above. 
If F is of kind O, then F = *F+ F1, with F1 perfect, and one sees easily yF = ,~F~, 
gF = ~.F1. So, we study ~F w.'aen F is perfect ¢ 1. 
If F is perfect, then ~F(x) is the order type of the set (in fact an interval) X~, of 
all elements z = (Zo; Xo . . . . .  x~_ 1; y + 1 + x), such that x, = y, with p = ¢r~,,.~(0). 
This follows immediately from the characterization above of *F(x). If f~ I(x, x'), 
~F(f)(t) = u iff the uth element of X~,y is sent by F(E~+I +f)  on the tth element of 
X~,y. If g~I(y,  y'), then ~F(x)(u)= t i f f  the uth element of X~.y is sent by 
F(g+E~+~) on the tth element of X~.v,. 
Now, it is possible to prove Theorem 3.6.6. 
(i) By definition, if F=*F+ F~, with F~ perfe,^.t, hen 
G(x, y )= *F(x)+F,(x, y), G(.f, g )= *([)+Ft(f, gS. 
(1) F~(x, 07 = 0 by the fact that F(x, 0)= ¢, hence Fl(f, Eo)= Eo. So 
G(x, 0) = *F(x), G(f, Eo) = *F(f) 
(25 If tEFa(x,y), then F~(F-~,+~+ExS(t)~F~(x,y+lS; and, if z~F~(x~y+l). 
but z ¢ rg(F~(E~v +1 + E~)), then z = (Zo; Xo . . . . .  x,_~; y + 1 + x)F~, and x~ = y, with 
p = ¢r~o.,(0). Hence (z ~ Fl(x, y + 1) and z e rg(Fl(Ey~+l +E.))) iff z e X~.~; and for 
all z and t, z ~ X~.~ and t ~ F~(x, y + 1) f3 rg(Fl(F-~ +~ + Ex)) implies that z > t. One 
deduces that F~(x, y + 1) = F~(x, y)+~F~(x), hence, 
F(x, y + 1) = *F(x) + F~(x, y + 15 = F(x. y) + ~F~(x) = F(x, y) + ~F(xL 
Let v=Fa(x,y)+u, with v<F~(x,y+l'~, and f~I(x,x') .  Fa(f,F-.~+0(v)= 
Ft(x', y)+t, iff the uth point of X~.r is sent by F~(/?~÷~ +f)  on the tth point of 
X~,.~. Hence 
F~(f, E~+0(Ft(x, y) + u) = Ft(x', y) +, iff ,F~(f)(u) = t. 
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This shows that 
rd f ,  F~,~ 0 = Fdf, F~.) + J:df). 
Let v =Ft(x, y)+u, with v<Fl (x ,  y+ 1), and ge l (y ,  y'); F~(E~,, g+EO(v)= 
Ft(x, y')+t iff the uth point of X~.v is sent by F~(g+E~+Ex) on the tth point of 
X~.¢. Hence 
FI(Ex, g+EO(Ft(x, y)+u)=F~(.x, y' )+t  iff ~F~(x)= t.
This shows that 
FdV~, g + EO = F~( F~, g) + ~,Fdx). 
Finally 
Ft([. g + El) = FdEx,, g + EOFt(f, F_~ +1) = Fl(f, g) + gFx(f), 
,and 
F(f, g + E0 = *F(f) + Ftff, g + E0 = F(f, g) + ~F(f). 
(3) and (4) are general properties of bilators. 
(ii) Th~s is straightforward and left to the reader. 
Remark 3.6./. If F is of kind fl, then the bilator SEPIF) y of Theorem 3.5.1 is 
equal to ~F+Y~,<~ cF. 
Remark 3.6.8. If F is of kind O, then H(x, y) = ~F(x), H([, g) = ,~(f) defines a 
functor fron~ ON x ON to ON commuting to lira and &, which is not at all a 
bilator in general. In general, if H is such a two variable functor, it is possible to 
define (provided H is non zero) a bilator G =IH( ' ,  y)ay, by: 
G(x, y) = ~, G(x, u), G([, g) = ~. h~, when g ~ I(y, y'), 
tl<~ tl<y" 
and h~=Eoo(~,,.~ if u6rg(g), h~ =G(.f,g.) if uerg(g),  and g.¢I(g-l(u),u) is 
defined by g~(t)= g(t). This definition is exactly similar to Example 2.4.9(i). 
Conversely, if G is a bilator, then one defines a functor (d/dy) G = H by 
G(x,y)+H(x,y)=G(x,y+l),  G(f,g)+Hff, g)=G(],g+EO. 
The following equalities are immedia'~e, for the specific H defined by H(x, y) = 
~F(x), n(f, g) = ~a~(f): 
SEP(F) = *F+ I H(., y) dy. 
H = d~ SEP(F) 
(the notations are not very good.. ,). 
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4. The category Dill. of dilators 
4.1. The categary DIL 
Definition 4.1.1. The following data define a category DIL: 
objects: dilators, 
morphisms from F to G: the set I(F, G) of natural transformations from F to G. 
Definition 4.1.2. If F and G are functors from category, q~ to category ~, if T is a 
natural transformation from F to G, if f is a ~-morphism from x to y, then one 
defines a ~-morphism T(f) from F(x) to G(y) by: 
T(f) = G(f)T(x)--- T(y)F(f). 
Theorem 4.1.3. (We recall that the composition of natural transfommtior~ is 
defined by: (TU)(x) = T(x)U(x). TU is the composition of the morphisms T and U in 
&e category DIL,) 
Let (F~, T~) be a direct system in DIL, then 
(i) If for all x ~_ON, the direct limit li_mm(Fdx), Tii(x)) exists, then (F. T,,) has a 
direct limit in DIL. 
(ii) Conversely, assume that ( F, Ti)---li~ml(F. Ti,) and that (x, ft) = li_~m~= (xz, f:,~ ), 
then 
(F(x), T,(fi))= ti_~mi×L (F,(xz), Ti~,~)). 
lh'c, aL (i) Let (F(x),T~(x))=lim(G(x),T,j(x)), and if f~I(x ,y) ,  define F ( f )= 
l._~(F,(f)). F is clearly a functor from ON to ON, so it remains to prove 
commutation to 1_~ and to &: 
F commutes to li__~m: if (x,~)=limmL(x~, f ,.), then, using Corollary. 1.4.6: 
li_mm(F(x,), F(f~)) 
I 
= (F(x), F~) ) .  
(One applies Corollary 1.4.6 with z,~---F~(x~}, t~.,,., = T,~(~,.) so l~t.,,. = Fi(~.~)and 
h,l .~ = T , , (x~) ) .  
F commutes to &: one uses Theorem L5.0: 
Fff a g) = li~_~(~ (f & g)) = L~(F,(f)  & F.(g)) 
= li_~m(F,(f)) & li_~m(E(g)) = F(f) & F~ g). 
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F is therefore a dilator, and (F, T,) enjoys obviously the conditions 1.3.3(i)-(iii). 
We verify (iv): if (G, U~) is another solution of (i)-(iii), then for all x, (G(x), U~(x)) 
en jo~ (i)-(iii) w.r.t, the direct system (Fi(x), Tj~(x)). hence there exists an unique 
morphism V(x) from F(x) to G(x) such that Ui(x)= V(x)Tt(x). The family 
V=(V(x~ ~ is obviously a natural transformation from F to G such that U~ = X,'T~ 
for all i, a~d we have seen that V is unique with this property. 
(ii) (F(x), Ti(x)) enjoys conditions (i)-(iii) of direct limits, hence (by Corollary 
1.4.4) the direct limit of this system exists, so by (i) abow~ (F(x), T,(x))= 
li__.,m(Fdx), T~(x)), and by Theorem 1.4.5(ii) 
lim(E(.,q). ~, ( fi ,.'~ ) 
1 ",,,L 
(lim'(~*(G(x,). Fd/,.,)). lin~(T,,(x,))). ~ (lim(T,,(/,,.)))) 
= (F(x~. T,(f,~4. 
Remarlts 4.1.4. (i) in Theorem 4.1.3(iB, one can take the following specific cases: 
-(xt, ~fi,,,) = (x, F_~.,), ther~ (F(x), T,(x)) = li_.i~m(Fi(x), Tii(x)); 
- I  = L; since the pairs (i, i) form (because I is directed) a cofinal subset of I x  I, 
we get: (V(x), T i~)) = lim(F~(f), T~i~,)). 
(ii) If (F(n), Tdn))=li J~(F,(n), Tit(n)) for all n, then (F, Ti)=liimm(F,, T,,). The 
hypothesis implies that F and the direct limit G of (F,, T,,) coincide on the 
category ON < ~o. so they are equal. 
(iii) The direct limit, when it exists, is unique. 
(iv) It' (F, T~) enjoys properties (i)-(iii) of direct limits, then there is a direct 
limit for (it-,, T,i). 
Example 4.1.5. (it Suppose that (F-')__~, is a family of dilators, then we ~hall 
construct he su:n ~:<~ F "~ as a direct limit in DIL. Take a dh'ect system (x,,/0) 
with direct limit (x,/~), and define, when i e Jr, F ='i by: F ~'' = F f,~), and T ~'' to be 
the idzntity of F ''i. If i -¢ j, then define T ~''~ = T z'~. Observe that T ~'~ e I (F  ~'', F t,t~)) 
and that T ~''~ e l(F~'k Ff , ,~) .  Define 
r=ZF F,=Er". 
= E v"i, T,,-- E r--." 
:<f, z<L 
(we are summing the families (T  ~'~) of natural transformations from F ~'' to F ¢,~ 
aod (T ~'it) of natural transformations from F ~'~ to F f.~4, according to Definition 
3.lA(ii)). It ~s immediate that (F, T~)=li_imm(F~, ~/;i). 
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(ii) If (G')z<y is another family of dilators, if (y. g~)=l[~L(y~. &,.), then it is 
possible, as in (i) to express G = Y~<~ G ~ as a direct limit. (G, Ua) = li~t (Gt. Ut,.). 
Suppose that h~I(x, y) ks such that h=~(I .q) ,  where (hi) is a direct system of 
molghisms between (x~, fit) and (y~, g~.~), with associated function q>. Suppose that 
for z<x,  V~I(F~,Grt~)), then we shall express V as lii~,V~), for a certain 
system (Vt) between (F~, Tij) and (Gi, UI~), with associated function cp. Let V ~'z be 
V h,(~), then V ~'~ I(F ~, G~(t)'~)), and so one can define Vi ~ I(Fi, G~ci )) by 
V, = Y.~<~ V~'L It is immediate that (V~) is a direct system of morphisms between 
(F~, T~) and (G,, U~,,) and that V=li.~m(V~). 
(iii) In (i), ~f one takes 1=x, x~=i, f~=~i,  then (F,~)=limm(E, T~), with 
F~ =F.~<~F', T~(x)(z)=z, T~(x)(z)=z for all z. 
(iv) In (ii), if one takes L = y, y, = l, h,~ = Fa,,, if (x~, f~) is as in (iii), then with 
=h, we have V=li.~m(V~), with V~ =~i<~ Vi- 
(v) In order to verify (i)--(iv) (essentially (i), (ii)), the simplest would be to wait 
for the simple criterion Proposition 4.2.6(iv)', 
Remark 4.1.~. Most of properties of direct limits in ON still hold in DIL, for 
instance, Theorems 1.4.3, 1.4.5 and Corollary 1.4.4. The reason for this is that 
Remark 4.1.4(iv) is the only thing needed in order to carry the proofs. Thc.,e 
properties will also hold for the category PIL which parallels OL  
4.2. Morphisms in DIL 
Notation 4.2.1. EF will denote the identity of F. However, since EF(x)= F_~), 
E,( f)  = F(/), we shall usually abbreviate EF in 17 
Definition 4.2,2,. (i) If F is a dilator, define rg(F) by: 
rg(F) = {(z; n); z =(z ;0  . . . . .  n - l ;  n)} 
(the notations being taken with respect o F). 
(ii) If F, G are dilators, if T~I(F, G), then define rg(T): 
rg(T) = {(z; n); (z; n) ~ rg(G) and (z; 0 . . . . .  n - 1; n) ~ rg(T(n))} 
(the notations are taken with respect o (3, of course). 
Remark 4.2.3. rg(F) (Definition 4.2.20)) is equal to rg(EF)= rg(F) (Definition 
4.2.2(ii), when F is an abbreviation for Er). 
Theorem 4.7.4. If F, G are dilators, if T ~ /(F, G), then (the notations being taken 
w.r.t. G): 
(i) For all x e ON, rg(T(x)) is the set of ordinals that can be written 
(z;x0 . . . . .  x,_~;x) for some (z; n)erg(T) and Xo . . . . .  x,..~ <x~ 
(ii) If fe  l(x, y), then rg(T(/)) is the set of all ordinals that can be wrinen 
(z; Yo . . . . .  Y,-1; Y) for some (z; n)~ rg(T) and Yo . . . . .  y,_t erg(f). 
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l~mo|. (i) If a = (z; xo . . . . .  x~_~; x), then: 
- if  a Erg(T(x)), define [e f (n ,x )  by f ( i )=~.  Using Proposition 2.3.15, find 
b ~ F(n) such that a = T(x)F(f)(b), But also a = G(f)T(n)(b), and so T(n)(b)= 
( z ;0  . . . . .  n - 1; n) (by Remark 2.3.13(iii)). So (z; n)E rg(T). 
-conversely, if ( z ;n )E  rg(T), then a = G(f)T(n)(b)= T(x)F(f)(b) f')~r some b by 
hypothesis, hence a e rg(T(x)). 
(ii) This is immediate from the remark that rg(T( f ) )= G(f)(rg(T(x))). 
Theorem 4.2.$. Let G be a dilator, and let X ~ rg(G), then there exists an unique 
dilator F and an unique T ~ I(F, G) such that rg(T) = X. 
Proof. rg(T(x)) is uniquely determined by Theorem 4.2.4(i). Define F(x) by 
T(x) ~ l(F(x), G(x)), and, when f~ I(x, y), define F(f) by T(y)F(f) = G(f)T(x). It 
is immediate that F i:; a fuv.ctor from ON to ON, that T is a natural transforma- 
tion from F to G, and that this is the only possible solution of the problem. It 
remains to show that F is a dilator: 
F commutes to lira: if (x,f~)=li~m(x~,f~l), then let z~F(x).  If T(x)(z)= 
(a; Xo . . . . .  x,=~; x), then (a; n )e  X by definition of T, and there exists i~ I  such 
that 
T(x)(z) = G~)(a :  fFil(Xo) . . . . . .  f/-/1(x,_1); x,). 
Let u~ = (a; ff~(Xo) . . . . .  f f~(x, -0;  x0, then ~ E rg(T(x~)). So u~ = T(x~)(v,); we 
conclude that T(x)(z)= G(f/)T(x~)(vi)= T(x)F~)(v,). So z = F(f/)(vi). By Exam- 
ple 1.3.6(iv)', (F(x), F(f~)) = li_.~m(F(r,), F~) ) .  
F commutes to &: i f / ,  ~ I(x~, y) (i = 1, 2, 3), i f /3 = f~ &/2, then 
rg(F(f3)~ = F(y)-~(rg(G(f3))) = T(~)-~(rg(G(f~)) Nrg(G(f2))) 
= T(y)-t(rg(G(l , )))  N T(y)-~(rg(G(/2))) 
= rg(F(fl)) f3 rg(F(f~)). 
By Theorem 1.5.5 F commutes to pull-backs. 
Proposition 4.2.6. (F, T~)=~(F / ,  Til) is equivalent to the conditions 1.3.3(i)-(iii) 
and to co~wlition (iv)': 
(iv)' rg (F)= I..Ji~I rg(Ti). 
Proof, If (F, T, )= ~(F~,  Tt,), then (F(n), T/(n))= li__~(F/(n), 2r~(n)). So, if (z; n)¢ 
rg(F), then (z ;0  . . . . .  n - l :  n)Erg(T~(n) for some i by Example 1.3.6. so (z; n)~ 
rg(Ti). Hence (iv)' holds. 
Conversely assume (ix')', then we show that (F(x), T/(x))= l~(F/ (x) ,  T~j(x)) for 
all x¢ON.  If (z;xo . . . . .  x~_l;x)~F(x), then choose i such that (z;n)~rg(T~), 
then (Z;Xo . . . . .  x~_t; x )e  rg(T~(x)) by Theorem 4.2.4(0. So the result follows by 
Example 1,3.6. Applying now the constructioll of Remark 4.1.4(i), one gets 
iF. T,) = ~i~m(F,. T,~). 
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Theorem 4.2.7. If Ta e I(F~, G), if T2e I(Fa, G), then T, & 7", exists and is 
uniquely determined by rg(Tl & T2) = rg(T0 fqrg(T2). 
Proo| .  Definining F3 and T aeI(Fa, G) by rg(T3)=rg(TONrg(T~) and T~.ac 
I(F3, F~), T23EI(.Fa, F2) by Ta=T,  TI3='/½"~3. then Definition 1.5.1(i) is 
satisfied. Assume that G3, U3, U,3, U23 is another solution of Definition 1.5,1(i), 
Since rg(U3)~ rg(T3), it is possible to define V e I(G3, F.O by: U3 = T3V, then 
U13 = Tv~V and /./23 = T23V, and V is uniquely determined. From this we get 
Definition 1.5.1(ii), i.e., T3 = Tt & T2. 
Theorem 4.2.8. Assume that T, ~ I(F,, G) (i = 1, 2, 3), then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) T3= T: & T2. 
(ii) For all f,, f2, [3 such that [3 = fl & [2, then Z30t3 ) = T,(f,) & Tz(f2). 
(iii) For all x ~ ON, T3(x) = T,(x) & T2(x). 
(iv) For all n, T3(n) = Tl(n) & T2(n). 
]['toot. (i)--+(ii). (z ;yo . . . . .  y,_t;y)erg(Ti(f~)) iff (z;n)~rg(T~) and Y0 . . . . .  
Y,-I E rg(~). Using rg(Tl) f3 rg(T2) = rg(T3) and rg(fl) A rg(/2) = rg(f3), one con- 
cludes that 
rg( 7'1 (f~)) rl rg(T2(/2)) = rg(T3(f3)). 
(i~) ---, (iii). Take ft = f2 = f~ = E~. 
(iii) ~ (iv). Trivial. 
(iv)--~ (i). ff T3(n) = Tl(n)& T2(n), then (z; n)~rg(T3) iff it belongs to rg(T1) 
and rg(Tz). So rg(T3)=rg(T,)Nrg(T2), and apply Theorem 4.2.7. 
Corollary 4.2.9. If Te  I(F, G), if f~ l(x. y), then T(f) = T(y) & G(f). 
Proof. T& G = T because rg (T )c rg(G) .  Also E~ &f=f  by Theorem 4.2.8(ii) 
T(f) = T(E~) & G(f) = T(y) & G(f). 
Defmilion 4.2.10. If 7", UeI(F,  G), then T~ < U means that 
V x cON T(x)<~ U(x) (see Definition 2.3.8). 
l~r,~p~sition 4.2.11. If T, U E I(F, G), then tire following are equivalent: 
(i) T~ < U. 
(ii) For all n, T(n) <~ U(r~). 
(iii) For all x, y, f, g, with x, y ordinals, f, g ¢ I(x, y), [6  g -+ T(f) ~< U(g). 
ProoL (i) --, (iii). If T~ U', then T(x)~ U(xL By Proposition 
G(g). Hence 
T(f) = G(f)T(x)<~ G(f)U(x)<~ G(g) U(x) = Utg). 
2.3.10, Gt / )~ <
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(iii) ~ (it). Take f = g = E,. 
(it)---* (i). If T(n) <. U(n) for all n, let z ~ F(x). We show that T(x)(z) <~ U(x)(z). 
Write z = F(f)(zo), with f~ l(n, x), then, by hypothesis T(n)(zo)<~ U(n)(zo), so 
T(x)(z) = G([)'r(n)(zo) ~ G(f)  U(n)(zo) = U(x)(z). 
Proposition 4k,2.12. If  T, U ~ I(F, G), then T < - U iff there exists a dilator H and 
V~I (G ,H) ,  W~I(H,  H) such that VU= WVT. 
Proof. (The difficulty of the proof is in no relation to t~te interest of the 
proposition, so the reader is advised to omit to read it, unless he is especially 
interestt;d in this property ) Observe first that the condition is obviously sufficient. 
If VU= WVT, then VU(x)= WVT(x). so V(x)U(x)= W(x)V(x)T(x) for all x, 
and from W(x)(z)~..z for all z, one gets V(x)U(x)~ V(x)T(x). and this forces 
U(x)~ T(x)+ The necessity of the condition is proved by means of a series of 
lemmas+ 
Lemma 4.2..t.3. Take fhe set G(x)× oJ partially ordered by (a. n)~< (b, m) iff n = m 
and a ~ b, and identify the points (U(x)(z), n) with (T(x)(z). n + 1). The resulting 
set S~. partially ordered by R~, is well founded. 
ProoL The basic remark is that the identifications induce oo ioentification of 
elements (a.n) and (b,n~ when t~#b, i.e., if one views R~ as a preorder on 
G(x)×to. its restriction to ~ubsets G(x)×{n} is the order G(x). Given a slrictly 
decreasing sequence for R~. tf,en one can construct a sequence (a., p.) in 
G(x)×w, such that for all n: 
(i) either p.+~ =p.  and a~+~<a~. 
(it) or p.+~ = p. + 1, a. = U(x)(z), a,,+l = T(x)(z) for some z. 
(iii) or p .=p.+t+l ,  a.=T(x)(z) ,  a. .~=U(x)(z) for some z, and case (i) 
occurs infinitely many often. 
Subcase 1+ The values p. are bounded, then p. takes the value p for infinitely 
many n. and for n in an infinite set X. (a., p . )=  (a.. p) is a strictly decreasing 
sequence in G(x)x {p}, contradiction. 
Subcase 2. The values p, are unbounded, then it +s easy to construct a 
subsequence such that case (iii) never occurs (because a case (iii) is always 
'cancelled' by a case (it)). But, since T<.U, one gets a,+~<o~ when case (it) 
holds, so the full subsequence (b,, q~) is such that b,+t 6 b,, for all n, wi,h infinitely 
many values (corresponding to case (i)) such that b,+t<b~: this contradicts the 
fact that G(x) is an ordinal. 
Lemm9 4.2.14o Replace R~ by R~: (a,n)R~(b. m) iff for some yeON and f~ 
l(x, y). (G(f)(a). n)Rr(O([)(b), m). then R'~ (which is an extension of R~) is well 
f<~unded. 
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10~'ooL We shall prove the existence of a strictly inc~.asing function from R~, to 
/~+~.  This establishes well-foundedness of R~. The function is defined by 
k((a, n)) = (O(Eo, o + E~,oE~)(a), n), i.e., 
k((zo; at . . . . .  at_l: x)~, n) 
= ((Zo; ~0(1 +at) . . . . .  ~(1 + a~_l): a~(l + x))¢~, n). 
Assume A =(G([)(a) ,  n)/~(G(/C)(b), m)=B. So there is a finite sequence A = 
(Co, Po) . . . . .  B =(q,p,),  such that for all ]< i ,  one of (i)-(iii) of Lemma 4.2.13 
holds. Let X be the (finite) set of all coefficients occuring in the normal forms of 
the points q. So X is a finite subset of y, and there exists a strictly increasing 
function g from X to o~(1 + x), such that g(f(t)) = ~(1 + 0 for all t with [(t) ~ X. If 
q =(Zo; at . . . . .  a~_,; y), define 
= (Zo; g(ao) . . . . .  g(a,-0;  o~(1 + x)). 
It is immediate that do=a, ~=b,  and the sequence d i shows that 
(a, n)l~c~+~)(b, m). We have just shown that k is strictly increasing. 
Lemma 4.2.15. Extend R'~ into R: by deciding that, whenever (a, n) and (b, m) 
are uncomparable by means of Rk, then (a, n)R'~(b, m) iff n<m. Then R" is a 
well -order. 
Proof. First consider the relation R~ defined on S~, by: (c, n)R*~(b, m) iff 
(a, n)Rx(b, m) or (a, n), (b, m) uncomparable by means of R~, and n < ra. We 
show that R~* is a linear order. The only non trivial point is transitivity. Let us 
denote by (a, n)U(b, m) the relation (a, n), (b, m) uncomparable modulo Rx and 
n < m, then we verify the following: 
(i) (a, n)U(b, m) and (b, m)U(c, p) imply (a, n)R*(c, p); simply observe that, if 
(c, p)Rx(a, n), then one can find b' such that (c, p)R*~(b', m) and tb', m)R*~(a, n). 
If (b',m)R~(b,m), we obtain a contradiction with (b,m)U(c.p), and if 
(b, m)Rx(b', m), we contradict (a, n)U(b, m). So (c, p)R~(a, n) is impossible, so 
either (a, n)R~(c, p), or (a, n)U(c, p). 
(ii) (a, n)U(b, m) and (b, m)R~(c, m) imply (a, n)R~(c, m). Observe that 
(c, m)R~(a, n) is impossible (this contradicts (a, n)U(b, m)). 
(iii) (a, n)R~(b, n) and (b, n)U(c, m) imply (a, n)R*(c, m): as in (ii). 
(iv) (a, n)=(b, n+l )  and (b, n+l)U(c, m) imply (a, n)R*~(c, m): trivial. 
(v) (a, n)U(b, m) and (b, m) = (c, m + 1) imply (a, n)R*~(c, m + 1): trivial. 
(vi) (a, n + 1)= (b, n) and (b, n)U(c, m) imply (a, n + 1)R~*(c, nt): trivial, except 
if m=n+l .  But in that case, if (c, m)Rx(a, m), one gets (c, m)R~(b, n), a 
contradiction. 
(vii) (a, rr)U(b, re+l )  and (b, m +1)=(c,  m) imply (a, n)R~*(c, m): as in (vi). 
Using (i)-(vii), transitivity is easily shown. Given a strictly decreasing sequence 
(a,, p,) in S~ for R*, then one can extract (using, for ~:nstance Ramsey's theorem) 
a subsequence (b,,q,) such that either (b,,q,)R~(b,~,q,÷~) for all n, or 
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(b,, q~)U(b.+~, q +0 for all n. The first possibility is destroyed by Lemma 4.2.13, 
and the second is absurd, because (q,) would be a strictly decreasing sequence of 
integers, 
Now, it is easy to end the proof of the lemma. Simply observe that the function 
k of Lemma 4 2.14 is strictly increasing function from S~ (with order R~) to S~ 
(with order Rv*, y =oJ(l+x)). So R" is a well-order. (If one wants to be com- 
pletely rigorous, it is necessary to prove that R~ is a linear order, but it is clear 
that (a, n)R'(b, m) iff k((a, n)R~k((b, m)) . . . .  ) 
Lemma 4.2.16. The functor H(x) = R", H(f)(a, n) = (G(f)(a), n) i; (isomorphic 
to) a dilator. 
f 
Proof. Immediate. The non trivial point is that H(f) is a strictly increasing 
mapping, but this comes fron~ the replacement of Rx by R~. 
End of the proof of P~c, Tc,~ition ,~.2.12: define Ve I(G, H) by V(x)(z)= (z, 0), 
W~_ I(H, H) by W(x)(z, n) = (z, ~z + 1), then 
V(x)U(x)(z) = ( U(x)(z), O) = ( T(x)(z), 1) 
= W(x)(T(x)(z)~ O)= W(x)V(x)T(x)(z), 
hence VU = WVT, 
Corollary 4.2.17. (i) Let • be a func~or from DIL to DIL, then 
T <~ U ~ O(T)<~ O(U). 
(ii) Let ~ be a funetor from DIL to ON, then 
T <~ U.-~ g'(T)<, ~(U), 
(iii) Let 0 be a func~or [rom ON to DI I ,  ~hen 
f~<g~ O(f)~< O(g). 
Proof. Immediate application of Propositions 4.2.12 and of 2.3.9. 
Remark 4.2,18. The very long and boring proof of Proposition 4 2.12 has at least 
one advantage: it can be easily generalized to functors of more complex types, 
without any essential change in the proof. 
4.3. Strongly finite dilators 
Definition 4.3.1. A dilator F is strongly finite if[ there are only ;mitely many 
dilators G and morphisms T¢ I(G, F). 
TIh~rera 41,3.2. F is strongly Jinire if] rg(F) is finite. 
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Proof. Obvious, since by Theorem 4.2.5, the natural transformations with target 
F are isomorphic with the subsets of rg(FL Precisely. if F i,~; strongly finite, there 
are 2 ~t~ distinct morphisms with target F. 
Proposition 4.3.3. F is strongly finite i f /F  is weakly finite and F(n) is a polynomial 
o fn .  
Proof. - I f  F is strongly finite, then 
F(n) = ao + a~n + a2n(n - 1)/2 +-" - + akn(n - 1)-.  • (n -  k + l)//c !, 
with 
k =sup{i;: lz (z, i)erg(F)}, a~ =card({z; (z,i)Erg(F)}) 
(see Remark 3.2.70)) 
- i f  F is weakly finite, then it is still possible to write 
F(n ~ = ao + al n +" • " + akn(n - 1) . . .  (n -k+ 1)/k ! + . • • 
with a, = card({z; (z, i )e rg(F)}), and this infinite sum is a polynomial iff almost all 
coefficients ak are zero. 
Proposition 4.3.4. A strongly finite dilator is primitive recursit~e. 
Proof. F(k) is the set of all notations (z; io . . . . .  /,_~; k), when (z: ~)Erg(F) and 
io<'"  "< i , - l<k ,  and we have, when fe l (k ,  k') 
F(f)(z; io . . . . .  /~-t; k) = (z; f(io) . . . . .  f(/~_ ~); k'), 
so all we need to know is that the ordering of F(k) is a recursive primitive 
function of k. But in order to compare (z; i0 . . . . .  /~-t; k) and (z'; J0 . . . . .  J,,-a; k): 
it is sufficient by Proposition 2.3,17 to compare (z; ib . . . . .  i '_~;l) and 
(z'; j~ . . . . .  I,~-~," "l) where the sequences i',i', satisfy ~-I ,"  "~ " iff / ,<h,  and 
i,'~_~, J ' - t  < n + m ~ I. If t is equal to two times the degree of the polynomial F(n). 
then it follows that the ordering of F(l) determines completely (in a primitive 
recursive way) the ordering of F(k) for all k, 
D¢t in i~n 4.3.5. The dcgree of the strongly finite dilator F is the degree of the 
polynomial F(n ). 
Definition 4.3.6. A k-~hing is a functor from ON~<3k into ON-<co such that: 
(i) F commutes to ~ull-backs; 
(ii) V i ~< 3k Y z < F(i) 3 i < k 3 f ~ I(j. i) ( z ~ rg(F(.f))): 
(iii) for all i, j, f, g, i,j<~3k, f, g~l ( i , j ) ,  then f~g-~F( f )~F(g) .  
Proposition 4.3.7. The mapping F ,~F  ~ (ON~<3k) delines a bijccrion from the sel 
of strongly finite dilators of degree <~k onto the set of k-things. 
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Proof. If F is a strongly finite dilator of degree ~k,  then its restriction to ON ~< 3k 
is obviously a k-thing. Conversely, assume that F is a k-thing. We show that there 
exists one and only one extension (still denoted by F) of F into a strongly finite 
dilator of degree ~k. First observe that the notation (t; io . . . . .  /._t; i) is still 
possible for the k-thing F. when i<~3k. The integer n is then always ~<k. 
(i) In a first step we extend F into a functor from ON < to to itself. Define F(p) 
to be the set of all notations (z; io . . . . .  /._~; p), with io<' "  .< i . _~<p.  F(p) is 
ordered as follows: suppose that a = (t; io . . . . .  /~_.~; p), a '= (t'; i~ . . . . .  i~.,_~; p), 
then form b = (t; J0 . . . . .  j~_~; 3k), b' = (t'; jb . . . . .  /'~.,_~; 3k), with /~ < i" iff j, <j~ 
for all r, s (this is possible since m + m'~3k) ,  then by definition a "~a' iff in F(3k) 
b -'~ b'• The relation ~ thus de~,ed is a linear order. We have to check reflexivity, 
antisymmetry, transitivity, linearity, for instance transitivity, if a" = 
( t " ' "  . . . . .  .••,  " " • to t,.~o 1; P), then form b"= (t", j~, • I.,',-~, 3k), and also b, b', such that 
t,~l~,~-~b<<-h, t,~t'~<--~l,~l', i'~t"~-~l',~l'~ for all r,s 
(this is possible because m + m'+ m"~ 3k). Now if a ~ a'  and a '<<- a", then b ~< b', 
b'<-b ", and by transitivity of the relation ~< on F(3k), b~b",  so a~a" .  If one 
"Se:]nes F(f), when f~ I(p. q) by F(f)(z; io . . . . .  i._~; p) = (z; f(io) . . . . .  f(/._~); q), 
then one has obviously defined a functor from ON<to  into itself. F(n) is a 
polynomial of degree k, and F commutes to pull-backs. One checks easily (in 
analogy with the checking of transitivity) that f~< g--> F(f)~<F(g). Furtherrno;e, 
this extension (with F(n) of degree k) is obviously unique. 
(ii) It sufficies to show that the extension of the functor F truer. ON < to to itself 
to ON is a dilator; this is a consequence of the next Proposition. 
Prol~,Sltton 4.3.8. Let F be a functor from ON<to  to ON<to  such that: 
(i) F(n) is a polynomial of n; 
(ii) F commutes to pull-back-s; 
(iii) f~<g--> F(f)~<F(g); 
then F is the restriction to ON < to of a strongly finite dilator. 
Proof. Define F(x) by direct limits. All we need is to show that F(x) is well 
founded, If (t. : i ° . . . . .  iP.--,; x) is a strictly de=creasing sequence in F(x), then since 
t. ranges over a finite set (this comes easily from the fact that F(n) is a polynomial 
of n, as in Proposition 4.3.3) then one can extract a subsequence such that t,, is 
constant. So one can assume that the given strictly decreasing sequence can be 
written (t: i ° . . . . .  i~-t; x). Let N ~~ be tke set of all pairs (n, m) such that n<m.  
We shall define a partition of /V (:) in p subsets: if t~<m. then. since 
•k (t ; i  ° . . . . .  iP.-l"x)>(t; " ° ,  t.,, • . . .  ~.~'P-a'x),define f, by f(k) = t., g(k)=ik,~; 
then by condition (iii), f~g- -~ F~f)(a)<~G(g)(a)• If one ~akes a = 
( t ;  0 . . . . .  p- l ;  p), we conclude that f~g,  so one can define the partition P by 
P(n, m) = smallest r such that i'.>i'... Agplying Ramsey's theorem, one gets an 
infinite subset X such that, for all n, m :. X, n < m. then P(n. m)= r =constant. 
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The ordinals i~, for n in X form a strictly decreasing sequence in x, contradiction. 
(Alternative method: one can use Theorem 3.2,5.) 
CoroUm~ 4.3.9. There is a primitive recursive ~nction which enumerates (the codes 
oD all str, mgly jinite dilators. 
Proof, it is lx}ssible to enumerate all pairs (k, t), where t is a k-thing. Further- 
more, it is immediate that the function which associates to (k, t) the code of the 
unique strongly finite dilatcr of degree <~k extending t is primitive rectLrsive. 
Theorem 4.3.10. If F is a dilator, then there is a direct system (F~, T~j) with all F~ 
strongly finite, and such that 
F = I~*(F,, T~) 
Proof. Let I={i ;  i c rg(F), i finite}, and order I by inclttsion. Observe that I is 
directed. Define F~ and Ti E I(F~, F) by rg(Tt)= i, then /~ is obviously strongly 
finite. Define T~ i ~ I(Fi, F~) by TiT~ j = T~, then (/7, T~)= li_.~m(F~, T~i) by Proposition 
4.2.6. 
Definition 4.3.11. The direct system constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.3.10 
is the canonical system of F. 
Definition 4.3.12. The following data define a category SFD: 
objects: strongly finite dilators; 
morphisms from F to G: the set 1(/7, G). 
4.4. Predilators 
Definilion 4.4.1. A predi!ator is a functor from ON into OL enjoying: 
(i) F commutes to direct limits; 
(if) F commutes to pull-backs; 
(iii) f ~< g ~ FOr) ~<F(g). 
Definition 4.4.2. The following data define a category PIL: 
objects: predilators ; 
morphisr ts from F to G: the set I(F, G) of natural transformations from F to G. 
Remark 4.4.3. Obviously (Proposition 2.3.10) DIL is a subcategory of PIL. ~dl 
definitions and results of this section can be adapted, mutatis mutandis, to ':he 
category PIL; this is left to the reader. For instance., the crucial result of Theorem 
4.3.10 is still true in PIL: any predflator is a ,direct limit of strongly finite d~atars 
(f$ F~ is defined by rg(F~)= i, with i finite, icrg(F) ,  then E is a strongly firdte 
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dilator by Proposition 4.3.8). In fact Proposition 4.3.8 shows that strongly finite 
predilators are dilator,~. 
The role played by PIL w.r.t. D1L is similar to the role played by OL w.r.t. ON. 
This analogy is enhanced by the following theorems. 
Theorem 4.4.4. In PIL, clt direct systems have direct limits. 
Proot. Straightforward adaptation of Theorem 4.1.3. 
Theorem 4..4.$. Let ¢b be a funetor [tom SFD into OL or PIL, then 
(i) ~ can be extended into a functor ~ from PIL into OL or PIL, commuting to 
direct limits. 
(ii) l[ 4~ commutes to pull-backs, so doe.s O. 
lh'oo|. (i) is proved as Theorem 2.1.5(ii) is proved by copying Theorems 1,5.6 and 
2,2,5. 
Remark 4.4.6. (i) If cb is a functor from SFD to ON, and if the extension ff has 
the property that if(F) is well ordered for all dilators F, then 4~ can be extended 
into a functor from DIL into ON commuting to direct limits. This extension is of 
course unique. 
(ii) If 4~ is a functor from SFD to DIL, and if the extension ~ has the property 
that t~(F)(x) is a well order for all dilators F and ordinais x, then 4, can be 
extended into a functor from DIL into DIL commuting to direct limits. This 
extension is of course unique. 
(iii) It is possible to apply Theorem 4.4.5 in the following situation: let H be a 
given dilator, and define a subcategory D IL~ <H of D1L by taking as objects those 
F such that I(F, H') ~ ~t, for some H'  which is either equal to H or a predecessor 
of H (Remark 3.5,2(i)). Let SFD ~< H be the category SFD N D IL~ <H, then, since 
ever), dilator in DIL ~ H can be ¢xpressed as a direct limit of dilators of SFD <~ H, 
it is possible to extend a given functor ~ defined on SFD~<H to D IL~ H, with 
the same properties as above. 
5.1. Some junctors de]ined on DIL 
Theorem 5.1,1. Define the [unctor LH fi'om DIL to ON by: 
- i f  F =L<,  F~, with all F~ per[ect, then LH(F) = a; 
- i f  T = ~_~<¢ T~, with T~ e l(F~, Gt<~)), F, G per[ect, then LH(T)-~/. 
(i) the [unetor "length" commutes to direct limits. 
(ii) LH does not commute to pull-backs. 
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Proof. (i) LH commutes to 1~.~: this amounts to show that, given z eLH(F) ,  thele 
exists T, with rg(T) finite and z Crg(LH(T)). But, if z eLI-I(F), choose a pohlt 
(n, (a; 0 . . . . .  n -1 ;  .a)) in the zth equivalence class modulo (see Theorem 3.1.5), 
then, if one defines F by rg(T) = {(a; n)} it is dear that T ~ I(G, F), for a prime G, 
So LH(G) = 1, and LH(T)(0) = z. 
(ii) LH doe~ not commute to pull-backs: for instance take G = Id 2, and let us 
recall that rg(G)={(1, 2), (0, 17, (2, 2)} (Example 3,3.9(ii)), and G is perfect, ~,o 
LH(G)=I .  Define T~ by rg(T0={(l ,2)} and T 2 by rg(T0= {(0,1)}, then 
LH(T0 = LH(T2) = El. But rg(Tl & T2) = rg(T0 n rg(T~) by "I heorem 4.2.7, ,~o 
rg(Tl & T2) = 0. This forces LH(T a & Tz) = Eol, distinct from LH(T0 & LH(T2) = 
Ex. 
Theorem 5.1.2. The functor 'composition' from DILxDIL  into DIL, defined as 
usual, commutes to direct limits and to pull-backs. Furthermore, if T ~ T', U <~ U', 
then To U <~ T'o U'. 
Proof. o commutes to direct limits: it suffices to show that, given any point (a: n) 
in rg(FoG), there exist T¢ I(F', F), U~I(G' ,  G), with rg(T), rg(U) finite, and 
(a;n)~rg(ToU).  Let H be FoG, and let us use the subscripts 
('" ")v, ('" ")G, ('" ")H to distinguish between notations relative to F, G or H; as 
usual: 
a = (a; 0 . . . . .  n - 1; n)r~ = (b; Xo . . . . .  x~-i ; O(n))v, 
x, =(q:  p0 . . . . .  p~-l;  n)c,. 
If one defines T by rg(T) = {(b, m)} and U by rg(U) = {(c,:/q); i =0 . . . . .  m-  1}, 
then (a; n) ~ rg(To U). 
o commutes to pull-backs: if H=FoG,  then (a; n)~rg(ToU) iff (b; m)~ rg(T) 
and (q; k~)~rg(U) for all i<~m-1 (with the definitions given above for (b; m) 
and (q;/q)). From this, commutation to pull-backs is immediate, 
preserves ~<: immediate, left to the reader. 
Theorem 5.1.3. Define the functor "iteration' IT by: 
- IT(F)(x)= G(x, x), where G is defined by Example 2.4,9(iii): 
rr(~)(f) = Off, :) 
- i :  T~I(F,F') ,  then define G, O' as in Example 2.4.9(iii), and a natural 
transformation U from O to O' by: 
U(x,O)=E~, U(x, y+l )= U(x, y) + T(U(x, y)), 
U(x, sup(y,)) = U U(x, y,) 
i 
and let IT(T)(x) = U(x, x). 
tT commutes to direct limits and to pull-backs. 
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Proof. IT commutes to direct limits: if (a; n)erg(H),  with H=IT(T) ,  then, 
define a function f from G(m n) into the set of finite subsets of rg(F): 
- i f  x < G(n, O) = n, then [(x) = O; 
- i f  x = G(n, p)+(b; x0 . . . . .  xk ~a; G(n, p))~ then 
f(x ] ~ t(b; k)It3 f(xo)U" • " tJ f(xk. ,). 
If (a;n)Erg(H). and if TE I (F ' . F )  is defined by rg(T)=f(a),  then it is 
immediate that (a; n) c rg(IT(T)). 
IT commutes to pull-backs: if f is defined as above, then it is clem" that 
(a;n)~rg(1T(T)) iff f (a)~rg(T) .  From this, if T3=T~&T2.  then (a;n)E 
rg(1T(T3)) if[ f(a) ~ rg(T3) = rg(T0 n rg(T2), i.e., ift f(a) ~ rg(T0 and f(a) c rg('F2), 
i.e., iff (a; n) ~ rg(rr(T0) (1 rg(IT(T2}). 
llema',-k 5.1,4. Many other functors already constructed are functors from DIL to 
DIL comLmting to direct limits and pull-backs, and hence preserving -~: for 
instance Example 2.4.9(i) defines a functor I from DIL into DIL with these 
properties: if F is a dilator, then ~(F) is the dilator G defined by Example 
2.4.9(i); if Te I (F ,  F'), then S(T) is defined by: 
i(T)(x)= ~ T(y)° 
5.2. Functors involving ODIL  
Re..aa.rk 5.2.1. The category ODIL is obviously a subcategory of DIL. It would 
be fastidious to rewrite those properties of DIL which still hold for ODII.: they 
are very easy to check. The isomorphisms UN and SEP allow us to identify the 
category' ODIL with the category BIL  We shall do this systematically. The 
interest of the isomorphism is that it enables us to make sharper constructions, for 
instance, semi-composition, r semi-iteration below The price to pay is that the 
isomorpMsms SEP and UN are not so easy to handle. 
Delimltian 5.2.,~ If F is a bilator, one defines Rg(F) to the set of all lriplets 
(a :n ;m)  such that a = (a: 0 . . . . .  n -1 ;  n; 0 . . . . .  m-  1) in the notation system 
deduced from F by Remark 3.4.4(iii). If F, G are bilators, if T is a natural 
transformation from F to G, one defines Rg(T) by: 
(a: n: m) ~ Rg(T) iff (a; n; m) e Rg(G) and a ~_-" rg(T(n, m)). 
Remarks $.2.3. (i) Since we have decided to identify dilators of kind O and bilators, 
we have two definitions of range for these objects: rg and Rg. 
(ii) The reader will admit without justification the analogues of most of the 
properties of section 4, for bilators, and in terms of Rg. 
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Theorem $.2.4. The ~nctor 'semi-composition' fi om a~DILxODIL  to/~DK,:  
(F% G)(x, y) = F(x, G(x, y)), (F% G)ff, g) = Fff, Gff, g)), 
(T % U)(x, y) = T(x, U(x, y)), 
commutes to pull-backs and direct limits, and preserves <.. 
Proof. % preserves ~: immediate. 
% commutes to direct limits: % in fact defined as a functor from BIL x BIlL to 
BIL. By general properties of isomorphisms, it is sufficient to show that % (viewed 
as a functor from BIL 2 to BIL) commutes to direct limits (simflarily for pull- 
backs, see below). This amounts to show that given (a; n; m)e Rg(F% G), there 
exist strongly finite bflators F '  and G' ,Te I (F ' , F ) ,  U~I (G ' ,G) ,  such that 
(a; n; m)~Rg(T% U), with H=F% G. Write: 
a=(a ;0  . . . . .  n - l ;  n ;0  . . . . .  m-1)u  
=(b; Uo . . . . .  Uk-l; n; vo . . . . .  Vt-1)F, 
vi=(a~;u'o,...,u~_~,~ "n;v'o . . . .  • vq,.-OG; if Rg(T)={(b ;k ; l )}  
and 
Rg(U) = {(a'; p~; q~); i =0 . . . . .  l - 1}. 
then obviously (a; n; m)eRg(T% U). 
% commutes to pull-backs: with the notations above, it is clear that (a; n; m)e 
Rg(T,% U~) iff (a; k; l)~Rg(T~) and (a~,p~,q,)~Rg(U~) for i< l  from this it is 
immediate that, if Rg(T0 N Rg(T~) = Rg(T3), if Rg(U~) N Rg(U2) = Rg(U3), then 
Rg(T~ % U~)n Rg(T2 % U2)= Rg(T3 o~ U~). 
Remark 5.2.$. If F is a bilator, then Rg(F) and rg(UN(F)) are equipotent: his is 
easily seen from the definition. Hence the word 'strongly finite' has the same 
meaning when F is considered as a bilator, or when F is considered as a dilator of 
kind O, 
5.3. Generalized semi-products 
Notatiom 5.3.1. We define E~x~. I (F ,G) ,  when G=F-~F '  for some F' :  E~x~ = 
F+T' ,  where F (=E~)  is the identity of F, and T' (=E0~) is defined by 
T '~ I(Q. F'). We shall abbreviate Eve in E~ 
Lemma $.3.2. Assume that (F, T~i) is a direct system in / ]DIL ,  such that: [or all i, 
j, i < j ~ F i = F~ % F~i for some Fi, ~ OD!L ,  and Tii ---EF, °s Uii, where Uij ~ I(Id, Fii) 
enjoys: U~i(x, y)(z) = F~i(x, z) for all x, y and z < y, then 
(i) (F, 7", i) has a direct limit (F, T,) in I]DIL. 
(ii) I f  z < y, then T~(x, y)(F~(x, z)) = F(x, z) 
(iii) /f  C~(x)={F~(x.y);yeON}, if C(x)={F(x ,y ) ;yeON}.  then C(x)= 
N,~, C,(x). 
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Proof. (i) Let us work in the category B IL  By the obviou~ analogue of Theorem 
4.1.3(i) for BIL. it is sufficient o show that the direct system (F~i(x, y), T~j(x, y)) 
admits a direct limit in ON for all x, y ~ ON. We define by induction strictly 
increasing functions f~ from ON to ON, by: 
~(0)  = sup F,(x. 0): f~(y + 1) = sup Et(x. ft~ (Y) + 1); 
t>~ t>-t 
f~(y)=supf~(t) ,  if y is limit. 
We show by induction on y that 
i<  j ~ f~(y) = Ej(x, ~(y) ) :  ~(0)  =sup (E~(x. E~(x, 0))), 
k:,-i 
but F~i(x. z) is continuous in : (Theorem 2.4.3), hence 
The case y successor is handled in a similar way. the case y limit being trivial. 
We shall define: functions gL~ from F~(x. y) to ON by: if 
z~ = (a; z.~ . . . . .  x,._~; x. Yo . . . . .  Y. ~1)F,, 
then 
g~(z,)  = (a: Xo . . . . .  x,,_ z; x; ft,(Yo) . . . . .  f~.(Y.-~))v,, 
i.e., gt, v(z,)=]~(E,,ft~)(zi), so g,.~ is strictly increasing. Moreover, if zi = 
T,~(x, y)(zi), then z i = (b; xo . . . . .  x,._~; x; Yo . . . . .  Y.-1)F,, and also 
z~ = (a ; Xo . . . . .  x~_~; x; F~j(x. Yo) . . . . .  E~(x, y.-0)~, 
(this last equa!ity comes from the hypothesis of the lemma), then 
= (a; Xo . . . . .  x~_~; x; ~,(x, f,~(yo)) . . . . .  5i(x, &(y.-0))~,  
= (a; xo . . . . .  x~_~; x; fa(Yo) . . . . .  f=(Y.-0)~, = g~(z~), 
so we have shown that &w = g~T~(x, y). Then, applying Corollary 1.4.4, it 
follows that the system (~(x, y), T~(x, y)) has a direct limit in ON. 
(ii) Obse~we that, as a consequence of the hypothess of Lemma 5.3.2 
i<  i~  T~(x, y)(F~(x, z)) =F~(~ z) (if z <y) .  
We have (F(x, y), T~(x, y)) = li_~(F~(x, y), T~(x, y)) for all x, y. Choose i such that 
F (~ z)~rg(T~(x, z ~-~)), so F(x, z) = T~(x, z +~o)(a~(x, z)); Fix, z) is the smallest 
object (a;xo . . . . .  x~-~;x;yo . . . . .  Y.-0v with nO:0 and y~_~>~z, then a,(x,z) 
is the smallest object (b:xo . . . . .  x,._~;x; Yo . . . . .  Y.-0~,, with r~0 and y._~ 
~z ,  i.e., a~(x.z)=F~(x,z) (see Remark 2.4.10(iv). We have shown that 
T~(x, y)(F~(x, y)) = F(x. y), and by the remark above, this will be true for i arbi~ary. 
(iii) Let C(x, z) be the zth element of ["l~ C~(x). We show that F(x, z )= C(x, z) 
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by proving the double inequality: 
(1) F(x, z) = li.~m*(F~(x, z), Ti~(x, z)) 
l 
= I~*(Fk(x, F~(x, z)), Fk(E,, Fk,(E,, U,j(X, z)))) 
K 
with K={i ; i~ I  and i>.k} s*~ F (x ,z )¢~(x)  for all i, hence F(x,z)~C(x),  so 
F(x, z~>~C(x, z). 
(2) Conversely, we show by' induction on z that C(x, z )= F~(x, fn(z)), for all 
i ~ L First observe that, 
i< i --" F,(x. f,~(z)) = r~(x. F,(x, ~dz))) = ~(x. ~(z)) .  
From this it follows that the value F~(x, ~(z ) )  is independent of i. and it will be 
sufficient o prove the property Ior one i E L The case z = 0 and z limit are left to 
the reader. We prove the property for z+ l :  if. for all i~ I  C(x. z)=F~(x,f=(z)), 
then observe that i < ] --,/,~ (z) >i ~ (z). (Indeed, f~ (z) = Fi~ (x, ~ (z 7) and F~ (x,.) is 
strictly increasing.) Hence there is an index k such that, for i>  k, ~x(z) has a 
constant value t, and we have, if k < i < j: 
t = ~(z )  = F,(x,  ~ (z)) = F~Ax, t). 
Let D~(x)= ~, -k  rg(Fki(x, ")), then obviously 
C(x) ={v; v = Fk(x, u) for some u e Dk(x)}. 
From ~his it follows that C(x, z + 17 = Fk(x, u), where t, is the smallest element in 
Dk(x) strictly greater than t, The expression of u is familiar: 
u =sup Fki(x, t+ 1) =sup Fk,(x, ~(z )+ 1) =f.~(z + 1). 
i>-k I>.k 
Hence C(x, z + 1) = F~(x, f~(z  + 17). 
Now observe that T~(x, y)(F,(x, z))~<g~(F~(,  z)). Since by definition of g~ 
one has g,~(F,(x, z)) = F,(x, ~(z ) ) ,  one gets 
F(x, z):= T~(x, y)(E(x, z)) ~ g~,(F~(x, z)) = FAx, fa(z)) = C(x, z). 
Remarks 5.3.3. d) The reader has recognized in Lemma 5.3.2 the functorial 
analogue of the well-known property of normal (i.e., strictly increasing and 
continuous) functions from ON to ON: if (~)~ is a family of normal functions 
such that i<j -~.rg(g i )crg(g~),  then it is possible to construct a new normal 
function by 
rg(g) = f'] rg(ga). 
(ii) The reader has surely noticed that in Lemma 5.3.2 the variable x plays no 
role; in fact we are working on flowers, and the natural formulation of Lemma 
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5.3.2 is in the category of 2owers, forgetting the extra variable x. The same 
remark holds for the next definitions, for instance, regularity could be directly 
defined for flowers, and one should define the generalized product of a family of 
f lowers,. .  By the way, notice the exact correspondance b tween regularity (for a 
flower) and Remark 2.4.12. 
(iii) Use of these technics can be found in the papers [9, 10]. 
Defmilion 5.3.4. (i) The bilator F is regular iff 
Vx, x', y, y', z ~-ONV fe l (x ,  x')V gc I(y, y') 
(z < y ~ F(x, z) < F(x, y) and F(f, g](F(x, z)) = F(x', g(z))). 
(ii) If F, G are regular bilators, if TE I(F, G), then T is regular iff 
Vx, y, z ~ ON(z < y --* T(x, y~(F(x, z)) = G(x, z)). 
For instance, if F is a regular bilator, then ~v e I(Id, F) defined by ~v(x, y)(z)= 
F(x, z) is regular. 
(iii) B IL  is a category, defined by: 
objects: regular bilators; 
mo~phisms from F to G: the set L(F, G) of regular morphisms from F tc G. 
Definition 5.3.5. If (F~),<~ is a family of regular bilators, then one defines a new 
regular bilator F[,<~ F,, the send-product of the family (FO. If (Gu)~<, is another 
such family, if fe I (x ,  y), if T, EI,(F,. Gtm) for all ~-.x. then one defines 
~x, HF, r IQ n, ,C .... ) 
as follows (we proceed by induction on y): 
(i) if x =y =0, then 
H F,: rI Q=Id. 
Oil 
n 
t~<V+ l 
(iii~ 
I'I oo, fI 
when y is limit. 
t<f  
¢'¢.-f+E~ 
l< . f+E m \~<f  / 
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Exmnple $.3.6. Take x=3,  y=7,  •(0)=2, [(1)=3, [(2)= 5, then 
t<l ' IF ,=Id  %Id osko%F~%Id %F~%Id 
' I I I I I I I 
t<~I  T ,=~ °' ~ ,% To%Tt% t~. % T:%/a~,;, 
f 
1 t 1 t l  11  
t<F Io ,=G 0 °sG1%O2 °s03;3 %O~ o sG5 ~sO6 
6 
Proposition $.3./. Definition 5.3.5 /s sound. 
l~'oof. We show, by induction on y, that l'I,<~ G~ and l-L<r T, ( i f /e l (x ,  y)) exist. 
We show also: 
(P): if y = y '+ y", [=  f +~", 
1-[ ou= II ~oo, l-l o,+o and IqT,--I'I~,0, IIT,~, 
t4<¥ u<¥ u<¥" l<f I'¢,f" t<l" 
(i) if y = 0, everything is trivial, 
(ii) if the properties hold for y, then they hold for y + 1; 
(iii) if y is limit, then the system ([L<~. Ou, FL<n,,,, F_<;,)y'< y"< y enjoys the 
hypotheses of Lemma 5.3.2: This is an immediate consequence of (P). From this 
the existence of the limit li_~m*ffL<~ G., I'L<~,, E~,) is ensured. 
From this, the direct limit li_~m(l'I~<f, Z)  exists. 
blow, we prove (P): if y = y '+ y", then, ff one forgets the trivial case y" = 0, one 
can write 
oo, n 
II<y Z<~' U<~) °+z t4 <~,-I-~,~. 
=~*(rI  o~o, I1 ~,.+°. n ~o,  I1 ~,..) 
Z<y' ~<~" u<tz u<E~, u'<l~t z, " 
=n C~.o, lim*(F[ c;,,.~, n ~,...)-- H o~o, II o,,.~. 
The formula for the natural transformations is proved in the same way. 
Proposition S.3.$. (i) Assume that (x,~)=l'mal(x~,~l), and ~or l<x, let IE = 
{i;/6rg(/t)}, and let (FI, TI~) and (F ~, TI) in BIL, by such thai liii~(Fl, Tlj) = 
(F ~, TI). Define 
U~j~ 1.(O. ,a{q <n) and Ui~ L.(Gi, F~'~), 
by: G[ = I:~ ,a), U[~ = T{j ">, UI = T[/~k Then. one shows easily that 
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Assume now t:tat x', I', x~, fi, fij, I[, F '~, T[ ~, F[ l, T'] are as above, let (h,) be a 
direct system fi,om (x~, f~) to (xL f[i), with h = li_.mm(~). Assume that, for all l<  x, 
(V~i¢I ~ is a direct system of morphisms from (FI, T[~)r, to (F~ ~, T[])r; and that 
W~ - ]or l<  xt, then we have: v '  =li_Lm,,(vb. Let ' V ',('~ 
n v' o,,.in w:). 
t.~h -Y~\t,:h 
(ii) Assume that T~E I,(FI, G{ ,")) for i = 1, 2 and l < x,, and f~ E I(x, y), then 
n T{ a II T;= l-I (T~ & T~). 
1 <f, l <f~ I <f~ & f2 
Proof. These properties are left as exercises for the reader. Observe that, in BIL,, 
contrarily to BIL, pull-backs always exist. 
Remark 5.3.9. Proposition 5.3°8 expresses exacdy that 'rI commutes to direct 
limits and to pull-backs'. This could be made more precise as follows: it is possible 
to define a category whose objects are sequences of regular bilators (~)i<.~, and 
morphisms are families (Ti)i<~, such that T~ ~ I,(F, Gin)) for some f~  I(x, y); then 
it is easy to prove a characterization theorem of direct limits and pull-backs in this 
new category, in such a way that Proposition 5.3.8 can be exactly read as 'I'[ 
commutes to direct limits and to pull-backs'. This is left to the reader. Observe 
that with exactly the same construction, replacing BIL, by DIL, F. appears as a 
functor commuting to li~m and &. 
5.4. The functor 
I )dnit ion 5.4.1. One defines a functor A from DIL to BIL,, as follows: 
(i) If G = ~,<~ G, with G, perfect for all t, then 
~G = r l  AG,. 
¢<v 
If Te I (F ,  G), m and F=~,<xFt, with F, perfect for all t, if fE I (x ,  y) and the 
family T, e I(F,, Gn,) is such that T=~,<t T,, then 
~T=I"  I/~T,. 
t<f  
(ii) A!  = Id+Id (so AE t = EId+ld),  
(iii) If G is perfect and #! ,  if fE I (x ,  x'), gel (y ,  y'). then write 
SEP(G)(., y)= ~ ,G, SEP(G)(., g) = ~ g,G, 
t,~y t<:g 
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with ~G ~ I(,G, ~mG). With the notations of Section 3.6, ,,G is exactly ~,G, with 
g'~l(t, g(t)) defined by g'(z)= g(z) for all z<t: then 
(~G)(x. Y)= (,H< (1. + ~,G))(x~ O), 
(AG)ff. g) = (H (Et + /~,,G))(f, Eo). 
If F is perfect oo. if TE I(F, G~, then assume that SEP(T)(., y~ =- ~,.-~ ,T, with 
,T¢ I(,F. ,G); then 
(/AT)(x, Y)= ( ~< (EI + ~tT))(x, O). 
Remarks 5.,1.2. (i) It is obvious that A is some kind of exponential, since A 
transforms sums into products. The relations of A with the usual exponential will 
be investigated in part II. 
(ii) Another connotation is that ~ is something like the Bachmann hierarchy. 
The precise relation is of no interest for the paper here; the reader will find 
answers in [10] and [18]. 
Theorem 5.4.3. Definitions 5.4.1 is sound: more precisely, the functor A is 
uniquely defined by the conditions 5.4. l(i)--(iii). Furthermore, it satisfies the follow- 
ing properties, equivalent o 5.4.1(i)-(iii): 
(i) A is a functor from DIL to BII_" if G is a dilator, AG is a bilator, if 
T~ i(F, G). then ATE I(AF, AG), AF-~ = E^o, and A(TU) = (AT)(AU). 
(ii) A0  = Id, AE~ = Era. 
(iii) A! = A, /AE 1 = E A, with A =Id+Id.  
(iv) If T~ I(F, G), with F, G perfect, then 
(AG)(x, Y)= (~I< ( I + A,G))(x, O), 
(AG)(.f, g)= (,I'~< (EI +(A,,G))([,Eo), 
(A T)(x, Y) = ( ~<~. ( I + A~,T) t(x, O). 
(v) A(F'+ F") = (AF') % (AF"). 
A(T'+ T") = (AT') o, (A r"). 
(vi) (/~E~r0(x, y)(z) = (AbO(~ z). 
(vii) /~ commates to direct limits. 
(viii) A commutes to pull-backs. 
1ProoL Suppose that we have obtained p~ enjoying (i)-(viii), then A is a solution 
of Definition 5.4.1. 
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5.4. I(i): By ~nduction on y. If y = 0, apply (ii). If y = y '+ 1, then G = G'~-G¢, 
with G '= Y,<y, G,, then, by induction hypothesis, AG '= H,<¢/~G,, so. by (v'~. one 
gets: 
H AG, % Aa . = r l  Ac ,. 
The case of morphisms is similar. If y is limit, then using (vii), one gets 
1 ~"<V t<¥ '  
using the induction hvqoothesis, this limit ,.'s equal to 
¥'<V " I~V '  t "~Ev~, I .zv 
The case of morphisms is similar. 
5.4.1(ii) is exactly (iii). 
5.4.1(iii) is exactly (iv). 
Finally, observe tha~ condition (vi) ensures that A is a functor from DIL into 
BII~ (and not only into BIL): (AEoF)(x, y)(z)= (/AF)(x, z) implies that AE0~ = 
~t~, F i.e., that ~F  is regular. If T~ I(F, G), then TEo~ = Eoc~, and .~o this means 
that (by (i)) AT~t,~r = tz^c~: so AT is regular. 
The unicity of the functor defined by Definition 5.4.1 is immediate. 
It remains to construct/~ satisfying (i)-(viii). We shall proceed as follows: given 
a dilator/4, define a subcategory D IL<H,  as follows: F is an object of D IL<H 
ill I(F,H')~(~, for some predecessor H'  of /4. Define DK,~H=DIL<(H+I ) ,  
then we show, by induction on H (Theorem 3.5.1) that there exists one and only 
one functor p, from DIL~<H to ODIL enjoying (i)-(viii). The induction 
hypothesis is therefore the existence of an unique functor A lrom DIL<H to 
I'~DIL enjoying (i)--(viii). If F is in D IL~ <H, let us denote by h(/:) the smallest H', 
for the predecessor relation, such that I(F, H') # 0. H' varying through predeces- 
sors of H and H. The notation h(F)< h(G) will mean that h(F) is a predecessor 
of h(G). We shall also allow the notation h(F)<-h(G), to mean h(F)< h(G) o; 
h(F) = h(G). If T~ I(F, G), let h(T) = h(G). 
The proof is divided in five cases. 
Case 5.4.4k If H is of kind 0, then H=0,  and DILl<_0 consists of one object: _6, 
and one morphism: Eo; if one defines 
A_O = Id, AEo = Etd. 
then (i)-(viii) are obviously satisfied. 
Case 5.4~. If H= 1, then there are only two objects (_0 and _1) and three 
morphisms (F_~, E01. Ei). Define A1, ~E0,,/)kE 1as in (iii) and (vi); 
(i): (AT)(AU) = &tTU); assume h(T) = 1, then either T = E 1, hence TU = U, 
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so (/AT)(/AU)=E~(/AU)=(/AU)=/A(TU), or U=E o, and then TU=T,  so 
(/AT)(/A U) = (/AT)(E~) = (/A73 =/A(TU) 
(fi)-(iv): Trivial. 
(v): If F=F '+F"  is in D IL~I ,  then one of F' and F" is 0, then one of /AF '  
and /AF" is Id, and p\F =/AF'*,/AF", because Id is neutral for the composition 
law %. If T=T'+T" ,  then T '=E 0, er T '=E 0, so /AT'=EId or /AT'=E~d, so 
/AT=/AT'%/AT", as above. 
(vi): By definition, when h(F) = 1, ~/AE01)(x, y)(z) = A(x, z). This definition is 
possible because of our choice of A = Id + Id. 
(vii): Trivial. 
(viii): If T1 & 7"2 = T3, with h(Ti) = !, then: 
- i f  7"I = E a, then 7"2 = ~/3, and ~AT1 &/ATz = EA &/AT2 = AT2 = ~AT3; 
- i f  "/'2 = Ea, then this ils symmetric; 
- i f  TI = T2 = Eol, then T3 = T1, hence AT1 &/AT2 = AT3, 
Lemma $.4,6. If  (i)-(viii) hold for D1L<~H ' and DIL~H" ,  then they hold for 
D1L ~ (H' + H'3. (This lemma, combined with Case 5.4.5 above, permits to freat the 
case of kind 1: if (i)--(viii) hold for DIL ~< H', they they hold [or DIL <~ (H' + ! ).) 
l~rooL Write H=H'+H" .  First we extend/A to DIL l<H: 
- i f  H1 is a predecessor of H, then, either H~ is a predecessor of H', or 
H~ = H' + H'~, where H~ is a predecessor f H". So it is possible to write in both 
t tt  t n cases H1 = H1 +Hi  with H~ (resp. H0  equal to or predecessor t,f H' (resp. H"); 
this is still true when H1 = H. 
- i f  F is an object of D IL~H,  then let H~ (equal to H or predecessor f H) be 
such that T~I(F, HO for some T. The decomposition H~ = H'~+H'~ induces a 
decomposition F = F' + F", T= T' + T" T' e I(F', Hi), T" ~ !(F", H'O. Let x, y, y', 
V", f, be the respective lengths of F, H~, H~, H~. T; then write f=f '+f f ,  with 
f feI(x' ,  y'), f"~_I(x", y'), If F=~,<~,  if T=~,<f  T~, then let 
E F"= E 
i ~x' i <X"  
r'= E T,, T"= E 
i<f '  ~<f" 
so T' ~ I(F', H'O, T"E I(F", H~). 
We define/AF =/AF' %/AF". This is possible, since F '  (resp. F ~) is an object of 
DIL<~H ' (resp. DIL~<H"). If F=G'+G"  is a similar decomposition, then, for 
instance LH(G')<LH(F ' ) ,  so write F'= G'+ G~ (with G~ = ~'<~'-LHm') Fta~m~+O. 
So G" = G'~ + F": then 
AF  =/AF' %/AF" =/AG' %/AG~ % AF"=/AG'  o,/AG" 
(we have used the associativity of %, and the property (v) with F '=  G '+ G'~ in 
DIL~<H ', with G"= G'~+F" in DIL~/-/~). 
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If Tel(F, G), then, given a decomposition G= G '+G"  (with G' in DIL~H;~ 
G" in DILl</--/"), then it is possible to write T=T'+T", T'EI(F',G'), T"¢ 
I(F", GO. This is done exactly as above, replacing Hi  by G', H~' by G"; then 
define # T = AT '  ~ AT". This definition is independent of the given decomposi- 
tion of G. If G = D'+D", inducing a decomposition T= U'+ U", then, for 
instance h(D') ~ h(G'), so write G'  = D'  + D~, and so T' = U' + U~; then: 
AT= AT'% AT"=AU'% AU', °2 AT"= AU'  o, Au" .  
(i): We prove that A(TU)=(AT)(AU) :  given a decomposition G= G'+G" 
(G' in D IL~ H', G" in D IL~ H"), then T e I(F, G) is decomposed in T '+ T", so 
F = F '  + F"; the decomposition F = F '  + F" induces a decomposition U = U' + U"; 
furthermore, TU = T' U' + T"U", hence: 
A(TU) = A(T'U')  % A(T"U") = (AT')(AU') % (AT")(A U") 
= (A T' % A U')(AT" %/A U") = (A T)(A U). 
(ii) and (iii): Immediate. 
(iv): If G, perfect #! ,  is in DILl<H, then write G=G'=G", with G'  in 
D IL~H' ,  G" in DIL~<H ", then G "= G' or G = G", so the property is already in 
the hypothesis. 
(v): If G =G'+G", then write G=F'+F ", with F '  in D IL~H' ,  F" in D IL~ <
H", then two subcases: 
- i f  LH(G')<~LH(F'), write F '=  G'+Gq, so G"= G~ +F", and 
AG = AF '  % AF" = AG'  % AG~ o AF" = AG'  o~ AG". 
-~tw t t~ - i f  LH(G') ~ LH(F'), write G' = F '  + G',, so r = G, + G , and 
AIG = AF '  o~ AF"= AF '  o, AGI  o AG" = f iG'  o~ fiG". 
The property A(T '+ T")= AT'o,  AT" is obtained in the same way. 
(vi): If F=F'+F", with F '  in DIL<<-tt', F" m DIL~<H ", then Eov = 
E0~- + EQ~., so 
(AEoF)(x. y)(z) = (AEOF)(E~, (AEoF.)(x, y))(z) 
= (AF')(x, (AEow)(x, })(z)) = (AF')(x, (AF")(x, z)) 
= (AV)(x, z) 
(we have used property (vi) for F '  (under the form (AEoF,)(E,~,f)(z)= 
(AV')(x, f(z))) and for F"). 
(vii): If (F, T~) =li_~m(F,, T~), then let F=F'+F", F' in D IL~H' ,  F" in D_IL~ 
H", then it is possible to write T,=T~+T'[, F~=F[+F', ' ,  T~i=T[i+T~ ~, and 
obviously: 
(F', T[)=Fl_mm(F[, T[~) and (F", ~ ' )= I~(F~,  T~), 
then 
(AF, AT,) = (AF'  ~ AF", AT: o ATT) 
= ii_~m(AF, o AFt, AT[, o, AT,~) = Ilium(AFt. ATe,). 
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(We have used (vi) for (F', T~) and (FT~, T~,) and the fact that °~ commutes to libra.) 
(viii): If T~¢I(F~,G), with TI&T:=T3, then write G=G'+G" ,  with G'  in 
DIL<~H ', G" in DIL-~H", then this decomposition i duces a decomposition 
T~ = TI + T", and it is immediate that T~ = Ti & T~, ~ = "P~' & T~2. Then 
(We have used the fact that (vii) holds for the 7"[ and the T~,, and the fact that % 
commutes to puU-backs.) 
Case $.4.7. If H is of kind ~; assume that (i)-(viii) hold for D IL<H;  we shall 
define &G and AT when h(G)=h(T)=H. Assume that G=~<yG' is the 
decomposition of G as a sum of perfect dilators, then y is limit: ff Tel(G, H), 
then consider the function LH(T) = f, from y to z = LH(H). If ~(y) # z, then it is 
possible to write H=H'+H", T=T'+Eow, T'~_I(G,H'). I~t (if H=E,<:H,), 
H'=Y,<tcy) Ht . . . . .  Observe that H"#0,  so H' is a predecessor of H, and 
h(G) ~ h(H') < H, contrarily to the assumptions. So ~(y) = z, hence y is limit. This 
shows that G is of kind ox 
Let G~=~<~GI then (G,E~,c~)=iim(G~,Et%o) (Example 4.1.5(iii)). Define 
AG = li.~m~(AG~, p,F~,~,). This direct limit exists in DIL because of D.'mma 5.3.2. 
Let F/= AGi, Ttj = AF-<;~oj, Fit = A~<i - i  G~+k), then the conditions of the iemma 
are fulfilled because of the conditions (v) and (vi) in the induction iaypothesis. 
By the way, observe that the formula above is valid for an arbitrary G (if 
h(G)<H, this is the induction hypothesis (vii)). If T~I(F ,G) ,  with h(T)= 
h(G)=H, then (v~Sth obvious notations) AF=limm*(AE, AEe~,). If T,'~ 
I(F[, G'fo ~) are such that T=~<~T[ ,  then define Ti~I(Fi, Gi) by T,---~<iT~, 
then T=I_..~(T~), and let AT=Ii_~m(AT,). By the way, note that (AG, AEt~,o)= 
IL_~(A c;. AE~..,). 
(i): A(TU)=(AT)(AU). Write as above T=~(T , ) ,  U=iim(U,), TU= 
li__mm(V0, then it is immediate that Vi = T~,)L~, with g ~:LH(U): then 
= li_~m(A T~)li_i.~m(A U,) = (AT)(AU). 
(We have used the induction hypothesis (i) for T~(o~ and Proposition 1.3.7(ii).) 
(ii)-(iv): Trivial. 
(v): Assume that T'~I(F',G'), T"~I(F",G"), let T=T'+T", G=G'+G"; 
two subcases: 
-if G"=0, then 
AG = AG' = AG' % Id = AG' % AG" 
and 
AT = AT' = AT' o, Id = AT' % AT" 
-ff G"# _0, let x, x', x", y, y', y", L [', f" be the respective l ngths of F, F', F ~, G, 
G', G", T, T'. T". Observe that x=x'+x", y ~- y'+y", f=f'+f"; define F., F", 
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G1, G", T~, TT~ as above, and observe that F,~+~ =F'+F'[, G~+i=G'+G", T~+i = 
T' + ~' ,  then 
• ~ - )g t _k. t t  AG = !ira (AG,, AF-~x¢ ,)= h mm (A(G . G,), A(F<~. + EG:C~7)) 
= limm*(AG' o, AGT, AFt;, % AEc~rG:) 
V ~ 
= AG'  o., li___m>*(AGT, AE~,r~ ,) = AG'  % AG". 
A T---Ii~m(A T~)=~(A(T '  + T'[) 
= U_~m(AT' o~ A~)= AT'o~ ~i_~(AV~ = AT'o, AT". 
(We have used the induction hypothesis iv) for G', T' (observe that h(G')<H) 
and for G';, T'[, together with the fact that % commutes to direct limits.) 
(vi): (AG, AFt,G) = libra(AGo A~,G,),  so apply Lemma 5.3.2(ii) with Fi = AGi, 
Tti =AEcj,¢~., F=AG,  T, = AEG,G: (observe that G0=0, so AG0=Id)  
(AEo~)(x, y)(z)= (AEQ~)(x, y)(AGo)(X, z )= (AG)(x, z). 
!(vii) and (viii): Let SFD ~ H = SFD N (DIL ~ H) = $FD fq (DIL < H), then the 
functor A ~ (DILL < H) commutes to li..mm and &, so it coincides with the extension 
by direct limits of A t (SFD~H)  to D IL< ~-/. A t (SFD~<H) can be extended to 
D IL~ <H (but takes its values eventually in PIL), in such a way that it commutes 
to direct limits This extension is unique up to isomorphism, and enjoys AG = 
I__.~*((AG,, AEo,~,), AT=ii~m(AT~); this extension coincides therefore with the 
extension constructed abcve. But the extension of A ~ (S FD~<H) by direct limits 
to D IL~H commutes to direct limits and pull-backs (Remark 4.4.6(iii)). 
Case 5.4.8. If H is of kind O, then, by induction hypothesis, (i)-(viii) hold in 
D IL<H.  It is enough to treat the case H perfect, because, if H is not perfect, 
then write H---H'+It", then DIL<~H ' and D IL<H"  are subcategories of 
DIL < H, and by the case H" perfect. (i)-(viii) hold in DIL ~< H'  and DIL ~ H", hence 
in DILl<H, by Lemma 5.4.6, 
We define AG and AT  when h(G)=h(T)=H If UEI(G,H),  then either 
G = 0 (absurd) or G is perfect (because LH(G) is smaller than LH(H)= 1) and 
G~ 1, because G(0)~H(0)=0.  So G is of kind .(2, and one can define AG by 
means of (iv). 
If TEl(F, G), then either F=O, and AT is defined by means of (vi), or F is 
perfect ~_1, and TcDI(F, G), so define AT  b~ qv). 
(i): It is hmmediate that AG defined by means of (iv) is a functor from ON 2 to 
ON. Furthermore AG commutes to 1~ and &: 
(AG)(',  y) = l-I (! + A,G)(., 0), 
t<¥ 
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it is immediate that (AG)(', y) commutes to 1~ and &. So it suffices to prove that 
(AG)(x, .) commutes to 1_~ and &. 
If (y, gD =li~m(y~, &j); if 1< y, let /~ ={i; l~rg(&)}. Define (F ~, T~)=(~, T~j)-- 
(xG, E,~), and apply Proposition 5.3.8(i): 
Applying both sides to the pair (x, 0), one gets: 
((AG)(x, y), (AG)(F~, &))= li~((AO)(x, y,), (AG)(E,, mr)) 
If g E I(y,, y) (i = 1, 2, 3) and gs = g~ & g:, then Proposition 5.3.8(ii) yields: 
t<g3 " t<g l  ~ - - t '<g 2 -- 
and applying both sides to the pair (F~, Eo), one gets: 
(AG)(F~, g3) = (AG)(F-x, gO & (AG)(F~, g2). 
We show that the tunctor (AG)(x, .) enjoys (FL). If y-< y' 
(AG)(F~, ~¢)= I ' I  (EI+AE, o)(F~, Eo) 
t < J~s ,  
= (E~ ~ t~,,)(E,, Eo), 
with F = IL<~ (!  + &,o), K = Il,<~,-v (!  + &o) ,  but 
(EF %/~g)(X, 0) = F(F_~,/zK(x , 0)) = F(Ex, Eo~c(,.m) 
= EF(x .0 )F (x ,K (x .O)  ) = E fAG) fx ,y )gAO) (x ,  yO-  
It is immediate that, if T¢I (F ,G) ,  then AT~I (AF ,  AG). We show that 
A(TU) = (AT)(AU), when h(T) -- h(G) = h(H), T¢  I(F, G): 
- I f  F#_0, and UeEor  ~ then 
(ATU)(x, y) = I I  (Ez + A,(TU))(x, o) --- l'I (El + A,T:U)(x, o) 
= (AT(x, y))(AU)(x, y); 
- in general, observe that, from the obvious equ~ffies: l~<y (! +Id)(x, z )= y + z, 
I ' I ,<,(l+Id)(f,h')=g+h, Definition 5.4.1(iii) a~so holds when G=O (with 
,G = _0, ,,G = E0), and when T = Ega, with G = _0 or G perfect (with ,T = Ego). 
From this one can prove (ATU)= (AT)(AU) in general on the model of the case 
above. 
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(ii)-(iv): Trivial. 
(v); Ohm.rye that, if h(F'+F")= h(H), then one of F' and F" is _0, and we 
conclude as in Case 5.4.5(v) similarily for T '+ T". 
(vi): Trivial by construction, if h(F) = H, but we have to verify the possibility of 
defining ~xEoF by tx^~ i.e., that hkF is regular. First (AF)(x ,y+l)= 
K(x. 1 + L(x, y)). with K = l'I,<~ (1 + A,F), L : AvF, whereas (AF)(x, y) = K(x, y), so 
K(x, y) < K(x, y+ 1). 
If ,¢e l(x, x'), if ge  l(z, z'), then we show that 
(AF)(f, g + E~)((AF)(x, z)) = (AF)(x', z'). 
This will establish regularity. Let T=I-I,¢~(Ei+A~F), and let U=/~(~,n0~F , 
then, obvio~tsly, 
(A,~J(f, g + E,) = (T % (E 1 + U))(f, ff = T(f, E, + U(f, Eo)) 
and let 
~=H (!+A,F), ~ '= H (!+A,~), 
so T~ I,(G, G'), hence 
(~F)(f, g + Et)(G(x, O) --- l"(f. E~ + U(f, Eo))(G(x, 0)) -- G(x', 0). 
It suffices now to observe that (,~F)(x, z) = G(x, 0), whereas (AF)(x, z') = G'(x, 0). 
(vii): If (F, Ti)= ~(F i ,  Tii), with h(F)= 1"f, then one can assume, by restricting 
I to a cofinal sulzset, that F~ # _0 for all i. So we have a direct system in £2DIL, with 
its limit in/2t>n.: Proposition 5.3.8(i) yields 
+,¢x,T,) =lira I - I _  ,<II (El +/~,T~j)) 
(using: (y, Ev) = li.~m(y, Ev) and (,F, ,Ti) = li _m(,F~, ,T/~), together with the induction 
hypothesis (vii)). 
If one applies (x, 0) to both sides, one gets 
((AF)(x, y), (AT,)(x. y)) = L~((Ar,)(x, y), (AT,~)(x, y)). 
which implies (~xF, ~Ti)=l.~(~F~,/~T~). 
(viii): Assume that h(G)=H, and that T~ ~I(F~, G) (i = 1,2, 3), with T3 = 
T~ & T2. We have already observed, in the proof of (i), that 
T,(x, y) = I'I (E~ +A,T,)(x, 0) 
~<E,, 
is true, even when F~ = 0, with in that case ,T~ = 17.o, G. Observe that ,T3 = ,T~ & ,T2, 
so apply Proposition 5.3.8(ii), in order to get 
~<~ (Ez+ ~,T3))= ~<II (El+ ~,T~))& (~<I'I (El+/~,T2)) 
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(using the induction hypothesis (viii) which gives A, Ta = AtTt & A,T~., and E~ = 
E v & E~). If one applies (x, 0) to both sides, one gets 
(AT3)(x, y) = (AT0(x, y) & (AT2)(x, y), 
which implies 
AT3 = AT~ & ATe. 
Remarks $.4.9. (i) The products 
[1 (_1+ A,F~, 1-I (E~ + A,~) and I-I (E~ + A,T), 
t<y  t<g ¢<F~ 
which are essential in the case of perfect dilators ,~ !, are very closely connected 
to the functor ASEP(F)(., y) and the morphisms ASEP(F)(., g), jkSEP(T)(., y). 
An application of Defimtion 5.4.1(0, using the fact that SEP(F)(., y)=~,<r,F, 
etc . . . .  shows that 
ASEP(F)(-, y) = I I  At F, ASEP(F)(-, g) = I ' I  Ag~F, 
t<:'9 t~ g 
ASEP(T)(., y)= [ I  A,T. 
t<F_~ 
so the only difference lies in the additional terms _1 and E 1 used in these products. 
They are needed in order to ensure regularity, and also commutation to & in the 
case "/'~ & T2 = E0o, with G perfect ~_1. But, if one forgets this rather technical 
motivation, the idea, in the case F perfect ~_1, is to write: 
AF(x, y) = (ASEP~F)(., y))(x, 0), AF(.f, g) = (ASEP(F)(-, g))(f, E0), 
AT(x, y) = (ASEP| T)(-, y))(x, 0). 
Unfortunately, this definition would lead us out of regular bilators, so we are 
forced to the smeall change which consists in adding the _1 and E 1 in the products. 
(ii) By the way, note that A transforms ~ into [[ for ~bitrary objects and 
morphisms, not only perfect (immediate). 
Proposilion 5.4.10, Assume that F, G are dilators, G perfect ~ 1 or G = O, and :hat 
T ~ I(F, O), then 
(i) (AG)  % (! + Id) = 1 + A(G o(1 + Id)); 
(ii) (A T) % (E l + E~d) --- E~ + A(T ° (E l  + Ela). 
P~oL  (i) Let G' :Go( !+Id) ,  with G~0 (G=_0 is tri~fial), then G'=oG+G' .  
with G" perfect, and ,G"= I+,G, stG "= t~+~)~l+t~G; so 
(AG)(x, 1 + y)= I I  (1 + A,G)(x, 0)= ((! + AoG)oI'I  (! + A~+tG)l(x, 0) 
/ 
= t + AoG(x, AG"(x, v)) = AG'(x, y). 
For the same reason, (AoG)(~, Et + g) = AoG(/, AG"([, g)) = AG'ff, g). 
(ii) This is obtained by the same method. 
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6. l~ndroida 
6.1. Dendroids 
De~all ion 6.1.1. A dendroid of type x is a pair (x~ D), where x is an ordinal, and 
D is a set of sequences s = (no . . . . .  a,) of ordinals, such that: 
(i) if s =(no . . . . .  a~)~ D, then p is even, 
(ii) ff s =(no . . . . .  ao )eD and q<p, then (a0 . . . . .  a~)¢D. 
In order to state the remaining properties, we define D*: s ~ D* if[ s = ( ) or 
s *s' ~ D for some s'. (* denotes concatenation). 
"(iii) if s=(ao  . . . . .  az.)¢D*, if s*(t), s*(u)~D* and t~u,  then a2~+~<t~u 
or t ~< u < a2~+, for all i < p. (As a consequence a,, a3 . . . .  are pairwise distinct.) 
Moreover, fl2i41 "~ X. 
(iv) If s = (ao . . . . .  a2p-~) ~ D*, then the set {a;s*(a)~ D*} is an ordinal, i.e., 
(a0 . . . . .  a,0 q. b) ~ D* and a < b ---* (ao . . . . .  a2p-l, a) ~ D*. 
(v) There is no sequence (a.) such that, for all n, (ao . . . . .  a . - l )~D* .  
Remmrks 6.1.2. (i) We shall usually, when the context is clear, identify a den- 
droid (x, D) with the second component D. 
(ii) Condition (v) is a v~¢U-foundedness condition. The tree D * has no strictly 
decreasing sequence for the Brouwer-Kleene ordering. 
(iii) The concept of dendroid is reminiscent of the concept of ordinal tree, due 
to Jervell [11 ], however, there are essential differences and the greek-derived ' en- 
droid" permits to avoid confusions. In this section, we try to palallel Jervell's 
terminology, when possible (for instance, homogeneous, trongly homogeneous 
dendroids). 
Definition 6.1.3. If (x. D) and (x', D') are dendroids, then I(x, D; x', D') consists 
of all pairs (f, g). with: 
(i) f ~ I(x, x'), 
(ii) g is a function from D* to D'*, which sends D into D', 
(iii) g(() )  = ( ) .  
(iv) g(s* (a)) = g(s)* (.f(a)), if s = (ao . . . . .  a2o), 
(v) g(s*(a) )= g(s)*(b) for some b (depending on s, a), otherwise. 
Furthermore, ff g(s*(a'))= g(s):~(b') and a < a'. then b < b'. 
.~#mark 6.1.4. If (f,g)~I(x,D;x',D'), if (f',gq~I(x',D';x",D"), then 
kf'f, g'g)E I(x, D: x", D"). 
Example 6.1.$. Given a dendroid (y,D')  and f~I(x, y), we shall define a new 
dendroid (x, D)=/e-l(y,  D')  (we shall also write D = ffq(D')) by: 
(i) In D', remove all sequences (ao . . . . .  a2,), with a2,+l ~rg([) for some i<p.  
One obtains a set D" of sequences enjoying all properties of dendroids except 
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perhaps (iv). We define D ~* as in Definition 6. I. 1. The process of construction of 
D" and D"* is called a mutilation. We denote D" by fD. 
(ii) There exists one and only one dendroid D and one and only one function g 
from D* to D'* such that (f,g)eI(x,D;y,D') and rg(g)=D"*. We define the 
members  of D* and g(s) by induction on n such that s =(ao . . . . .  a~.4): ff n =0,  
then s e D*, and g(s) = s; if n ~ 0, write s = t*(a), and distinguish two subcases: 
(1) if n is even, then saD* iff teD*  and g(t)*(f(a))eD"*. Define g(s)= 
g(t)*(f(a)); 
(2) if n is odd, then s e D* if~ t e D* and the order type of the set X = 
{u; g(t)*(u)e D"*} is strictly greater than a. Define g(s) = g(t)*(b), where b is the 
ath element of X. 
(iii) The function g defined above will be called the mutilation function and is 
denoted by m~' (or mr). So (f, mr)e I(x,f-~(D'); y, D'). 
Delinitioa 6.1.6, The category DEN of dendroids is defined by the following 
data: 
objects: dendroids (x, D); 
morphisms from (x, D) to (x', D'): the elements of I(x, D; x', D'). 
Remark 6.1.7. In DEN, there are on!y trivial isomorphisms. If (f,f')e 
I(x,D;x',D'), (g,g')eI(x',D';x,D) enjoy ~g,/~g')=(Ex.,ido.-), (gf, g , r )  = 
(F-x, idD*), then x = x', and f = g --- E~. Also, it is immediate that condition (iv) of 
dendroids implies D = D' and f '=  g '= idD*. 
6.2. The functors type and height 
Delhh~/on 6.2.1. The functor type from DEN to ON is defined by: 
_t(x, D) = x, _t(f, g) = f. 
Proposition 6.2.2. In DEN, (x, D; ft. gl) = l~_~(x~, D~; ~, ga,) iff Definition 1.3.3(i)- 
(iii) holds and 
(i) x=U~rg(~) (i.e., (x,~)=~(x~,fi~)); 
(ii) every point in D is in the range of some ga: hence D* = I j~ rg(g). 
Proof. (1) Assume that (x, D; ~, &) = l_.~(x~, D,; fit, &j)- Define X = I J~ rg(&). A = 
Us rg(&). Define x' and h e [(x', x) by rg(h)= X, ~,nd D'  by s e D'*¢¢ ran(s)e A. It 
is immediate that D' is a dendroid. Define a function k from D'* to D* by 
k(s)=mh(s). One can define (f~,g~)~-I(x~,D~;x',D') by ~=hf~ &=kg[.  
(x', D': kf[, g[) enjoys conditions 1.3.3(i)--(iii), and by Definition 1.3.3(iv) applied 
to (x,D;~,&),  there is an unique (h'.k')~l(x,D;x',D') such that f'=h'~, 
g[ = k'g~ for all i e L From this f~ = hh'~, & = kk'&, and condition 1.3.3(iv) ap- 
plied again yields (unicity) (hh', kk')=identity, so h and k are surjective, i.e., 
X=x, A=D*. 
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(2) Assume that (i) and (ii) hold. We show that Definition 1.3.3(iv) is true. If 
(x', D'; ~, gl) is any other solution of Definition 1.3.3(i)-(qi), then define h 
l(x,x') by: hffi(z))=f~(z), and k from D* to D' by k(g~(s))=g~(s). This is 
possible because of (i) and (ii), then (h, k)~, ga)= (f[, gl) for all i~/, and this is 
obviously the only solution. 
Coro~ 6.2~. (i) The functor t_ commutes to direct ~imits; 
(ii) in DEN, (x,D; ~, % )=li.~m(:q,D~; i. rn~,) if] conditions 1.3.3(i)-(iii) are 
satis~ted, aud (x, ~,) = ~_~(x~, ~,). 
Proof, (i) Immediate from Proposition 6.2.2. 
(ii) Assume Definition 1.3.3(i)-(iii) and (x,~)=li~m(x~,~). Given s¢D,  s= 
( . . . .  a2~, a~_~+t . . . .  ) choose i such that at, a3, as . . . .  ~rg(f,). This is possible by 
hypothesis, then s ~ rg(n~,). We have seen that conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposi- 
tion 6.2.2 are ttae, so (x, D; ft, ntt.)= li_mm(x~, D~ ;/,~, rot,,). The other sense is just (i) 
IProimsition6.2.4. In DEN, (~, .~) ~ I(x~, D~ ;x, D) (i = 1, 2, 3), then (It, gt) & (f2. g2) 
= (.f~, g.0 i~ 
(i) rg(/0Nrg(f2)--rg(f~) (i.e., fi & f2=fi); 
(ii) rg(g0 Org(g9 = rg(ga). 
Proof, (1) Assume that O~t, g:) & (.f2, g2) = (f3, ga). So we have (fat, g3t) and 
~,  g3z) such that (f3, g~)= (fd~3l, gtg3t)= (Jzfa2, g2ga2). From this 
rg(f3) = rg(f~) ~ rgff2), rg(g3) ~ rg(g0 ~'~ rg(g2). 
Define x~ and f~ i (x~,x)  by rg(f~)=rg(fi)Nrgff~), hence f~=flf~l'=f2f~:_ for 
appropriate f~t and f~2. Similarily, let z~=rg(g:)Nrg(g:), and define D~ by 
s ~ D~*iff nu,,(s)~ a. Define g~ by g'a(s)= mr,(s), so ¢J~, g~)~ I(x~, D~; x, D), and 
remark that g~ = g~g~ = g2g~2 for appropriate g~t and g~2. So Definition 1.5.1(i) 
is satisfied by (x~, D~;f~, g.~;f~l, g~t;f~2, g~2). Condition 1.5.2(ii) yields (h, k)~ 
I(x[, D~; xa, Da) such that ~f~t, g~t)= ffath, g3~k) and (f~2, g~2)= ~32 h, gazk), so 
(~, g~)=(fah, gak), so rg(f~)~ rg(fa), rg(g~)~rg(g_0, so (i) and (ii) hold. 
(2) Assume that (i) and (ii) hold, then define (.fat. ga~) and (f32, g~2) by (/3, g3) = 
(/tf.~, gtgat) = ff2fs2, g2g32). Assume now that (x~, D~; [~, g~t; £2, g~2) is any solu- 
tion of Definition 1.5.1(i), then 
rg(.f~) c rgfft) f~ rg~f2), rg(g~) c rg(gt) f" rg(g2). 
It is therefore possible to define (h, k)~ I(x'3, D~; xa, D3) by: (f~, g~)= (.fah, gak). 
In fact (h, k) is uniquely determined by this condition, which, in turn implies 
(~,  g.~0 = (f.~lh, g31k) and Or~2, g.~2)= (fa:h, g32k) (for instance, from f~ =f3h, one 
deduces ft~3t =flf3th. and, since ft is injective, f~t =lath). 
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Corollary 6.2.5. (i) the functor t commutes to pull-backs; 
(ii) if (x~, D,) = fV~(x, D) (i = 1, 2, 3), then (ft, m~,) & (h, ntl,)= (f3, rat,) ifff~ &f2 
~f3 • 
lh~of. (i) This is obvious from Proposition 6.5.4+ 
(ii) If ft &[2 =f3, then rg(f0 N rg(f2) = rg(f2) = r~(f3). Furthermore, it is obvious 
that rg(~r~,) N rg(mt) = rg(rnt,). So by Proposition 6.2.4, Oft, mr,) & (f2, mr) = 
(f~, ~) .  
lefinition 6.2.6. (i) if (x, D) is a dendroid, then the height of (x, D) is by 
definition the ordinal isomorphic with the well-order of D defined by: 
t# u ~ (s*(t)*s' <* s * (u )*s"~ t < u). 
(ii) The functor height from DEN to ON is defined by: _h(x, D)=height of 
(x, D). 
_h(f, g)(a) = b iff the image under g of the ath element of D (for the order <*) 
is the bth dement of D'  (if (f, g)~ I(x, D; x', D')). 
Remark 6.2.7. The fact that <* is a well-ordering is a triviality. If (s~) is a strictly 
decreasing sequence in D, with s. =(a~ . . . . .  a~-l), then p .~0 for all n, and (ag) 
is a decreasing sequence of ordinals. So, for n ~ No. a~ = Ao. For n ~> No, p. ~ 1, 
and (a~).+. m is a decreasing sequence of ordinals, so for n 1> N~ ~No, a~ = A:. 
This process gives a sequence (Ap) such that for all p (Ao . . . . .  Ap)~ D*, in contra- 
diction with property (v) of dendroids. 
l~'oposilion 6.2.8. The funetor h commutes to direct limits aJtd to pull-backs. 
Proof. This is immediate from the characterisations of direct limits and pull-backs 
by means of the ranges. 
6.3. Hom ggeneity, strong homogeneity 
Definition 6.3.1. A dendroid (x, D) is homogeneous iff: 
(*) ~or all x'~x,  f, g~I(x',  x) , / - I (D)  = g-l(D); 
(**) for all x'<~x, f ,g~I(x' ,x) ,  for all s=(xo . . . . .  xk_Ocf-l(D) * such that 
f(xO -= g(x~), f(n3) = g(x3) . . . . .  then me(s) = ms(s). 
Examples 6.3.2. (i) The following denroid of type 10 is not homogeneous 
0 0 O. 1 0 O. I 2 
3 4 ~ 5" .6 ~7 
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(as usual, we represent finite sequences by branches: the branch 
"~0 presents the sequence (0, 5, 1)). 
L \ . J  
If one takes [er I(3, 10), with f(0)= 1, .f(l)=2, /(2)=9, then f~(D) is the 
dendroid [ i~ ] (this comes from the branch [ i ] in D). 
If one takes [~I (3 ,  10), with f(0)=4, f(1) =5,/(2)=6. then f-l(D) is 
0 0 I 0 
I ° \ / '  I 
(ii) The following dendroid of type 5 is homogeneous: 
,.i/ o x/ I o 
\o \ . /  \o /  \ / / 
For instance, if f~  I(3, 5), then f-~(D) is always equal to: 
0101 00 l  0 0 V'C;V;  
t 
Proposition 6.3,3. b~ De~nition 6.3.1 (*) and (**) can be weakened in (*)' and 
(**)' by replacing 'Vx' <~ x" by 'Vx' ]inite ~x' .  
Proot. Write (x'. ~) = !~_~(r~, h~), and let ~ =/'/~, ga =gh~. Let D'* = rg(m¢), D"* = 
rg(m~), D'~* = rgtrn~,), D'[* = rg(nt~), Observe that D'* = LI~ D'~*, D"* = U, D"* (s = 
(xo . . . . .  xk-1) ~ D'* iff x l, x3 . . . .  e rg(/), s a U, D'~* iff xl, x3 . . . .  e U, rg(~) = rg(/)). 
The functions @~ = rr~m~ 1 (which exist by (*Y) are bijections from D'~* onto 
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D~,  and are the only such bijections to enjoy Definition 6.1.3(ii)-(v) (with gtf? ~ 
in (iv)). Obviously if i<j, then q~ maps D~* onto D~ and enjoys Definitkm 
6.1.3(ii)--(v). So ¢1 extends ¢,. The union ¢ of all ¢~ defines a bijection from D'* 
onto D"* enjoying Definition 6.1,3(ii)-(v) (with gf-~ in (iv)), and this is the only 
such bijection. From this it follows that f - l (D)= g-t(D) and ¢ = m~m~q: this 
proves (*). If s = (xo . . . . .  ~-1)~ f-~(D)*, and f(xO = g(x0, f(xs) = g(x~) . . . . .  let 
t = m~(s). By property (**)', ¢~(t) -- t as soon as t ~ D~*, so ¢(t) -- t, but this implies 
mr(s) = m~(s): (**) is proved. 
Prol~i l ion 6.3.4. If  (x, D) /s  homogeneous, there is a ftmctor F from ON ~ x into 
DEN such that: 
(i) for all x' <~ x, F(x') is a dendmid of type x', 
(ii) for all x', x", fe l (x ' ,  x"), F(f)= (f, mr); 
(iii) F(x) = (x, D). 
l~roet. Assuming that (x, D) is homogeneous, then define F(x') = (E~.,,)-~(x, D). It 
is immediate that, if f c 1(£, x ~) (f, mt)~ ltf~°~(F(x")): F(x")); but 
F~(F(x"))  = F ~EZ2x(F(x)) = (E~-xD- ~(F(x)) = EZ.~(F(x)) = F(x'). 
by homogeneity. So (f, m~)E I(F(x'): F(x")) and using the fact that m~ = rr~m~, it
is immediate that F is a functor. 
l~ l~s i t ion  6.3.5. Let (x, D) be a homogeneous dendroid, and let F be the functor 
associated with D by Proposition 6.3.4, then F commutes to li_mrn and &. 
Pr~L  F commutes to !im: if (x, ,.~)= lim(r~,_. ~), then by, Corollary 6.2.3(ii), 
(F(x); f,, mr,) = li~m(FOq); f~, n~.). 
i.e., 
(F(x), F~)) = li .m(F(x~), F~f)). 
F commutes to &: if f J&f2 =fs, then, by Corollary 6.2.5(ii), 
(fz, ran) & (fz. mr) = (f3, rnf,), so F(ft) & F(f~) = F(f3). 
De~uailion 6.3.6. A dendroid D of type a~ is said to be s~ongly homogem=ms (in
short D is ash.  dendroid) iff for all x >~to there is an homogeneous dendroid 
(x, D') such that E~(D' )= D. 
Prolm~don 6.3.7. D is strongly homogeneous if[ there is a functor D ° from ON to 
DEN such that: 
(i~ for all x, D°(x) is an homogeneous dendroid of type x; 
fii) for all x, y, f, fEI(x, y), D°(.f)  = (f, r~); 
(iii) D°(¢o) =(~, D). 
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1ProoL (1) If such a functor exists, then (F-~)-tD°(~:) = D°(w) = D. 
(2) Conversely, assume that D is strongly homogeneous, then D°(x~ = (x, D') is 
uniquely determined by the condition (E~) - I (D  ') = D. Since D'  is homogeneous, 
there is a functor F from ONyx to DEN enjoying Proposition 6.3.4, with D 
replao'.d by D'. F commutes to li_~m, by Proposition 6.3.5, so F(x)= 
li_~m*(F(n0, F(t~t)), for (n~, fij) such that x = li.imm*(rq,/~i), and since the values F(rq) 
are uniquely determined by F(to) = D, as well as F ( f , )=~l ,  mi,,), and in DEN we 
have unicity of direct limits (because there is no non trivial isomorphism) it
follows that the value F(x) is uniquely determined. 
Define ~)o to be the union of all functors F defined as above, when x varies 
through ON: properties 6.3.4 of these functors F give (i)-(iii) above. 
Remark 6.3.8. We have seen that D o is uniquely determined, when it exists by 
Proposition 6.3.7(i)-(iii). Also, observe that D O commutes to 1_..~ and &, by 
construction and Proposition 6.3.5. 
Definition 6.3.9. The following data define a category SHD: 
objects: strongly homogeneous dendroids; 
morphisms from D to D': the set/~h(D, D') of functions g from D* to D'* such 
that (F~, g)a I(w, D; w, D'), and mD'g =gm o for all h ~ 1(¢o, ~o). 
Proposition 6.3.10. Suppose that D and D' are sh. dendroids, then 
(i) if T is a natural transformation from D O to D '°, then for all x, T(x) = (E~, T~) 
for some T~. So T,~ ~ I~(D, D'); 
(ii) conversely, gioen g ~ I~,h(D, D'), there is an unique natural transfo.nnation go 
from D O to D '°, such that g°(w) = (E,~, g). 
ProoL (i) toT  is a natural transfo~'mation from _roD ° to -toD '°. But roD °= 
t o D'o= Id, so t o T ~ I(Id, Id). But there is exactly one n;~tural transformc.tion U in 
I(Id. Id), and th,s is the identity (because rg(Id)={(0; 1)}, so rg(U)={(0; 1)}, see 
Section 4.2). So -t(T(x))=F~ for all x, i.e., T(x)=(E~, Tx). mhTo, = To, ms is 
obvious. 
(ii ~ Assume that M and M' are the mutilation functions associated with F-~ (so 
M and M' are denoted both by ms_, with our conventions) from respectively 
D°(n) * and D'°(n) * to D* and D*'. Let Xc  D* and X' c D'* be the respective 
ranges of M and M': (at . . . . .  a2p)eX (resp. eX'~ iff it belongs to D (resp. D') 
and al, as, as . . . .  <n. Hence g maps X into X' (Definition 6.1.3(iv)), so it is 
possible to define a function T~ from D°(n) * to D'°(n) * by: M'(T,(s))  = g(M(s)), 
and it is immediate that (F~, Tn)~ l(D°(n),  D'°(n)). If f~ I(n, m), then (here we 
use again the ambiguous notation mr, mE...), with h e I(to, co) such that hE~ = 
m~.. rnfT, = m, mF~. T, = nh, gmr~. = grrthm~,.. = grqr~..rnf = ra~,..T~mr, 
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so torT. = T.~rr~ (the equality rnhg = grn~ is needed in the third equality above). 
So, it follows that T (n )=(E . ,  7".) defines a natural transformation from the 
functor D ° ~ ON<~o to D e° ~ ON<co. By Theorem 2.1.5(ii) T can be uniquely 
extended into a natural transformation gO from D O to D ~ (of course ~eorem 
2.1.5(ii) cannot be applied exactly, since DEN is not closed under direct lirfiits, 
but the inspection of the proof shows that our deduction is correct). 
Remmrk 6.3.11. The monstrous condition mag=gmh for all hE I(oo. co) can 
obviously be replaced by a condition involving only the sets I(n, to). 
Remark 6.3.12. If one wants to make a category with the homogeneous den- 
droids, then it is necessary to take as morphisms from (x, D) to (y, D'): the void 
set ff x¢  y, and if x = y, the set lh(x, D; x. D') consisting of all functions [ such 
that (E .  ~I(x ,  D: x, D') and such that for all x'<~x (as usual, x' finite suffices) 
and h~I(x',  x) }$nh depends only on x'. With this definition, I~(D, D' )= 
Ih(to, D; to, D'). 
Theorem 6.3.13. It is possible to de~ne a [unctor LIN (linearization) from SHD to 
DIL by: 
(i) i/ D is a sh. dendroid, then LIN(D)(x)=h(D°(x)), and LIN(D)(f)= 
h(D°(f)); 
(ii) if g ~ I,h(D, D'), then LIN(g)(x) = _h(g°(x)). 
Proof .  By Proposition 6.2.8 and Remark 6.3.8, LIN(D) commutes to t_~ and &. 
So LIN(D) is a dilator. The fact that LIN is a functor is immediate. 
6.4. The equivalences ~k 
PrOla~|tion 6.4.1. Let (a; n), (b; m) be distinct elements o[ rg(F), where F is ~z 
dilator (see De]inition 4.2.2). Deline p to be the greatest integer enjoying: 
(P) Vi, j<p  ~r(i) < cr(j) *-~ v(i) < r(]) 
with ty=~ra.., r=crb,. , (see Definition 3.2.8). Assume that xo<'"  "<.r~_l<x, 
Y0 <" " "< Y,.-1 <x  and X~o~ =Y.t0; . . . . .  x~¢~_1~ = Y~¢,-1), then the order relation 
between (a: Xo . . . . .  x._~; x) and (b; Yo . . . . .  y,._~; x) is independant of the ordinals 
Xfr(O), . . . .  Xtr (n- -1) ,  Y~r(p) ,  • • . , Y l r (m- - l ) -  
Proof. Assume for instance that 
(a; Xo . . . . .  x._~; x) <(b ;  Yo . . . . .  Ym-~; x) 
and let x6<. . -<x~_~<x,y~<. .  < ' - y , . _~<x,  be such that 
x,~o) . . . . .  x'(p-l)=x,,~p-~, Y'(o~ = Y~o~ . . . . .  Y'~-a~ = YT~r-~. We show that 
(a; x~ . . . . .  x'_~; x )<(b ;  y~ . . . . .  y;._~ ; x). 
Xc~to) - -  
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(i) If n = p, then the order  re lat ion between the points  x~ and y, are the same as 
the order  re lat ions between the po ints  x~ and y~; by Propos i t ion 2.3.17, one  gets 
(a;x~,. . . ,x,_ l ,"  "x )<(b ;y~ . . . .  • y , , - l , x ) , '  • " the case m=p is similar. 
(ii) If  p < m, n, let k = tr(p), k '  = ~'(p). Since p has been chosen max imum with 
pr~,er ty  (P), it fol lows that,  for some i< p e i ther  
< x~,,~ = y~ < y~, (Subcase (a)) 
or  
y~, < y ,~ = x~(i~ < x~ (Subcase (b)) 
Subcase (a): Obvious ly  x~, < x'(,~ = Y'(o < Y~,'; 
- i f  x~,<x~ and y~.<y~,,, then,  by Theorem 3.2.4, 
(a; x~ . . . . .  x'_~; x )<(a ;  Xo . . . . .  x._~; x )<(b ;  Yo . . . . .  Y.~-1; x) 
<(b;  y~ . . . . .  y~,_~; x) 
- in  general ,  construct  an ord inal  x', funct ions f, ~ e I(x, x') such that  f(x,~t,~)= 
g(x~,~) for i<p, and / (x~,)<g(xk) ,  g(y~,)<f(y~,,) (the existence of x', f, g is 
immediate  f rom x~,, x~ < y~,,. yk,), and we get 
(a; f:(x~) . . . . .  f:(x'_ 0: x') < (b; f:(y~) . . . . .  [(Y'-1); x'L 
and f rom this, we get 
(a;x~ . . . . .  ~,-t," "x )<(b ;y~ . . . .  . ym-~,x). '  " 
Subcase (b): Symmetr ic  to Subcase (a). 
Proposition 6.4.2. Let (a n), (b;  m) be distinct elements of rg(F),  where F is a 
dilator, and let p be an integer enjoying (P) (see Proposition 6.4.1). Assume that, for 
some sequences Xo<" • "<x~_z<x,  yo <.  . .<y .~_x<x,  enjoying x,,(o~ =
Y~co~ . . . . .  X~k-l~ = Y~k-Z~, one has (a ;  Xo . . . . .  x,_x; x )<(b ;  Yo . . . .  , y,,_x; x), then, 
i f  k<p,  and if x~<. . .<x~_z<x,  y~<- . .<y '_~<x and X'~o~ = 
f t - -  t t t Y,~o~, • • •, X,,(k-1) -- Yrtk-l~, X,~(k)< Y*tk), we have: 
(a;x'o,...,x,_x; "x )<(b ;y~, . . . , y~_ l ;x ) .  
t ProoL  - I f  X, to~ x,,to) . . . .  x,,tk-l~ = xo~k-l), and  ' ' then.  = . X~r(k)<Xcr(k), Y~(k) "< Y~(k), , 
by Theorem 3.2.4, we get 
t .~  , . (a ;  Xo . . . . .  x , _ l ,  x) <(a ,  Xo . . . . .  x , -1 ;  x )<(b ;  Yo . . . . .  y,,_l ;  a)  
<(b :  y~ . . . . .  y~_~; x). 
- In  the general  case, one  constructs  easily an ord ina l  x',  together  with f, g~ 
I(x, x'), such that  J(x~co)) = g(x ' (o0 . . . . .  /(x~,ck-l~) = g(x'(k-1)),  and g(x ' (k ) )< 
/(x,,ck)) , f(y~<k))<g(y'~k)) ( the existence of x',  f, g is immediate  f rom the 
hypothes is  x ' tk )< Y;ck)). Then ,  by the subcase above,  one  gets: 
t t~  
(a ;  g(x~) . . . . .  g( . - is;  x )<(b ;  g(y~) . . . . .  g(Y,,-1); x ?, 
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which implies 
t , o , (a;x~ . . . . .  x . _ l ,x )<(b ,  yb, . . . ,  y.,-~; x). 
Definition 6.4.3. If (a; n) and (b; m) are district elements of rg(F), where F is a 
dilator, we introduce §(a, n;  b, m) to be the pair (p, ~), with: 
(i) p is the smallest integer enjoying (P) of Proposition 6.4. !, and such that for 
all Xo < '  • • < x~ _ t < x, Yo <""  "< Y,,- ~ < x, with x~ = y~,~ for all i < p, the order 
relation between (a;xo . . . . .  x~_l; x) and (b; Yo . . . . .  y, ,_t;x) is independant of 
Xctp),..., xo¢,-~, y~<p) . . . .  Y,o,-~ (such a p exists by Proposition 6.4.1). 
(ii) e = + if, whenever Xo . . . . .  x~_~, Yo . . . .  , y,,_~, x are as above, then 
(a; Xo . . . . .  x~_~; x) <(b ;  Yo,- • •, Y,.-L; x). 
(iii) e =-  if, whenever Xo . . . . .  x~_~, Yo . . . . .  Y,.-1, x are as in (i), then 
(b; Yo . . . . .  y,._~; x )<(a ;  xo . . . . .  x~_,l; x). 
Remarks 6.4.4. (i) If §(a, n;  b, m) --(p, +), then §(b, m; a, n) =(p, - ) ,  and con- 
versely. 
(ii) It is convenient to l:,Ut §(a, n;a. n)=(~.+)  (the symbol + here plays no 
role, and property (i) is no longer true). 
(iii) In order to avoid terrible circumlocutions, we shall use the abbreviation 
p <§(a, n; b, m) to mean that §(a, n;  b, m)=(q,  ~), and that p<q. One uses also 
p~§(a,n;b ,m).  
(iv) The definition of §(a, n;  b, m) is pertectly finitistic. If §(a. n;  b, m)=(p,  e), 
then p will be computable as follows: by Proposition 2.3.17 (a; x o . . . . .  x~; x) and 
(b; Yo . . . . .  y,~_1; x) are ordered in the same way as (a; Po , - , . ,  P . - t ;  n+m) and 
(b;Qo . . . . .  Qm-~; n+m),  for sequences Po . . . . .  P~-~. Qo . . . . .  Q,..~ enjoying 
P~ < Qi iff x~ < Yi- So, in order to compute p, it is sufficient o look to the finitely 
many cases corresponding to the value x = n + m; the same process determines e.
Theorem 6.4.S. From the following data (relative to a gh~en dilator F): 
(i) Cro. and cry..,; 
(ii) §(a. n; b, m); 
(iii) the relative order of the points Xo . . . . .  x._~ and Yo . . . . .  Y.,-t- 
Then the order retatior~ between (a; xo . . . . .  x._~; x) and (b; Yo . . . . .  y,._~; x) is 
effectively computable. More precisely, we shall wr~te down explicitely an algorithm 
which allows us to compute this order relation from (i)-(iii), independently of E 
P i l l .  If (a; n) = (b; m), then the theorem is a consequence of Theorem 3,2.4. So 
we assume that (a; n) ¢ (b; m), Let k be the smallest integer such that x~k~ ~ YTtk~ 
(in that case, we assume, by symmetry, that x ,~< Y~<k)) if there is one such k, 
k = inf(n, m) otherwise. 
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(i) I f  §(a, n;  b, m) = (p, +), with k/> p, then,  the definit ion of p yields 
(a ;  xo . . . .  , x~-z; x) < (b; y~ . . . . .  Y,,-t; x). 
(ii) If §(a, n;  b, m)=(p , - )  and k~p,  then the definit ion of  p yields 
(b; Yo . . . . .  y , ,~ ;  x) < (a;  xo . . . . .  x~-t; x). 
(iii) If §(a,n;b,m)=(p,e)  and p>k,  then X~<k)<y,~k~ by hypothesis.  The  
definit ion of p implies the existence of  an ordinal x'  and of  sequences x~<- . .  
<x~-l<x' ;  y~<'"  <y . , _ l<x ' , '  with x~,~o~- Y~<o~, . . '  - ' .,X,,<k)--Y~k~,' -  ' such that 
t . . , t  . t (a :  x~ . . . . .  x , -1 ,  x ' )<(b ;  y~ . . . .  Y , - z ,  x ). So, with x'=sup(x, x') 
(a ;x6 , . .  ' "x" )<(b ;y~,  ' "x"). • , Xn - - l ,  • • • , Ym-- l ,  
Proposi t ion 6.4.2 yields 
(a ;  x o . . . . .  x.~_t; x" )<(b :  Yo . . . . .  Y,,~-t; x"), 
and, f rom this, 
(a;  Xo . . . . .  x~-l ;  x )<(b ;  Yo . . . . .  y,,_~; x). 
Theorem 6.4.6. If §(a.n;b,m)=(p.+), §(b,m;c,l)=(q,+), then §(a,n;c, l)= 
(inf(p, q), +)~ 
ProoL  We prove the theorem in the non trivial case (a ;n)~(b;m)~(c ; l ) .  
Assume that §(a, n;  c, l) = (r, ~), then 
(i) r>-inf(p,q): if s = in f (p ,q ) ,  one  can assume s~0,  and let cr =<r~.,, ¢ = cr~.~, 
r =crb.,,, p = Cr¢.~, and choose sequences  Xo, • • •, x~_~, Yo, • - •, Ym-~, Zo, • • •, z~_~, 
bounded by x = n + m + l with X~tos = Y,<o~ = Zp<o~ . . . . .  x~¢~-2~ = Y~c~-2~ = zo~-2~ and 
-e i ther  x~¢~_,~< Y~¢~-z~ < zo¢~-,~. By Theorem 6.4.5 one gets 
(a;  Xo . . . . .  x,_~; x )<(b ;  Yo . . . . .  Y,,-z; x )< (c; zo . . . . .  zH) ;  
-o r  x~s_~> y~s_~> z~.~s-t~. By Theorem 6.4.5, one  gets 
(a ;  Xo . . . . .  x , - z ;  x )> (b; Yo . . . . .  Y,,-z; x )>(c ;  zo . . . . .  z~_l; x). 
This shows that the order ing of  (a ;xo  . . . . .  x~_z; x) ~.nd (c; Zo . . . . .  zt_z;x)  
depends  on the relative order  of x,,~-z) and z,~-a). So r>-s. 
In order  to prove that inf(p, q )~ r, assume that Xo . . . . .  x~_~, zo . . . . .  z~-z enjoy 
X~o~=Zp~o~ . . . . .  x~,_z~=z,~_~,,. We shall prove that (a ;xo  . . . . .  x~_z;x)<" 
(c: zo . . . . .  zH ;  x)" this, together  with (~.) above, wi I entai l  §(a, n;  c, l) = (s, +L 
Remark  that, by Proposit ion 2.3.17, one can suppose that Xo . . . . .  g,-1,  
Zo . . . . .  z~_z, x are limit ordinals (this wilt m~ke the interpolat ion b5 means  of 
Yo . . . . .  y,,_~ possible). (ii) If p=q,  choose a sequence Yo . . . . .  y,,_~, with 
x~o~ = Y~o~ . . . .  , x~<p_z~ = Y~- t ) ;  conclude,  with the help of Theorem 6.4.5, that 
(a;  xo . . . . .  x~_~; x) <(b ;  Yo . . . . .  y,~_~; x )<(c ;  Zo . . . . .  z,-z; x). 
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(iii) if p < q, choose a sequence Yo . . . . .  y,._~, with x,,(o~ =Y~(o), • - - ,  x~(._~) = 
Y~o-~), y .~)< z.~), Again by Theorem 6.4,5: 
(a; Xo . . . . .  x,,_~; x) < (b; yo . . . . .  y,,_~; x) < (c; Zo . . . . .  z~_~; x). 
(iv) If q<p,  ch,~ose a sequence Yo . . . .  ,y,._~, such that Xo~o~= 
Y~<o),..-, xo~.-~ = y.~.-~}, x~<q)< y~}. Once again, Theorem 6.4.5 yields 
(a; Xo . . . . .  x._~; x) <(b ;  Yo . . . . .  y~_~; x )<(c ;  zo . . . . .  z~_~; x). 
Remarks 6.4.7. (i) If §(a, n; b, m) = (p, e), if §(b, m; c, l) = (q, ~'), then 
§(a, n; c, l) = (r, e"), with r ~ inf(p, q). This comes from p~rt (i) of the proof above. 
(ii) So _d(a, n;  b, m) = 2 -~ (when §(a. n; b, m) = (p, e)) defines a metric on rg(F). 
This metric enjoys the ultrametric inequality: 
_d(a, n;  c, l) <~sup(d(a, n; b, m), d(b, m; c, l)~, 
and is discrete. 
Delimllioa 6.4.8. For each integer p, one defines a binary relation r .~  (often p 
denoted ~p) on F(x): 
(a; Xo,. • •, ~-~;  x) ~ (b; Yo . . . . .  y.,_~; x) 
if[: 
(i) §(a, n; b, m)>p/2; 
(ii) if ~r = ~r..~, ~r = %..,, then for all i < 19/2, xo~ = y~,~. 
Proposition 6.4.9. ~ is an equivalence r lation. 
I~ot .  Immediate from Remark 6.4.7(i). 
Remark 6.4.10. The relations ~p generalize the relation ~ of Theorem 3.1.5. 
Ones sees easily that (z, x) ~ (z', x) if[ z ~o z', 
l'l~eorem 6.4.11. For all p, the equivalence classes modulo ~ are intervals. 
P~x~of. By induction on p: assume that A=(a ;xo  . . . . .  x~_x;x) B= 
(b;yo . . . .  .ym_l;x), C=(c;zo . . . . .  zt-1;x), an/d that A~pC,  A~B~C.  We 
show that A ~p B. Assume for contradiction that A 7Lp B 7~ C, then 
(i) if p -=0, then §(a, n; b, m) = (0. e), §(b, m: c, t) = (0, e'). But the definition of 
§ (Definition 6.4.3) forces e = e' = +, so, by Theorem 6.4.6 one gets §(a, n; c, l) = 
(0, +), a contradiction, 
(ii) if p=2q+l ,  the induction hypothesis yields A ~2qB- 'z~C.  So the 
hypothesis A-~pB 7~pC implies x~cq~:y~q~zo~q~. If y~q~<x~q~, then, since 
x~(o~=y~(o),...,x~(._~=y~q_~, and §(a,n;b, ra)>q, it follows by Theorem 
6.4.5, that B < A. So x~cq) < y~¢.}. Simflarily y~t.) < zo~q}, so x~q) < z,~.~, contradic- 
tion with A ~p C, which implies x~.~ = zp~,~; 
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(ii) if p =2q+2,  the induction hypothesis yields A ~, , .~ B ~z,+~ C; so the 
hypothesis A -/~, B 7t, C implies §(a, n; b, m) = (q + l, e) and §(b, m; c. l) = 
(q + 1, e'). Since x~.~o~ = Y.~o~ . . . . .  x,,(~> = y.(~, it follows that e = +; simi!arily, 
~:'=+, so, by Theorem 6.4.6 § (a ,n ;b , l )=(q+l ,+) ,  a contradiction with 
A ~+2 C, 
F,x t ~F ,~ l~ap~i l ion  6.4.12.. (i) I f  f~ I (x ,  y) and z ~p z ,  then F(f)(z) p F()f)(z'). 
(ii) I fTe I (F ,G)  and z ~ z ,  then T(x ) (z ) -  a.~ T(x)(z'). 
(iii) The equivalence class o~ (a; xo . . . . .  x._~; x) modulo ~;,~ consists of one 
point. 
Praat. (i) and (ii) are easy exercises for the reader. For (iii), ob,;erve that 
§(a, n; b, m)~<inf(n, m)~ exept if (a; n )=(b ;  m). So, if 
(a; xo . . . . .  x._~; x) ~2~ (b; Yo . . . . .  Ym-~; x), 
one gets (a; n )= (b, m), and xo ~-- Yo . . . . .  x~-i = Y,.-1. 
6.5. The [unctor branching 
Notations 6.5.1. We shall ase the notation Ik to denote the pair (Ik, k) where Ik is 
an equivalence class modulo -~'~ (F and x :are supposed to be determined by the 
context. If this is not clear, we say 'Ik in F~x)'). Ik is an interval, and observe that 
there is an unique sequence such that Io ~" • • D lk (for i ~< k,/~ is the equivalence 
class modulo ~ containing I~). Define Ik <Jk by: for all z elk, z '~Jk,  z <z '  and 
I k~Jk  tO mean Irk <J~ or Ik =Jk. Define the ordinals IIkl by: 
Iio[ = order type of the set of predecessors of Io for <.  
II.zk÷21 = order type of the set of predecessors of lr2k+ 2for <,  which are included 
in /~2k+t, where I2k+1 ~ I~+2. 
lr=~+d = the ordinal b defined Ly: if (a; Xo . . . . .  x~-1; x) ~ I2k+l, then x~¢k ) = b. 
(If k >~n, lI~.k+d is not defined, but this does not matter.) 
If I~ is an interval in F(x), and f~ I (x ,  y), then we denote by P~)(Ik) the 
interval in F(y) containing the image of/k under F0  ¢) and whkh is an equivalence 
class modulo ~ 'L  Similarily, if T~ I(F, G), we denote by ~'(x)(Ik) the equival- 
ence class modulo ~ '~ containing the image of lk under T(x). 
l~fmt l ion 6.5.2,. (i) If F is a dilator, one defines the function *v~ from F(x) into 
the class of finite sequences of ordinals by: 
~v.~ ((a: xo . . . . .  x ._ ,  ;x))  = (11ol . . . . .  II=. I), 
where 
I z .={(a ;xo  . . . . .  x~_l;x)} and Io=. . .= I~. .  
(ii) If F is a dilator, one defines the function ~J~.f rom rg(~F,.,)* to rg(~F.y)*, 
when fE l(x, y). by: 
6,~(IXo[ . . . . .  txp_d) = ( IP(~(to) t  . . . . .  lPff)(z, ,_,) l) .  
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(iii) If Tel(F, G), then one defines the function ~kr.~ from rg(~..)* to rg(,t~.,)* 
by: 
~.~ (lIol . . . . .  I~,-. dt -- (IT(x)(Io)i . . . . .  t@(x)(l~_,)l). 
Theorem 6.~.3. (i) rg(~o~:~) is a dendroid of type, x. 
(ii) (f,q~,~)~/(x, rg(~.~); y, rg(¢~;~)) and [or all zeF(x ) ,  ~;fCv.~(z)= 
,~v.~F(D( z ). 
(iii) (F_~,C,r.~)~I(x, rg(~) ;x ,  rg(~.~)), and [or all zeF(x), ~G.~T(x)(z)= 
,t'r.~,~.A z ). 
PtmoL First of all, let us r~ote that the sequence (1/ol . . . . .  1191) determines com- 
pletely I s (this justifies Definition 6.5.2). By induction on p: 1Iol determines Io, 
since Io is the Ilolth equivalence class. If p = 2q + 1, then, by induction hypothesis, 
I2q is known, The ordinal lI~,+,l gives the common values x~,~: 
(a;xo . . . . .  x~_ l ;x )e I~+,  iff if belongs to /24 and x~¢q~=[I~+ d. Finally, if p= 
2q+2 and by induction hypothesis I~q~t is known, then I~q,.~ is the 1l~+2[th 
equivalence class modulo ~2q+2 included in I~+1. 
(i) We have to check properties (i)-(v) of dendroids. (i)--(iv) are immediate. For 
instance (ii) ff z ¢ z', then the sequences (Io . . . .  I2,) and (I[ . . . . .  I~)  differ, since 
/2, = {z} ¢{z'} = I~m, so, by the remark above, the sequences (lIo[ . . . . .  112,1) and 
(lI~l . . . . .  lI[,,I) are such that i/il ¢ II[I for some i. 
Property (v) is more delicate. A strictly decreasing sequence in rg(q~F,~)*, for 
the relation 'is an extension' is the same thing as a decreasing sequence I o ~-  • • 
I~ ~- . - .  Define feI(x, ~)  by [(z)=~o. z, and let J, =F([)(I,). So Jo=...  
~J ,~. . . ,  and J,=[a~,b~[ for all n. The ordinals b, are decreasing, so 
b~ = b = constant for all n ;~ N. But, ff (z; Po . . . . .  p,_~; fox) = c e J2r,-+ ~, define 
qo, • • -, q~-1: 
qa.to} =P,r(o},. • •, qc,(N 1~ = P~r(N-I~, 
q,~¢N~ = P,,(~> +1 . . . . .  q~cn-~ =P~,¢n--U + 1 
(this is possible, since p,,¢o~=[Jd . . . . .  p~¢,~-,--- I J~-d are in rgff)). If d= 
(z;qo . . . . .  q~-l;cox), then c--2Nd, so d<b2N, but cTt, z~+id and c<d,  so 
d ~> b~N~, co'atradiction with bzN = b2N+~ =b. 
(ii) ff~:~.~(z) =¢~.~F(f)(z) is just the definition, so all we need to prove is that 
if, ¢~x) is a morphism of dendroids. 
(i): Tr:vial. 
(ii): Irrmediate. If I : ,  ={(z; xo . . . . .  x,_~; x)}, then 
/- (f)(I~.) = {(z; [(Xo) . . . . .  f(x._ ~); y~} 
by Proposition 6.4,12(iii). This shows that ~e-,f maps rg(~v.~) into rg(q~.~). 
(iii): Trivial. 
(iv): Immediate from the fact that l le~(/~+,) l  =f(l/~+~l). 
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(v): Immediate from the fact that I~k < I~- -~ t~(D(I~k)</~(.0(1~). 
(iii) This case is parallel to (ii). 
Theorem 6,5,4. There exL~ts a functor BCH (branching) from DIL to SHD, 
de~ned by: 
BCH(F) = rg(~.~). BCH(T) = ~/,~.,o. 
Moreover, one has: 
(i) BCH(F)°(x)=(x,  rg(q~.~)); 
(ii) BCH(F)°(.f) = (.f, 0F.f) ( = ( f  nt:)); 
(iii) BCH(T)°(x) = (E~, ~r.~). 
Proof. The fact that BCH is a functor is left to the reader. By Proposition 6.3.7 
and Definition 6.3.9, in order to prove that BCH(F) is a sh. dendroid, and 
BCH(T)eI~h(BCH(F),BCH(G)) ,  it suffices to prove that (i) and (ii) define a 
functor BCH(F) ° from ON into DEN, enjoying Proposition 6.3.7(i) -(iii), and that 
(iii) defines a natural transformation from BCH(F) ° to BCH(G) °. 
(1) We claim that (lI01 . . . . .  112~l)erg(~k~,~)nrg(~F.~) iff (1101 . . . . .  I;2~,l~erg(~F.~) 
and lid, 1~31, I1.,I . . . .  ~ rg( f ) .  Assume that I2, ={(z: xo . . . . .  x~_l; y)}, then 
(t/ol . . . . .  I/=,l)~rg(qh~.~), iff I~, =/~(f)(J2,) 
for some Jz~ (={(z; f - l (Xo) . . . . .  f -a(x ,_0;  x)}). So this is equivalent o Xo . . . . .  
x,_~erg(D, which can be written l id . . . . .  112~-d~ rg(.f). This shows clearly that 
rg(~/~.f) is equal to the range of the multilation function mr, so qh~.v = me. This 
proves Proposition 6.3.7(ii). 
rg(~w.~) is homogeneous: (*) is trivial, (**) immediate. 
(2) Using Definition 6.4.3(ii) and (iii), one gets: 
qJG,al~r,~q~F.~ ( Z ) = ¢,o.6~.~ T( x ) ( z ) = eG.~ G (f ) T( x )( z ) 
= ~p6.,T(y)F(D,(z) = ¢,.r.,q~.~F(D(z) = ~r.~,ffv.t~,~(z). 
This proves that ~bo.rq~-~(s)=q~r.~./(s) for all s eBCI i (F)°(x) .  From this 
t/,~,fq.,r,~(s) = ~/~r.~q~,~(s) for all s a BCH(F)°(x) *. This proves that BCH(T) ° is a 
natural transformation. 
Theorem 6.5.5. (i) L1NoBCH=IdDtL. 
(ii) BCHoLIN = Idsrm. 
Proof. ti) The function qrF.x is strictly increasing. If z < z', if 
~..~ (z )  = (I/ol . . . . .  I /2, I), m~.~ (z')  = (t/~,l . . . . .  11£ml), 
choose i minimum such that I~# If, then L < I '  (since z e I~ and z 'e  I~), so 
I/ol =1151 . . . . .  I I , -d - - I / I -1 t ,  I~1<1::1, so ,p~.~(z) <* ,~.x(z ' ) .  From this, the order 
type of BCH(F)°(x)=rg(~Fa) is equal to F(x). So LIN(BCH(F))(x)= 
h.(BCH(F)°(x))=F(x). If [e l (x ,  y), we know that for all z eF(x)$~.~F,~(z)= 
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@F.yFOO(Z). This shows that h f ,  ~tF. f) = F f ) ,  so 
LIN(BCH(F))f)  = h(BCH(F)° f ) )= Off, ~F.f)= F(~.. 
If Te  I(F, G), then, for all z ~ F(x), ~r,~o~.~(z) = ¢pc).~T(x)(z), and this means that 
_h(F_~, t~r,~) = T(x) ,  and from this we conclude that 
LIN(BCH(T))(x) = h(BCH(T)°(x)) = h(E~, ~v.~) = T(x). 
(ii) If D is ash. dendroid, then we have to study first the dilator LIN(D) = F. 
(1) If s~D,  then let z be the order type of the set of predecessors of s; w.r.t. 
the dilator LIN(D), one can write z=(a ;xo  . . . . .  x~_l;to); we have also s= 
(Uo . . . . .  u2,~). From the equality: F f )=h(D°( f ) ) ,  it follows that z erg(F(f)) iff 
s e rg(mf), when fe  I(x, to). From this it follows that m = n, and that Xo . . . . .  x~-i 
are equal to ul, u3, us . . . .  listed in increasing order. Define a permutation cr of ~, 
by or(i)= ] iff u2~+1 = xi. We claim that tr = cro.,. We have to compare the points 
zr=Ff ) (z ) ,  when [el(to,  to). Obviously zr<z~ iff ~ <*s~, with st=mr(s). By 
property (**) of homogeneous dendroids, assume that f(ut) = 
g(ul) . . . . .  f(U2k_l)=g(u2k_t), then, the values of the sequences f and s~ on 
0 . . . . .  2k coincide. Furthermore, if/(U2k÷l) < g(u2k+l), it follows that s r <* s v So 
zf < z~ iff f(ul) = g(uO . . . . .  f(u2k-0 = g(u2k-1), f(u2k+O < g(uzk+l) for some k < 
n, equivalently f(x~<o)) = g(x~(o~) . . . . .  f(x~(k-1)) = g(x~k-1)), f(X~tk)) < g(X,.<~3. By 
Theorem 3.2.4, this proves our claim. 
(2) We shall now compute the relations ~ in LIN(D)(to). If s'= 
(Vo . . . . .  v~,~)~D, if z '=(b;yo  . . . . .  y,._~;co) is the order type of the set of 
predecessors of s', then we calim that 
z~z '  iff Uo=Vo . . . . .  u~=v~. 
Assume that z ~ z'. So x~,) = y.,~ for all i < k/2, hence u2~+~ = v2~+~ for all i such 
that 2 i+l~<k.  Let r=[kl2] (the greatest integer ~<k/2): by hypothesis, 
§ (a ,n ,b ,m)>k/2~r ,  so o'(i)<o-(r) iff r ( i )<r ( r ) ,  for all i<r  (with ~r=cro.~, 
r=Crb..0. So there are functions f, g, h~I(to, to) such that f(x.<~)=g(x.,~)= 
h(x,~,)) for all i<  r, and f(x~(~)< g(y~<,))< h(x~.)). Now, with z~ = Ff) (z ' ) ,  Corol- 
lary 6.2.5 yields: zf<z'~<z, .  With s~= m~(s'), this gives s t <* s~ <* sh. Property 
(**) of homogeneous dendroids (since [(u21.~)= g(uzi+0 = h(u2~.0 for all i such 
that 2i + 1 < 2r) yields: 
~((Uo  . . . . .  u~,)) = m~((Uo . . . . .  u~) )  = ~ ((Uo . . . . .  u~,)) (=A) ,  
mc((Vo . . . . .  v : , ) )  = m~((Vo . . . . .  v~,)) = m~((vo  . . . . .  v~,)) (=B). 
So the inequalities s t <* ' <* s~ sh can be rewritten A * t¢ <* B * t~ <.* A * t~, and so 
A = B. This forces u~ = v~ for all i ~<2r, This proves that uo = vo . . . . .  v~ when k is 
even. When k is odd, the equality u~,.~ = v2,+t has been established too. 
Conversely, assume that Uo=Vo . . . . .  Uk =V~. Observe that u~+~<u2.~ iff 
v2~+~<v2~+~, for i<r. If k is odd, then k=2r+l ,  and this is clear. If k is even, 
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then by property (iii) of dendroids, the point u2,+~ =v~,,+x cannot lay inside the 
interval [u~,+, v2,+1] or [v2,+, u2r+t]. 
So, it is possible to define f, g. h exactly as above, and i~ is immediate that 
s t <* , <* .,  s, sh. So z f<~,  za, The definition of §(a,n;b,m) shows that 
§(a,n:b, m)>r, so §(a,n;b, m)>k12. Also, the hypothesis can be r~written 
x~,~ = Y, to for all i < k]2, so z ~k z'. 
(3) Let us now compute the ordinals II:,l. Assume that z ~ Ik, and let s be as 
above. We claim that Ix~t = u~: 
- f f  k is odd, then Ilkl=x~k_l/2~ = u~,, 
- i f  k = 0, then z ~o z' iff uo = vo, Io is the uoth class, so Izol -- to, 
- i f  k =2p+2,  then z "~p+l z' iff Uo=Vo . . . . .  uzp+~ =v2p÷i, so t~ distinguishes 
between various classes modulo ~ included in I2p+~. From this, again Ix~t = u~. 
(4) From (3), it is possible to compute BCH(LIN(D)). This dendroid is the 
range of the function defined by: 
~.(s)=(tXol . . . . .  II~.1), with t2. --{z}, 
so A(s)=s for all s~D, From this BCH(LIN(D))= D. 
(5) Finally we compute BCH(LIN(g)) when g E l.,h(D, D'). if g(s) = s", and if z" 
is the order type of s" in D', then 
BCH(LIN(g))(s) = (l~(.,)(Xo)l . . . . .  I~(o,)q2.)l), with T= LIN(g). 
But by definition T(to)(z)= :", and we know by (3) that (if z"eJk in D') that 
1I~1= w~ (i~ s"=(Wo . . . . .  w~o,), so 
BCH(LIN(g))(s) = s" = g(s). 
CoroUary 6.5.6. The fimctors BCH and LIN commute to direct limits and pull- 
backs. 
Proof. Trivial from the fact that they are isomorphisms. 
Remark 6.$.7. The functor length of Theorem 5.1.1 is related to BCH as follows: 
LH(F)'-'{x;(x)eBCH(F)*}, LH(T) (x)=y if[ BCH(F)((x))=(y).  
This is immediate from Remark 6.4.10. 
7. ~ and m~ti-dendroids 
7. I. Quasi .dendroids 
l~fmit ion 7.1.1. A quasi-dendroid D o[ type x is a pair (x, D) where x is an 
ordinal and: 
(i) D is a set of finite sequences s =(xo . . . . .  x~), such that, for all i<~n 
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-either x~ is an ordinal, 
-or  x~ is a pair (a~, -),  with a~ < x, Such a pair will be denoted by a~, (For instance 
s = (0, ¢o, 5, ¢o + 1, ca + ~o)~. 
(ii) If s=(x0 . . . . .  x , )eD,  then, for re<n, (xo . . . . .  x~)C:D. 
(iii) If D*={( )}A{s ;s*s 'eD for some s'}, then, if x, x' are ordinals and 
s * (x) c D*, then s * (x') ¢ D*. 
(iv) There is no sequence (x~) such that for all n, (xo . . . . .  x, -t)e D*. 
Remarks 7,1.2, (i) We shall abbreviate 'quasi-dendroids' by the letters qd. We 
shall usually speak of 'the qd. D'. 
(ii) Dendroids can be considered as particular qd. If D is a dendroid, define a 
qd. D' by: 
D' ={x0, _xl, x2 . . . . .  _x2 . . . .  x2,); (Xo, xl, x2 . . . . .  x2,-,, x2,)C D}. 
We shall identify dendroids with their associated qd?s. 
(iii) The height h_(D) of a qd. D is its order type for the order <* defined as in 
Remark 6.2.7(0 (when defining <*, we forget the undertinings). There is a 
bijective function Co from D to _h(D), such that s <*S'+~¢D(S)<¢D(S'). 
Renmrlm 7.1,3. Quasi-dendroids are introduced in order to permit a more 
flexible use of dendroids. More precisely, we shall define an equivalence r lation 
= between qd., such that 
(i) all operations defined on qd. (~,Y~*, ~...) will be compatible with the 
equivalence, 
(ii) each equivalence class modulo = contains one and only one dendroid: this 
will be done by means of a 'normalization' procedure, which transforms a qd. into 
a dendroid. Let us start with an example, 
Let D be the qd. 
i 3 s .8 o~ s 
o 
3 7 j 
0 
and we shall try to construct a (n equivalent) dend~oid D '= N(D). 
(1) First we compute the height of D: _h(D) = 16. D' will have the same height: 
_h(D') = 16. More precisely, to each s ~ D. we shall associate a sequence v(s), and 
D' will be rg(v). 
(2) When constructing v(s) from s, we keep the underlined elements in their 
order; but, in a dendroid, repetitions of underlined (i.e., of odd index) elements 
are forbidden, so it is necessary to consider the underlined elements according to 
their order of apparition, and without repetition. 
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Def~don 7.1,4. (i) If s = (a~ . . . . .  a,) is a sequence consisting of ordinals and of 
underlined ordinals, one defines Oct(s) by: Occ(s)= (xo . . . . .  xv_l), with 
-x~ are pairwise distinct ordinals; 
- there is a function [e l (p ,n÷l )  such that for all i<n+l  such that a~ is 
under'.ned, there is an i<  p such that a I = ~ = a¢,~, and f(i)~< i- 
(ii5 We denote by Occ t'  the function defined on _h(D5 by: 
Occt'(z) = Occ(~,3'(z)) 
(Remark 7.1.3 continued). Hence, for s~D,  such that Occ(s)=(xo . . . .  xo_ 0, 
v(s) = (bo . . . . .  bz~), with b:~.~ = _xl. For instance, let s = (5.7_, _2, 2_, 7_), then 
Occ(s) = (7, 2) and 
v(s) = (bo, 7, t'2.2-, b4). 
(3~ So, it remains to compute the coefficients b2~, and this will be done by 
means of equivalence classes ~o We first make a practical computation: p.
(a) In D*, take all maximal sequences without underlinings. We obtain the 
folk~wing sequences in our example: 
so = (0, 2), st = (0, 3), s2 = (0, 7), s~ = (5). 
Then consider in D the classes Co . . . . .  (73 defined by C, ={s ~ D;  s extends ~}. 
These classes are intervals for <* (they are the equivalence classes for ~o°). 
This enables us to compute the first coefficient of v(s): v(s)= (i)*u(s), where i 
is such that s ~ ~.  For instance, we obtain: 
V(S) = (3, 7, b2, 2, ha) ,  when s = (5, 7, 2, -2, 7_). 
(b) Consider now the sequence t =(5, 7_, 2.). All extensions of D satisfy 
v(s) = (3, 7, 0, 2) ,  u(s) (we admit that b2 = 0): we try to compute the first coeffi- 
cient b4 of u(s). All coefficients a such that (5, 7, 2_, a)~ D* are ,mdedined, but 
remark that condition b.l , l( i i i )  is not fulfilled. This motivates the following 
decomposition of 19, ={seD and s extends t}. Remark that Occ(t)=(7, 25. 
We shall classify s = (5, 7, 9_,,, a )*s '  according to the value of a: 
-a  <2:  this gives the sequence So = (5, 7,_2, 0.5; 
-a  = 2-: then we have to look to the next underlined point in s, because 2 is not a 
new underlined point. This gives three classes made of one point: 
s~ = (5, 7, _2, _2,-65, : =(5, 7,2_, 2_, 7), s~ = (5, _2, _2, _8) 
(sl, sz, s3 are not equivalent modulo -4 ,  because the last coefficient of these three 
points is in a different situation, w.r.t. 75; 
-2<a <7:  this introduces a class consisting of the only point s4 = (5, 7, _2, _6); 
-a  =7:  no point; 
-a  > 7 gives a two-point cla~s~ consisting of ss = (5, 7, 2, 8_) and ss = (5, 7, _2, 10). 
Finally we have obtaine<l six classes modulo ~4, and these classes yield values 
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0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 for b4. Finally one obtains D': 
0 0 0 0 f~, 0 
I I i J I 
o _6 e £ e I__o 
1 
! io ! i 
It remains to give the precise definition of the relations O .  
Defmifion 7.1o5. Let D be qd. and let p be an integer, then 
(i) if s~D,  then s ~,s ;  
(ii) if s~s ' ,  then: s ~2p+t s' iff for some t, s=t*u ,  s'~=t*u', and Oct(t) has 
p+l  elements (i.e., Occ(t)=(ao . . . . .  ~,)) and s ,~: , s  ' iff for some t, x, x'. 
s = t*(x_)*u, s '= t*(._x')*u', Occ(t) has p elements (i.e., Occ(t)=(ao . . . . .  av_l)), 
and for all z e.Occ(t)z~[x, '], 
The equivalences ~O are also defined on _h(D) by means of 
s --k S' iff '~o(S) --k ~o(S'). 
Definition "/.1.6. We define the following equivalep~ce rc!ation between qd. of the 
same type: D = D' iff: 
(1) h_(D) = h_(D'). 
(2) The equivalence relations -~ and ~ '  defined on t3(D) are the same. 
(3) The functions Occ ° and Occ °', defined on /_z(D) are equal. 
Proposition 7.1.'/. On _h(D), the equivalence classes modulo ~ are intervals, 
Proof. (i) If k is odd, let s e D. Then either 
card({a; _a occurs in s})<(k+ 1)/2: 
the equivalence class of s consists of s alone, or 
card({a; ~.~ occurs in s})/-- (k + 1)/2: 
if s = (xo . . . . .  x,) choose i minimum such that: 
card({a; a occurs in (Xo . . . . .  .~)}) = (k + 1~/2. 
then s ~k s' iff s' =(xo . . . . .  x,)*t'. So the equivalence classes modulo -k  are of 
the form {to*S; to*Se D}. T~is induces an interval of h(D). 
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(ii) If k is even, we proceed a~ in (i). If 
card({a; a occurs in sD~ < :'!2, 
then the equivalence class of s co~s;sts of one element, otherwise, choose i 
minimum sud~ that 
card({a; _a occurs in (xo . . . . .  xd}) = k/2+ 1. 
Let t=txo . . . . .  x~_ 0, then x~=a for some a. Let I be the greatest interval 
containing a, and such that, if c ~ I, then _c does not occm- in t, then the 
equivalence class of s is the set 
{t*(c)*s';  t*(c_)*c 'eD and ce I} .  
Again the image of this set under CD, is an interval, 
l l em~k 7.1.8. If D is a dendroia, then (xo . . . . .  X,)~kD(y0 . . . . .  y,~) iff either 
k ~ n, m and (xo . . . . .  x~) = (Yo . . . . .  Yt) or (xo . . . . .  x,) = (Yo . . . . .  y.,). Obviously 
O~x:(xo . . . . .  x~,) = (x~, x~ . . . . .  x2,-d, 
Definition 7.1.9. We use the notation lk for an equivalence class modulo ~k in 
h(D). Then we define the norms [lkt: 
(i) IIo[ =order type of {I~I6 < Io} (< is defined in Notations 6.5.1). 
(ii) ]I2t.zt = order type of 
{I;.~*2; F,k+2 < I:~-2 and I~+2c  I2t+~}, 
where I2k+1 is defined by [2k_.zcl2k+a. 
(iii) [I:k+~l=a~, if, for some x~I :k÷l ,  Occ(x)=(ao . . . . .  o~-0, with n>k;  
I I~+d is undefined otherwise. 
i l e r t~k  7.1,10. The intervals I~ associated with a dendroid are in bijection with 
all sequences s = (ao . . . . .  ak) of D*: 
q;o(t)~it iff 3s '  ( t=s*s ' ) ,  
It is immediate that lIkl =x~. 
Ltmnria 7 .1 .U,  Assume that Ik < I'k, and that, i[ k~0,  It, I'k c Ik-*, then (pro- 
vided It and I'~ are defined), l lt i<lI~tl. 
Proo|, (i) If k is even, this is simply trivial. 
(ii) If k =2/+ 1, choose s and s' such that ~,~(s)e I~, ~o(s')~ I~. Assume that 
s = (xo , .  • ,  x . ) ,  s '  - -  (xo' . . . . .  x ' ) ,  Occ(s) --:- (ao . . . . .  ap-l), Occ(s') = 
(a~ . . . . .  a~-t). Since lk and I~, are defined, it follows that p, q > l, choose i and ] 
minimum such that x~=_at, x~=_a~, then, s -k_ l s '  forces i= i  and Xo = 
x~ . . . . .  &-i  = x'_~; since s <* s', one gets as ~< aL Fxtuality is impossible, because 
this would give s ~ks ' .  So a~<a~ i.e., lid<It'll. 
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DdJg l lon  "/.1.12. Assume that D is a qd., then one defines N(D) as follows: if 
x~h(D) ,  let s~ =(Ixol . . . . .  112.1), with sEI~ and n =card(Occ(x)). q~en N(D)= 
{s~; x ~ _h(D)}. (One can also introduce v by v(t) = s,,t~ v) 
Theorem "/.1.13. N(D) is a dendroid. 
lProo|. First observe that the function x,~s~ is strictly increasing. If x<x ' ,  ff 
s~ = (lI01 . . . . .  112. I), if s~, -- (1161 . . . . .  lx~.~t), observe first that 12, = {x}, I~,~ = {x'}. If 
y a 12,, and y~ x, then y ~ 2, x implies, by Definition 7.1.6(iii). that Occ(x) has at 
least n + 1 dements, a contradiction. 
Choose i minimum such that I~ I ' ,  then It < I~, and, if i~:O, I~-~=I~-1. By 
Lemma 7.1.12, I / , l< l t l l  (and also Ixol---II~1 . . . . .  I I , -d - - I /~-d) ,  so  s~ <*  s~.. Th is  
shows that h_ (N(D))= h. (D). 
Conditions 6.1.10) and (ii) are trivially fulfilled. Assume that x ~ h.(D), then the 
ordinals [I~[ . . . . .  112,-d are pairwise distinct and less than the type of D. If x < y, 
assume that s~ = (1101 . . . . .  Ix2~l, a . . . .  ) and s~ = (I/. I  . . . . .  I I~.l,  b . . . .  ), and let s'---" 
t0~,~(x), s"=~0~(y), then s'~zps", Choose t as in Definition 7.1.5(ii), then s '=  
t * (_c)* t', s" = t * (_d) * t", and I l l i  . . . . .  iX2.-~i ~ [c, d]. Observe that necessarily a = c 
and b = d. This proves condition 6.1.1(iii). 
Condition 6.1.1(iv) is immediate. 
Finally, assume that (1101 . . . . .  tx . - , I )  ~ N(D)* for all n, then Io = ' "  = I ,  = . . . .  
as seen in part (i) of the proof of Proposition 7.1.7, the intervals 12k÷~ are of the 
form: ~tk*s; tk *s ~ D}, and obviously tk+x is a strict extension of tk, contradiction 
with Definition 7.1.1(iv). This proves condition 6.1.1(v). 
Proposition 7.1.14, N(D) is the unique dendroid such that N(D)= D. 
ProoL First observe that N(D)= D when D is a dendroid. This is immediate 
from Remarks 7.1.8 and 7.1.10. Obviously, N(D) and D have the same as- 
sociated h, ~k and Occ, so N(D)=D. Finally, if D=D'  and D'  is a dendro~d. 
then, since N(D') is built from the data h(D'), ~) ' ,  Occ °', we get N(D) = N(D'); 
but N(D')= D', so D '= N(D). 
Remark 7.1.15. Equivalently: D = D'  iff N(D) = N(D'). 
De~tnilion 7.1.16. If (x, D) and (x', D') are qd., then I(x, D; x'. D') is the set of 
all pairs if, g) such that: 
(i) f ~ I(x, x'), 
(ii) g is a function from D* to D'*, which sends D into D', 
(iii) g(( ))= ( ) ,  
(iv) g(s * (a)) = g(s)* (f(a)), 
(v) if a is an ordinal, g(s * (a)) = g(s)* (b) for some ordinal b (depending on s, 
a). If g(s * (a')) = g(s)* (b') and a < a', then b < b'. 
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Definition 7.1.17. The following data define a category QDN: 
objects: quasi-dendroids (x, D); 
morphisms from (x, D) to (x', D'): I(x, D; x', D'). 
Deflaltion 7.1,18. Assume that (x,D)-~(x,D'), (y,E)~.(y,E').  
I(x~ D: y, E) and f', g')~ I(x, D'; y, E'), then (f. g)= (f'. g') means 
(i) f = f ' ,  
(ii) ~EgcB ~ = ~E,g'~,~,, 
We shall also use the notation g = g' for (f, g)=(f, g'). 
If (f, g) E 
Det~umllien 7.1.19. Let D be a qd., and let v ° be the order preserving map from 
D to N(D), similarily for D'. If (_f, g)E I(x, D; x'. D'), then it is possible to define 
a function N(g) from N(D)* to N(D')*, in such a way that: 
v°'(g(s)) = N(g)vD(s) for all s E D. 
The functor F(x, D)=(x, N(D)), F(f, g)=([, N(g)) is called the functor nor- 
malization: it is a functor from QDN to DEN. 
Proposition 7.1.2,0, (i) It is possible to define N(g) as in Definition 7.1.19. 
(ii) g = g' iff N(g) = N(g'). 
1~,~t. Obvious, left to the reader. Obser-v~ that, if one defines g(Ik) to be the 
interval Jk (in D') containing (Ik), then it is immediate that ~ is strictly increasing 
for <,  and that I~(x~)l =f ( l I~t )  when k is odd. Obviously 
N(g)(l~o! . . . . .  I/2,1) - (l~'(Xo)i . . . . .  l~(X=,)t). 
Remark 7.1.21. The notion of quasi-dendroid permits to distinguish between 
various notions of mutilation: 
(i)-if (x',D') is a qd. and f~I(x,x'), then it is possible to define fD' and t~ '  
such that (f, ~ ' )~ I(x. ¢D'; x', D'), by: 
~(  . . . .  ~ . . . . .  ~ . . . .  )=(  . . . .  x, . . . . .  f !x j )  . . . .  ), 
~D' = {s; ~(s)  ~ D'}, 
This c0n'esponds exactly with Example 6.1.5(i). Obserx'e that, even if S' is a 
den6roid, then CD' needs not to be a dendroid. 
(ii) if (x', D') is a qd., if f~I(x~ x'), then one defines f-l(D') and m~' such that 
(f, m~')~ I(x, f-~(D'): x', D'), by: 
F I (D ') = N(fD'), m~'= Nttx~'). 
Again this corresponds to Example 6.1.5(ii) and (iii) in the case of a dendroid. 
(iii) What makes definition (ii) possible (or at least of some intere3t) is the 
compatibility of the mutilation defined in (i) and the equivalence of qd. If D : D', 
then ~D ~.fD' a~d ~=~' .  
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7.2. Constructions involving dendroids 
Most cf the proofs of this section are omitted. 
Defudtk, n "/.2.1. (i) Assume that (D~)~<o is a family of qd of the same type x, 
then one defines a new qd. D=~<~D, ,  of type x. 
D = {(i)* s; s~D3.  
Obviously _h(~-<~ D,) = E,<~ h(D,). 
(ii) Assume that (D~)j<b is another family of qd. of the same type y, that 
h~ I(a, b) and Q¢, g)~I(x,  Di; y, D~,~,)) for all i<a,  then one defines a function 
g = ~i<f g~ by: 
g((i)* s) = (h(i))* g~ (s). 
If D'  =~s<b D~, then (f, g)¢ I(x, D; y, D'). 
Proposition 7.2.2. (i) I~ [or all i, D~ : E~, then V~,<a D~ -=~,<~ .  If for all i, g~ =/~, 
then ~i<f g~ :~,<f h,. 
/[ (Di)i<~ is a [amily of dendroids of the same type, ther~ the notation _~,<~ D~ will 
denote in [act N(~i<~ Di), similarily for ~<f g~. 
(ii) I~ (Di),<~ is a faimily of sh. dendroids, then the sum ~-i<~ D~ is again ash. 
dendroid. If .e~  Ish(Di, D~))  [or all i < a, then 
(iii) The sum of sh. dendroids corresponds to the sum of dilators: 
LIN(,~ D,) = ~ LIN(D,), LINq~f ga) = ~ LIN(~). 
Remagks 7.2.3. One can transfer to dendroids and qd. most of the definitions 
connected with sums: 
(i) a qd. D is perfect iff D :Dr +D2-->Dt =~ or D2=0, and h(D)#O. Equi- 
valently, either _h(D) = 1, or h(D)>~ 1and there exists s such that all s 'e D can be 
written s' = s * (a)* t' for some a and t', and no element in s is underlined. If D is 
a dendroid, then s = (0); 
(ii) a dendroid D is equal to a sum of perfect d~ndroids; this decomposition is 
unique; 
(iii) so dendroids can be classified in four kinds, exactly as in Definition 3,1,7. 
The classification extends to qd. by means of ~. 
(iv) of course perfect sh. dendroids correspond to perfect dilators, and sh. 
dendroids of kinds 0, 1, to, and 1"~ correspond respectively to dilators of kinds 0, 1, 
Dellnilion 7.2.4. (i) Assume that (D~)k~ is a family of qd. of type a~ then or~e 
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defines a new qd, D = ~*~,, D~ of type a; 
D ~ {(j)*s; s c D~}. 
(ii] If (D~)~<~ is another family of qd. of type b, and h~I(a,b),  then, if 
(h, ~)~ I(a, Di; b, D~,~n), one defines g = Y'.~*<h g,, g((j)*s) = (_h(j))*g,(s). Clearly 
(h, g)~ I(a, D; b, D'L 
Plmlmsition 7.2.$. (i) I[ D is as in Definition 7.2.4(i), then D is perfect. 
(ii) ~* is compatible with -~. So, we shall use the notation ~.*,<~ D~, when D~ are 
dendroids to denote N x(~.7*,~a Dt). 
Remarks 7.2.6. (i) Every qd, can be obtained (modulo = ) by a transfinite 
iteration of ~* and ~. 
(ii) This induces the following principle of proof: (induction on quasi- 
dendroids). Assume that P(.) is a property of quasi-dendroids of type x which is 
compatible with ~, i.e., P(D) and D ~ D'--* P(D'), and suppose that 
-P(0)  (0 is the void dendroid). 
-P(1)  (1 is a qd. of the form {(a)} for some aeON) ;  
-ff  for all i < z P(Di), then P (~<.  D~); 
- i f  for all i<x  P(D,), then P(~"~,<. D~). 
Then, one can conclude to: for all D of type x, P(D). (Proof: if -TP(D); if 
s ~ D, let D~ = {t; s * (t) ~ D}, if s ~ D, let D = 1. By hypothesis, TP(D()). Assume 
that we have constructed s , ,eD* -D such that ~P(D~), Since (with s =s . )  
D =~,<~ D~.(,) for some z, or D -=Y~i*<~ D .cn. then in both cases it will be possible 
to find s.+~=s.*(i) or s,,*(j) such that ~P(D~.,). P(O) and P(1) force s.+l to 
belong to D*, but not to D. We have a obtained a s.d.s, in D*. (N.B. the 
principle of induction on quasi-dendroids has nothing to do with induction ~n 
dilators.) 
(iii) Assume that D is a sh. dendroid, and let D,, =(E~-)(D). D. can be 
= Y.. D. is ash.  dendroid, denoted considered as .-. dendroid of type ~o. then D' *
by ~ D. Similarly, if g ~ I~,(D, D'), define g. = g°(n), and g' =~*  g., then g '= 
~ gc / . , ( i  D.~ D'). 
(iv) The operations $ on sh. dendroids and on dilators are isomorphic: 
Remm~ 7.2."/. It is possible to find the analogue of fl,}wers: a qd. D is a flower iff: 
(i) s *(_a)~ D*, s'*(a')¢ D* and s, s' without underlinings--~ s = s'. 
(ii) s * (_a)* (s')* (_b) e D* and s without underlinings ~ b >~ c,. 
(iii) s, s '~ D, s without underlinings, ' with underlinings---~ ~ <* s'. 
Observe that ash,  dendroid D is a flower iff LIN(D) is a flower. (Use the fact 
that F is a flower itI F=(1~-F', with F'  perfect and all notations 
(z: xo . . . . .  ~-.1; x)v, are such that cry,.(0) = n - 1). 
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Definition 7.2.8. (i) define the category/}SHD: 
objects: sh. dendroids of k ind/2,  i.e., D=D'+D" ,  D '  pe~ect, h(D')  ~ 1, 
morphisms from D to E: the set 01~,(D, E) of g~I~,(D, E), which can be 
written g = g '+ g", g' e Ish(D', E'), g"~ Ish(D", E"), D", E" perfect. 
(ii) If y is an ordinal, then one can define a functor SEP(-) ~ from ~SHD to 
SHD, as follows: 
- f f  D is perfect, let DI = D°(y +to). In DI take a sequence (0, x)* s '=  s; 
(1) if x ~> y, remove s, 
(2) if x<y,  and some y'~x+t~ is such that y' occurs in s'. remove s, 
(3) otherwise, replace s by s#: s can be written 
S=So*(a_o)*" .*s,_l*(_a,,)*s~ with So . . . . .  s~ 
without underlinings. Let s#=so*to*...*s~_l*~,*s~, with t, =(a,) if ai 6x ,  and 
t~ = (x + 1, a~ - x -. 1) otherwise. 
The result of the operations (i)-(3) is D:. Let SEP(D) v = N(D~). 
- f f  D is not perfect, D = D'+ D", let SEP(D) ~ = D'  +SEP(D") v. 
- i f  f¢  ~I~h(D, E), then the definition of SEP(t3 ~ is left to the reader. 
Proposition 7.2.9. The functors SEP(.) ~ on ODIL  and OSHD correspond to each 
other: 
LIN(SEP(D) y) = SEP(LIN(D))', LIN(SEP(f)') = SEP(LINQ*))L 
Definition 7.2.10. (i) Assume that D is a qd. of type x and height a, that E is a 
qd. of type y and height b and that b = x, then one defines a new qd. DE of type y 
and height a, as follows: given a sequence 
s=so*(_ao)* ' " *s~- l * (~)*s , ,  with so . . . . .  s, 
without under~Jnings, let t~ = rC~(a~), where q~ is the order-preserving bijection 
from E to _h(E)= x. Then define 
s'=so*to*" "*s,_t*t~*s, 
and let DE = {s'; s ~ D}. 
(ii) If D and E are dendroids, then DE will denote N(DE). 
(iii) If D and E are sh. dendroids, then oTle defines DoE by: DOE=: 
D°(h_(E))E; DoE is a sh. dendroid (this follows from Proposition 7.2.11 below). 
Proposition 7.2.11. (i) Assume that (f, f') ~ [(x, D; x', D'), (g, g') ~ I(y, E ;  y'. E'), 
that x = _h(E), f = _h(g'), then one can de, he (g, f") ~/(y, DE; y', D'E') by the 
condition hff '~) = bff'). 
(ii) Hence f(DE)= ht~D) JE ,  and 
(iii) If f ~ I~(D, D'), g ~ I~(E, E'), then one can define fog e I~( D o E, D' o E') 
by: fog = D°(g). 
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(iv) The funetor o deline~ by Deliniaon 7.2A0 and tSoposition 7.2.11(iii) 
co~sponds to o in DIL: 
L IN(DoD' )  = LIN(D)oLIN(D') .  L IN(fof ' )  = LIN(.f) oLIN(f'). 
7.3. Hierarchies 
Defmill~n 7.3.1. Assume that D is a qd of type w, and that D is finimry: this 
means that, for all saD* ,  the set {a; ae~)N and s* (a )eD*}  is finite. Then one 
defines the following hierarchies of numlr,r-theoretic functions: 
(i) 
3,o(n)=0, where 0 is the void qd. 
v~(n) = 1, where 1 is any qd. D ={(a0)}, for some a0eON.  
3'x,~o,(n) = Vr, o(n) +" • • + Vo~_,(n). 
~'r~..o,(n) = 3"a,(n) +" ' • + 3'r,~,(n). 
3' is called the pointwise hierarchy. The name comes from the fact that 3"o(n) 
can be computed from values yD,(n), with the same n, or equivalently, what is 
defined by induction is the value 3~o(n) (and not the function 3"0) 
(ii) 
6o(m, n) = O. 
81(m, n )= 1. 
6r . . . . .  o,(rn, n)=3"oo(m)+.'.+3"o~_,(m)+6o~(rn, n), i f  h_(Dk)#O. 
8~:..o,(m, n) = 3"oo(m + 1) +.  • • + VD,_,(m + n). 
8 is called the double pointwise hierarchy. 
(iii) 
Oo(m, n)  = , .  
O,(m. n) = m ~- n. 
OL.~a(m, n) = Or~(m, Oo,(n| . . . .  Oo~_,(m, n) . . .)). 
0~...~(,,,  , )  =Oa lm,  OD,(m . . . .  Oo._~(m, n) . . .)). 
(iv) In general, if f is a function from N:  to N, define g = Un(f), as follows: 
g(n) = f(n. 0) + (f(n + 1, 1 ) -  f (n -  1, 0)) + (f(n - 2. 2 ) -  f(n - 2, 1)) +. • • 
+ (f(O, n) - f (O ,  n -  1)). 
It is easy to see that 3"0 = Un(8o); one defines )t o = Un(0o). AD is the iterative 
hierarchy, whereas 0D is the double iteraave hierarchy. 
7.3.2, (i) ,li D = D', then ,/~ = y~,, ~D = ~D,. Ov = Or,,, ;~D = AD,. 
(ii) 3"D(n) = h_(E~t(P)), 
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(iii) if D is ash. dendroid o[ kind n, then 
8o(m, n) = ~to,(m), with D'  = SEP(D) ' ,  
(iv) 0 and A a~ related to A in the following way: ~f D = BCH(Fh  then 
(provided BCH(AD)  is [initary) 
X.(m) = (AP)(m), OD(m, n)= (AF)(m, n). 
l~moi. (i) Trivial. In fact, when we define the hierarchies by 
v~,.,~(n) =. . . ,  
we are already working modulo =. 
(ii) By induction on D. If D is void, then E~*(D) is void, and Tic(n)= 0. If 
D={(ao)} for some a0eON,  then E~I(D)=D, and 3,D(n)=h(D)= 1. If D= 
Z,<k 1:)., then 
E~(D) = ~ E~X(D~) and h_(E~X(D))= ~ /j(ET;(D~)). 
t<k  I<k 
The induction hypothesis gives the result. Similarily, if D=~*,<,D,, then 
h_ (E~(D)) = Y.~<, _h(E~(D~)), etc . . .  
(iii) Assume that D is ash.  dendroid of kind O, then D can be written 
~o .... D ~0 .... k ... o IP-Z ~ p / / -  
where D0 . . . . .  Do-l ,  D~ . . . . . .  D~ . . . .  are qd. Define D'[ = D:T~, where ?~ is the 
dendroid BCH(i +_.._! + Id): 
o 1 . . .  k . . . .  
0 1 . . . . .  i +1 
and let D" be: 
~0 I n-1 
Then it is immediate that D"~-SEP(D)" = i)t Also. Vo-(m) is equal to 
YD,(m) + . . . .  ~" TO..,(m) + To~ ( 1 + m) +" • " + (So;_,(n + m) = 8D(m, n). 
(iv) We first prove a lemma: if D is a qd. of kind O. and if D '  = D o To (To as in 
(iii) above), then OD,(m, n )= #o(m, l+n) -1 .  ",/de argue by induction on D:  the 
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cases 0 and l are immediate, since D '= D in these cases. If D=~,<~/9,,  then 
D'  = ~<k D[, and 
Oo,(m, n) ~. Om(,n . . .  0o~. , (m,  n))  = 0m( , ,  . . . .  0~ ,(m, n + t ) . . . ) -  1, 
using the induction hypothzsis. If D ~:)..~<,~ D , then D '= D~+~-<,~ D~÷~, and 
OD,(m, n)  = Oo~,(m, . . . Oo.(m, n ) .  . .)) 
= 0Do(m . . . .  0_,~ (m, n+ 1) . . . ) - -  1 = 0D(m, n+ 1) -1 .  
Now, we prove (iv), by induction of F such that D = BCH(F). Observe that F is 
weakly finite. If F=O or F=_I, then this is immediate. If F=F'+I_, then 
0o(m, n)= OD,(m, m+ n), and (~F)(m, n)=(AF' ) (m,  m +'n). If F is of kind O, 
write SEP(F)" = G + Fo +" • " + F, ~, then we have: 
(AF}(,n, n) = (AFo~,(m . . . .  1 + (AF,_,)(m, 0) . . . ) .  
Let E = BCH(G), D["= BO-I(F~). then, with the notations of (ii;) above, E-~Do+ 
• . .+Dp_, ;  D["~.D[' if i~ko,  D '=O otherwise. Hence, using the induction 
hypothesis: 
(AF)(n,, n) = 0E(m, 1 + Ot~;(m . . . .  1 + OD:_,(m, 0) . . . )  
But, by the lemma just proved, OD: (m, p) = OD:(m, p + i + 1)-- i -- ! ; hence 
(AF)(m, n) : OE(m, Ot~(m . . . .  Oo~_,(m, n) . . .) = Oo(m, n). 
The equation Xo(m)= (AF)(m) can easily be obtained by applying Un to both 
sides, remarking that, ff ;f(n, m) = F(n, m), then Un(t')(m) = Un(F)(m). 
Theorem 7,3,3. (comparison of hierarchies). If D is a sh. dendroid, detine D'= 
AD by: D'= BCH(ALIN(D)); then (provided D and D' are ]initary) 
(i) Oo(m. n) = 8^D(m, n), 
(ii) Xo(m) = 7Ao(m) ,  
for all m, n < a~. 
Proof, (i) OD(m, n) = (AF)(m, n) = 8^o(~r,, n), with F = LIN(F ). 
(ii) comes from (i) by applying Un to both sides. 
Remarks 7.3.4. (i) For the 'natural' choice of D such that It(D)= co, one gets 
h (AD)=the  Howard ordinal (see [I0, 18]). So we obtain the most interesting 
particular case of Theorem 7.3.3, incorrectly stated: 
(H = Howard ordinal). 
(ii) In Theorem 7.3.3, the restriction that D and D' ace finitary can be removed 
by defining the hierarchio~ on arbitrary dendroids. Then the theorem can be 
stated: if one side is finite, s++ is the other, and it is equal. Another solution 
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consists in defini~lg a property of sh. dendroids (to be finitistic) that implies 
finitarism, and that is preserved by: in that case the hypothesis of Theorem 7,3.3 
will be 'D finitistic'. This will be done by means of multi-dendrotds. 
7.4. Multi-quasi-dendroids 
Definition 7.4.1. Let K be a finite or denumerable s t (the set of colours), and let 
(X~)k~K be a family of ordinals. A multi-quasi-dendroid (mqd.) of type (xk) is a 
pair ((x~), D), such that D is a set of finite sequences (ao . . . . .  a.). and: 
(i) ff (ao . . . . .  a~)eD and re<n.  then (aa . . . . .  a , . )dD;  
(ii) if (ao . . . . .  a . )~D,  then, for all i<~n, a~ is either an ordinal or a pair (x. k), 
x ordinal, k ~ K. Such a pair will be written ~, and one will say that ~ is ofcolour k 
(the ordinal x is said to be white); 
(iii) if s*(t) and s*(u) belong to D*, and ff t is of colour k. then u is of colour 
k (hence. if t is white, so is u): 
(iv) there is no sequence (a.) such that. for all n, (ao . . . . .  a~_~)~ D*. 
Dentit ion 7.4.2. A mqd. ((xk), D) is said to be a ,nulti-dendroid ilt it enjoys the 
extra properties: 
(v) if (ao . . . .  a , )~D,  then n is even; 
(vi) if (ao . . . . .  a~)~D, if 2i<~n, then a2~ is white. If 2 i+ l<n,  then az~+a is 
coloured: 
(vii) if s*(x)~D*, x ordinal, and x'<x, then s*(x')ED*, 
(viii) if 
(ao . . . . .  a2,,~) and (ao . . . . .  a2,, ~' )eD*,  
X t~ and if for some ]<2/ ,  ol ~ , then x"~[x,x']. 
Remarks 7.4,3. (i) Allowing more than one colour corresponds to the idea of 
having many variables, for instance, if one calls a K-dilator a functor from ON ~ 
(the product of K copies of ON) to ON commuting to li..mm and &, thtn  it will be 
possible to prove an isomorphism theorem between K-dilators and sh. homogene- 
ous (w.r.t. all colours) multi-dendroids coloured with colours from K. In practice, 
this will be done for bilators. 
(ii) But the most interesting aspect of quasi-dendroids is that they permit an 
approach to Hi-logic completely free from categories: usual dendroids, when they 
are strongly homogeneous, permit o represent di',,ators, but it is still necessary to 
consider morphisms of sh. dendroids, and th,ese morphisms are by no way 
encoded by the tree structure. Let us explain how it will work in the case of 
multi-dendroids. A typical situation is when the multi-dendroid will be 
homogeneous w.r.t, the colour 0, but not w.r,t, the remaining coiours m K '= 
K-{0}, then the mutilation functions corresponding to the colours in K' induce 
natural transformations of the functors constructed by considering only the colour 
0. 
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(iii) In practice, colours appear -mturaily in the process of considering pre- 
decessors of a given sh. dendroid. Start, say with ash. dendroid D of kin I /2  (one 
colour); SEP(D) is biehromatic (a "two-variables' dendroid) and homogeneous 
w.r.t, the two colours; but the predecessors SEP(D) ~' are no longer homogeneous 
w.r.t, y, but the branchings of colour, say 1, permit to encode the natural 
transformations SEP(D)~.. .  If, for some y, SEP(D) ~ is of kind/2, then we need a 
third colour in order to construct its predecessors. 
(iv) We define t((x~), D) = t(D) = (xk), and, for I e K, _t~ ((xk), D) =_tz(D) = xz; 
_h(D) is defined as usaal. 
(v) For notational purposes, we shall use (if 0 and 1 are two colours), _x instead 
of ~, and x for x. 
= T 
Det~it ion 7.4.4. (i) If D is a mqd. and if s ~ D, one defines Occ(s) by: 
- in  s remove all white elements, 
- then remove all points a~ such that for some j< i ,  a~ ~s. 
The resulting sequence is Occ(s). For instance, if s = (0, 1, _2, ~o, !, 3, 5, ~o, 5), 
then Occ(s) = (1, _2, _1, 5__). 
(ii) We define OCC°(z) ,  when z < h(D) by: Occ(s)= Occ°(q~D(z)) (q~D is the 
order-preserving isomorphism from D to h(D)). 
I:~tinitton 7.4.5. We define the equivalence relation = between mqd. of the same 
type: D~.D'  iff 
(i) _h(D) = h(D'), 
(i0 for all z ~ h(D), OccD(=)-- Occt"(z), 
(iii) let k ~ K. and E = k*(D), E '=  k*(D'), then the equivalence relations ~ 
and ~ ' ,  defined on _h(E) = _h(D) = _h(D') = _h(E') coincide. 
Tlteorem 7.4.6. Every equivalence class modulo = contains one and only one 
multi-dendroid. 
l~roof. Theorem 7.4.6 is a generalization of the main result of Section 7.1. We 
give just a sketch of the proof: the main idea is to define a multi-dendroid N(D)  
such that N(D]~.D, where D is a given mqd. If x~_h_(D), define sx = 
(ao . . . . .  a: .) ,  with: 
(i) (al, a~ . . . . .  a~. - l )  = OccD(x) ,  
(ii) ao=order  type of {I~;I~ < I0} (if xelo) ,  
(iii) a2p+2 = order type of {l~-p.2; I~p+2 < I2,+2 and I'p÷2 c I2p+l} ~f x ~ I2p+2 & 
I2p+0. (the intervals Ip used here are equivalence classes modulo ~,,  where 
(1) s~D- -~ ~O S p $, 
(2) if s ,s '~D,  and s#s ' ,  then: 
- s  ~zo÷l s' if for some t, s = t .u ,  s'= t*u' ,  and Occ(t) has exactly p elements. 
- s  ~ s' if one can find ordinals z, z'. a colour k ~ K, and t E D*, such that 
s' s = t*(~)*u, =t*(- ' )*u ' , r  
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Occ(t) has exactly p elements, and for all z" such that (~")e Occ(t), z"¢ [z, z']. 
The fact that N(D) is a multi-dendroid, with N(D)= D, is ob~dous, as well as 
the unicity of such a N(D). 
l e t  us conclude with an example: 
o ~. 3 2 
I 
£ 
I 
0 
I 
0 ] 
0 0 
I I 
z g 
= 
i I 
0 1 2 3 
1 
0 
I £ 
I 
0 
I 
0 
I 
I 
0 
I 
Defmi l~n 7.4.7, (i) If ((Yk), D) is a mqd., if for all k e K, fk ~ I(x~, y~), then one 
defines a mqd. (~0((yk), D) = ((XE), (fk)-l(D)): 
( . . . .  (~) . . . . .  z ' , . . . )Eqk)D iff ( . . . .  (fk(z)) . . . . .  z ' , . . . )ED;  
k 
one defines a function o ~¢~D* ftt~ o from to D*, by: 
~(  . . . .  (z )  . . . . .  z ' , . . . )  = ( . . . .  (£ (z ) )  . . . . .  z ' , . .  3. 
" k 
(ii) If ((Yk), D) is a multi-dendroid, if [~ ~ I(xk, Yk), then it is possible to define a 
multi-denroic (fk)-~(D), by 
(fk)-~(D) = N(qOD). 
O from (fk)-XD * to D*, by the One also defines a mutilation function mcf,~ 
condition: 
m~(s)  = ~cfo(q~. (q~N~E~(S,J:, for all s E N(E) 
with E = ~D.  
Remark 7.4.8. What makes Definition 7.4.7(ii) possible is the compatibility of the 
operation tr0. with the equivalence. 
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Rema~ 7.4.9, All constructions of .Section 7.2 can be carried out, mumtis 
mutandis in the context of mqd.'s, for instance: 
(i) Assume that (D,),<. is a family of mqd. of the same type (xk), then one 
defines a new mqd. D =~<.  D.  of type (x~): 
D~-~{(i)*s;  ~ D~}. 
(ii) Assume that (D~)~<~ is a family of mqd. of the same type (x~)k~r, and that 
l ~ K, and a = x~. then one defines a new mqd. D = ~.<t D,, of type (xk): 
D={~)*s ;s~D,} ,  
l 
(iii) It is possible to classify the mqd. in four classes, but the classification 
depends on a colour. More precisely, if D is a mqd. of type (xk) and l is a colour 
in K, say that D is of kind 0o 1, to, f l  (w.r.t, l)~ff l*(D) is of kind 0, 1, to, ~q. 
Definition 7.4.10. I.et D be a mqd. of type (Xk)k~K; let K '  be a subset of K. One 
says that D is K'-homogeneous iff
(*) given (Yk)k~r:, fk E I(Yk. X~), ~ ~ I(y~, X~), such that for k ~ K -  K', Yk = xk 
and [~ = gk = E~. then 
(~.)- '(D) = (gk)" '(D); 
(**) under the hypotheses of (i). let ram) and m(~) be the mutilation functions 
from (fk)-'(D)* = (gk)-'(D) * tO D*, associated with (fk) and (gk), as in Definition 
7.4.7(ii), then if s ~N((fk)- '(D))*, and if for all (~) occuring in s, we hav ,~ 
f,(x) = g~(x), one has: 
m~,~(s) = m~,~(s). 
Proposilion 7.4.11. If D is a mqd. of type (xk), and if [or all k ~ K, ~k e I(Yk, xk), 
then D K'-homogeneous ---> ffk)-l(D) k'-homogeneous. 
Proof. Immediate, left to the reader. 
Del~u~Jon 7.4.12. Let D be a mqd. of type (x~), and let K '=K;  D is strongly 
K'-homogeneous iff for all k E K', xk = to, aad if for all family (Yk) with Yk ~ to for 
all k ~ K' and Yk = x~ for all k E K -K ' ,  one can find a mqd. D '  such that D '  is 
K'-homogeneous and D =(Ex,~)-~(D'). Shortly one says that D is a K'-shmqd., 
when considered as a K'-shmqd, then the type of D is (.Xk)k~r-X'. 
~ n  7.4.13. (i) A~ume that D is a K'-shmqd of type (Xk)k~K-r', then 
given any sequence (Zk)k~r', one defines a multi-dendroid D°((zk)): 
-assume that Zk~tL* for all k eK ' .  Let Yk =zk for k~K ' ,  and Yk=Xk for 
k~iV-K ' ,  then ff D '  is as in Definition 7,4.12, let D((zk))=N(D'); 
- in  general, define y[. = z[ =sup(zk, to) for k ~ K', y[ = xk otherwise; then one 
defines O((zk)) = (E,,,s~)-l(O((z~:))). 
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(ii) Assume that D is a K'-shmqd of type (x~)~.g , ,  and let (/~)~c, be such 
that [~ e l(u~. vk) for all k ~ K', then one defines a function DO((f~)) from D°((uk)) 
to D°((vk)) as follows. Let g~ = fk, if k ~ K', g~ = F_~, if k ~ K -  K', khen D°((f~)) = 
r r tD° ( ( t~) )  
(iii) Assume that D is a K'-shmqd of type (y~)~t~_r, and let ( f~)~x-r ,  be a 
family of morphisms /~I (x~,y~) ;  then define g~--f~ if keK ' -K ,  g~ =F~ if 
k ¢ K', then (gk)-t(D) is a K'-shmqd of type (x~), denoted by (f~)~t(D), 
Deliaition 7.4.14. (i) Assume that D is a K'-shmqd of tB~e (Xk)k~r-K', then one 
defines a functor LINK'(D) from the category. ON Ic' to ON: 
-LINr'(D)((x~)) =h(D°((x~)), 
-LINK'(D)((fk)) = h(D°(Cfk)). 
(ii) Assume that D is a K'-shmqd of t}ge (Yk)k~K-K', and that (fk)k~K-K' is such 
that fk e I(xk, Yk), then one defines a natural transformation LINK'(cry)) from 
LINr'((fk)-l(D)) to LINr'(D): 
LINK'ffk)(,o) = b(m~)  
where (gk) is as in Definition 7.4.13(iii). (The main cases are K'={0}, K'={1}, 
K'={0, 1}; we shall use LIN °, LIN t, LIN m for the corresponding LINK'. We 
recall that colour 0 is abbreviated into - ,  and colour 1 into =.) 
7.5. The function /~ 
DelTmition 7.5.1. (i) A 0-schmqd is of kind ~ iff it can be written D=D'+ 
~.o n,, and LIN°(D) is of kind O. t t<to  ~ J t ,  
(ii) A 1-shmqd is a flower iff it can be written r~_ n ,+v*t  . -~  ~..<.o D. .  and LINI(D) 
is a flower; the flower D is regular iff one can write D-  n ,+v*~ t~ + r~,,~ where 
1 = ((0)}. 
(iii) A 0t-shmqd is a bilator iff, as a 1-shmqd, it is a flower, and LIN°'(D) is a 
bilator. The bilator D is regular, iff the 1-shmqd D is a regular flower. 
Definition 7.5.2. (i) Assume that D is a 0-shmqd of type (Xk)k~K' and that 1 ~ K; 
then, if D is of kind ~, one defines a 01-shmqd SEP(D), which is a bilator, as 
follows: let D=D'+~*°o ,D~;  then SEP(D)=D ~<~,C, ,  where, for each n, 
C:  is obtained by replacing in D:,  in all sequences s,points x with x ~< n by 0, x, 
and points ~, with y > n, by 1, y -n -  1. (For inst;mce, when n = 5, the sequence 
(0, 7_, 8_, 6, 4) becomes (0, 1, !, 8, 6, 0, 4)). 
(ii) Assume that D is a 01-shmqk of type (JCk)keK, and tha: D is a bilator, then 
one defines a 0-shmqd UN(D), which is of kind n, as follows: let D= 
D +~<~,D. ,  then UN(D)= r~'+ V*Q~ ...<~ P"~,., where, for each n . . .  is obtained by 
replacing in D~, in all sequences s, points ~ by $, and points )~ by n + 1 + y. (For 
instance (0, 1, 1, -8.6, 0, 4) becomes (0, 1, 7, -8, 6, 0.4)). 
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Theortma 7.S.3. Un and SEP correspond to the operations defined on dilators: 
(i) SEP(LIN°(D)) =LIN°t(SEP(D)) 
(ii) SEP(LIN~(v~¢o))= t.ir~ ---"'m'tvtf,)s~to~). 
De~tl ion 7.5.4. Assume that D and D' are l-shmQd and regular flowers, then 
one defines a 1-shmqd Do~ D', which is regular flower, as follows: 
(i) let Dt = DO(h_(D')), 
(ii) in all sequences of Dr, replace any element _x by the finite sequence 
t = ,~?,~(x). 
Theorem 7.5.5. Assume that D and D' are Ol-shmqd and are regular bilators; 
then Dot D' is Ol-strongly homogeneous, and is a regular bilator; moreover 
(i) LINm(D) % LtN°t(D ') = LIN°t(D o~D'), 
| El' - -  1 Dot El' (ii) LIN°t(v~,))% LIN ° (v(fk~)- LIN ° (v(r~ ). 
Theorem 7.5.6. Assume that (D,)~<~. is a family of 1-shmqd of type (Xk)kEr 
which are regular flowers; then one d#Mes a 1-shmqd [ l *~ Dl of type (Xk)k~K, 
which is a regular flower, and such that: 
(i) If. for all i<x~,, D~ is a Ol-shmqd and is a regular bilator, then the product 
l'l'~'~. ,Di is a regular bilator and: 
,<I] LINm(D,) = LIN°1(H:WDi)  • 
(ii) Similarily, if fk e I(xk, yk), 
n~,7 
I ' I  LIN°t(v~:~) =LIN°~(v~f:;:) • 
t<f~ 
Proof. One constructs .w I'L<~ D, by introducing the partial products I~'~,<~ D~, for 
x<~x~, and lhese partial products are built by induction on x: if x=x' .  then 
*w rI~.~i<~ D, is simply the mqd. 
0 i 2 . . , , . . .  n .o . . .  
If x = x '+ 1, then write D~, = D'  +~,~ (1 +D~) and let: 
c'={(g')*s; s <D'}, C::={~'~.s;seD~. 
Then define 
I I*~D, =c'+ Z*' (~+c::). 
If x > x', and x limit (one considers only the case x denumerable, which is the 
only one which matters), write x = sup(x~), where x~ is an increasing sequence, 
and xo=x'; by induction hypothesis, the partial products P. = I ]~ i<~. ,  have 
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already been constructed. These products can be writte.,~ P. = 
t + 1 P.  ~]*~<,.(1 +P..~). We shall use the extra induction hypothesis: 
P;= E "w P~. P.". = P~,.,. 
(1) Assume that F. = LIN~(P.), and assume that f enumerates the intersection 
of the ranges of the functions x,,~E,(x); fix an ordinal a, and define a0 = [(a), a.÷l 
by f(a)= Fo(...(/=.(a.÷,)).. 3. Starting with the mqd. 
o - ' ~* ' (1+ P.(a.÷,) - P .+ P"~), 
one defines the tree T~.: 
I nz i  
,p~ a 
I .Q .e  W . .ooo  
. . . . . .  . . . . . . .  7 J. 
Observe that the ground level of this tree is not homogeneous in colour. This 
violates Definition 7 4.1(Jill Moreover, what we have written represents only the 
sequences of T~, of maximal length: the sequences (f.(z)) (for z<a, f , , (z )  is 
defined by: f(z) = Fo(. . . (F,( f . (z))) . .  ,)) are also in T~, by definition, in violation of 
Definition 7.4.1(i). The tree T~, is ordered as usual between maximal sequences, 
and by ~, (z ) )< (~,(z))* s, when s ~ ( ): this order is opposite to the familiar one in 
that case. The order type of T~, is equal to F , (o~÷0=%. Let @~ be the 
order-preserving map from T~. to a., 
(2) By induction on n, we construct a tree C~: C~) is 
(2_ 1 2 . . . . . .  z . . . .  z ( a 0 
) 
If C~ has been obtained, replace in C~ all points ~ occurring in the sequences by 
the finite sequences (~0~)-~(z): the result is C~÷~. 
(iii) It is immediate that, gi,ven any point (~) in C~, it has only finitely many 
distinct successive avatars ~ in the C~'s, hence, for sufficiently great integers n, 
~-  ~ " -  " z<ao}. s , , - s  =constant. We define the tree C~, to be: C~,-{s : 
(iv) The only ordinals of colour 1 in ~ are the points u(z) defined by: 
[ . (u(z))=f(z~ for sufficiently great n. Define D~ by replacing in ~ all points 
u(z) by z; we have now to make a mqd. with D~. = 
(v) It is easy to see that all levels in Do ~, are correCJy made, except some levels 
which are of colour w on the left, of colour 1 on ~e right: so replace in D~ all 
points z by 0, z, and all points z by 1, __z: the resulting tree enjoys Definition 
w w 
7.4.1(iii): let us call it D~, ~. 
(vi) In D~, °, replace any sequence (b0 . . . . .  b.] by (bo, 1. bl, 1 . . . . .  1, b., 0), then 
the resulting tree D~ ~ enjoys Definition 7.4.1(i): D~ ~ is a mqd. 
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We define P = I-L,.~i<~ D~ = D,. , if f~ ~ I(a, b), then th]D"b - D" :  this permits 
to verily strong homogeneity of P. The extra hypothesis (H) is verified by P: one 
can write 
P=P '+ Z* '{ I+:D,  w i thP '= ~ P,, P , .=  z., -,,,- 
l 'keorem "1.$.7. Assume that (D~)~..-~ is a family of 1-shmqd of type {Xk)k~K, which 
a " regular flowers; then one de[ines a l-shmqd ll~<~ D~, which is a regular flower 
of type (Xk)~K, and such that: 
(i) If, for all i <x, D~ is a Ol-shmqd and is a regular bilator, the the product 
ll~<~ D~ is a regular bilator, and 
H LIN°I(D,) = L IN° ' (H  D,~ 
i<x  - i<x  / 
(ii) Similarly, 
H LrN°1(v~'b)  = LIN'°1(u{f~ )
Proot. Add a new colour w, and let P -  *'~ • - l l ,<  D,, then, in P, remove colour w: 
replace ever~vhere i by i: the resulting mqd. is by definition lli<~ D~. 
w 
l ' laeotem 7.5.8. Assume that D is a O-shmqd of type (xk)k~K, with 1 ~ K; then one 
delines a Ol-shmqd /AD of type (xk)k~K, which is a regular bilator, £n such a way 
that: 
(i) L IN°a(~D) = ,/A(LIN°(D)). 
(ii) 1 ~,D_ D LIN ° (v{f~}) - A{LIN°(v(ro). 
l I r~t ,  the construction is made by induction on LIN°(D): 
(1) if D=0.  then AD is 
o -~ 'X .~ . . . .  =~ 
(2) if D = i = {(0)}, then ~D is 
-0 I 2 , , , . ° ,  .~ . . . . .  O= =1 2= . , . °  n . . . . .  , 
(3) if D = Y.~ <~ D~, then AD = l'Iz <~ ~D~. 
(4; if D = ~-~ De, with w ¢ 0, then AD = ll~*.~.. ADi, 
(5) if D = ~ D., then write SEP(D) ~.a ,. : :  .<~,D. , add a new colour w, and 
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replace in D" colour 1 by colour w: the result is D~. Form 
P = H*'~(1 + ~O~), 
then P is easily seen to be 01w-homogeneous; AD is defined to be what remains 
in P after removing all sequences containing colour 1 (i.e., forming po(to, to, 0)) 
and changing then colour w into colour 1. 
The proof of the properties i , as in the previous theorems left to the reader. I
don't see any difficulty, except, perhaps, in questions of homogeneity, connected 
with the verification of (**): but Section 7.6 will give us a simple criterion in that 
case .  
7.6. Finitistic shmqd 
Definition 7.6.1. (i) A mqd. D is [initary iff all its white branchings are finite: 
s~D*--~{x~ON, s*(x)cD*} is finite, 
(ii) A K-shmqd D is 1initistic iff for all (Xk)kE,X, D((Xk)) is finitary. 
Remark 7.6.2. Call a 0-shmqd strongly finite, weakly finite, according to the 
associated ilator LINe(D), then 
D strongly finite ~ D finitistic ~ D finitary ~ D weakly finite, 
and all the implications are strict. 
Theorem "/.6.3. (i) If D is j'initistic and D = D', so is D'. 
(ii) If D is O-shmqd, then D is ~initistic iff SEP(D) is linitistic (if 1 ¢ K). 
(iii) If Do . . . . .  D,-I  are OI-shmqd which are regular bilators, then l-Is<, Di is 
linitistic, provided the D~'s are [initlstic. 
(iv) If the Ol-shmqd D~ (i <x~) are regular bitators, if the Di's are ~nitistic, and 
if w ~ O, 1, then I'I*~,~ 13, is ]initistic. 
(v) If the O-shmcld D is ]ini~stic, then ~D is tinitistic. 
ProoL Left to the reader; for instance (v) is easily proved by induction on 
LIN°(D), using (ii)--(iv). Finitism of D is used to remark that when D=~<~ Di, 
then x can be supposed to be finite. 
Theorem 7.6.4. If D is a l~nilistic sh. dendroid, then ~D is jfiniti~tic, and 
(i) A~,(", m) - ~D(n, m), 
(ii) AD(m) = ~'o(m). 
ProoL This is essentially Theorems 7.3.3 plus 7.6.3(v); of course a direct proof 
could be given, using only ~he direct definition of ~D. 
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Proposition 7,6.5. For this pro t~sition, let us speak o[ homogeneity*, strong 
homogeneity*, 1,9 mean the obvious analogues of these notions when one [orgets 
property (**): then l id  is a K-shmqd*, and D is finitistic, then D is a K-shmqd. 
Proof. We give only the main lines: assume that, for some sequence (Xk)kEK, 
D°((x~)) is not homogeneous, i.e., does not enjoy (**). From this one gets easily a 
sequence (X'k)~,K, together with s~D°((x'k)) *, and (fk)eI(xLx~) such that 
(D°((xD) is supposed to be normal): 
(i) s# m~f~(s) (hence s< mt~(s)), 
(ii) if z~Occ(s), then rk(Zk)=Zk. 
k 
Then it is immediate that the sequences s, = (mm~)"(s) are pairwise distinct; but 
Occ(s") = Occ(s), 
This is not possible when D°((x'k)) is finitary, because there can only be finitely 
many sequences with a given Occ(.). 
Remarks 7,6.6. (i) One can use Proposition 7.6.5 (together with a direct limit 
argument) to show that the constructions of Section 7.4 do preserve (**). 
(ii) But it is also necessary to remark that the natural idea is that of a finitistic 
shmqd, which corresponds to our intentions and practice. 
Appendix. The hierarchy tl~orem by means of nmgs and ladders 
We present here a direct argument, using rungs and ladders. This is a mixture 
of the proofs given in previous ~'e ~tons; features not connected irectly to the 
theorem are omitted. 
A. I. Ordinal rungs 
D ~ a  A.1.L Let r and a be ordinals, a rung R of height r and type a is a 
4-tuple (a, r, T,, [,]) such that: 
(RG1) T :~ a function from r+l ,  to a+l .  
(RG 2) For all y ~< r, y[-] is a strictly increasing and continuous function from 
T(y )+ l  to y+l .  
(RG3) For all y, b such that y~r  arid b~<T(y): 
(i) T(y[b]) = b, 
(ii) if e ~ b, then (yb] ) [c ]= y[c]. 
(RG4) If y~r  
(i) y[T(y)] = y, 
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(ii) if y is limit, then T(y) is limit. 
(RG 5) Assume that y, z ~< r, b < T(y), and that y[b] < z < y[b + 1 ], then y[b] < 
z[0]. 
Definition A.1.2, The function y[.] from T(y )+ l  to y+l  is the fundamental 
sequence of y (in R). 
Dl~a~alioia A.1.3. (i) IIRIt will denote the height of R, whereas t (R)  will be its type. 
(ii) We shall try to follow the following notational principle: we denote a rung 
by capital etters, and its height by the corresponding small letter: for instance R~ 
and r','. 
Remark A.1.4. Rungs generalize the 'Bachmann c~llections' [3]; the main differ- 
ence is the use of fundamental sequences for arbitrary points, not only limit (of 
course, non-trivial fundamental sequences). 
Fxamples A.I .S.  (i) For atl ordinals a and b such that b ~< a, one defines a rung 
_b a, of height b and type a, as follows: if y~<b, then T (y )= y, and if z~<y, then 
y [z ]= z; _aa is abbreviated in _a. 
(ii) Suppose that R = (a, r, T,- [.]) and S = (a, s, U,.  [.]) are rungs of the same 
type a, then one defines a rung R + 1 + S (=(a, r + 1 + s, V,, {'}5 (the sum of R and 
S) as fo!lows: 
(15 if z<r+l ,  then V(z)=T(z) ;  if c~T(z ) ,  then z{c}=z[c] 
(25 ff z<~s, then V(r+ l+z)=U(z ) ;  if c~U(z ) ,  then ( r+ l+z){c}= 
r + 1 + z[c] .  
(iii) Suppose tha~ R = (a, r, T,.  [']5 is a rung, then one defines for s <~ r a rung 
R t s = (a, s, U,. [.~) simply by restricting T and • [.] to s + 1. 
(iv) Suppose that R = (a, r, T," [-]) and S = (a, s, U,.  [-~) are rungs of the same 
type a, then we define a rung R xS  =(a,  rxs, V,. {.}) (the product of R and S; 
r x s is close to the ordinal product r .  s): 
(1) i~ s=0,  then RxS=_0~ (i.e., Rx_0o =0a),  
'(2) if s~:0, then rxs  =supz<~(rxz+l+r+l) ,  
V(r × s5 = U(s), and, if c <~ U(s ) ,  (r x s)~c} = r x (s ick , .  
If z<s, let Z=S ~ z; then (RxS)  [ ( rxz~- l+r )=R×Z+ l+R.  
(v5 Suppose that R = (a, r, T,. [.]) and S = (a, s, U,- [.]) are rungs of the same 
type a, then we define a rung (1 + R) s = (a, r "s, V,. {.~ exponentiation f rungs; r'" 
is close to the ordinal exponential (1 +r)~): 
(1) if s=0,  then ( l+R)S  =_1~ (i.e., ( I+R)Q,  = _1~), 
~(2) if s~-0, then r"=supz<~(r':+l+r'~xr+l),  V(r'~)=U(sS, and for c<~ 
UI,~), (r'S){c}=r'slcl; if z<$,  let Z=Stz .  Then (R '~) t ( r '~+l+r '~xr )= 
R'Z-~ 1 +R'z  xR .  
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lhtopos i t i~ AA.6,  (i) I f  y and z are such that y[b]<z[c]< y[b+ l]. then z< 
y[b+l]. 
(h) If y[b] = z[c] and y <~ z, then b = c, and y = z[T(y)]. 
Proot,  (i) z = y[b + 1] is impossible by (RG 3)(ii); suppose that z > y[b + 1], then 
y[b+ 1] is not of the form z[d] (by (RG 3)(ii) again), so. we have, for some d: 
z[d] < y[b + 1] < z[d + 1], with c ~< d; by (RG 5), one gets z[d] < y[0], so y[b] < 
z[c]~ z[d] < y[0], contradiction. 
(ii) (RG 3)(i) yields b = T(y[b])= T(z[c])=c, so b =c ;  if y = z[d] for some d, 
then T(y) = d, y = z[T(y)]; otherwise, for some d z [d ]< y < z[d + 1], and obvi- 
ousl~ c <~ d. So y[0] < y[b] = z[c]<~ z [d]< y[0] a contradiction. 
P-~postlion A.1.7. For all z such that z <~ r, there is a greatest y <~ r such that 
z = y[T(z)]. 
ProoL ( i )Assume the contrary. Let y=sup{t;t[T(z)]=z}; by hypothesis, 
y[T(z)] ~ z. As a first consequence, y is limit (since it is the supremum of a family, 
and does not belong to itL so there is some b < T(y) such that z < y[b], and 
t> y[b] such that t[T(z)] = z; if t = y[c] for some c, then y[T(c)] = (y[c])[T(z)] = 
z; if y [c ]<t<y[c+l ]  for some c with b<~c<T(y), then z<y[c]<t[O], a 
contradiction. 
lh'OlpOS~tioa A.1,8. (i) Let I~ = [y,[b~ ], y,[b~ + 1][ (i = 0, 1) be such that Io f311 ~ O; 
then either 1[o c 11, or 1~ c Io. 
(ii) Suppose that the interval I of r is the union of a non void family I~ = 
[y,[b~]. y,[, then there exists y <~ r and b ~ T(y) such that I = [y[b], y[; fi,rthermore, 
the interval [b, T(y)[ is i~tcluded in the union of the intervals [b,, T(y,)[. 
FrooL (i) Assume for instance that yo[bo]<yt[bl]<yo[bo+l], then by (RG5)  
and Proposition A. 1.6(ii) we get yo[bo] < y~[0] < Y l < yo[bo + 1 ]: so Io ~ I~, and the 
extremities o f /1  are distinct from the extremities of Io. 
(ii) Nothing is changed if one assumes that for all i, T(y~)= b,÷l. Then, let us 
treat a particular case: when the intervals I~ are pairwise comparable for inclusion. 
In that case, observe that (as a consequence of the fact that the extremities are 
distinct), ff I~ ,  then yi[b,]<y~[bl]<y~<y,. If the family /~ would contain 
infinitely many distinct intervals, then one of the sequences ~,[b,] or y, would 
contain a strictly decreasing subsequence. Hence the family contains only finitely 
many distinct intervals, and the property is proved in that case. In general, it will 
suffice to consider the case where the intervals I~ are pairwise uncomparable for 
inclusion. By (i) above, the," are necessarily pairwise disjoint. Choose i ~ A, and 
let x be maximum such that x[T(y~)]= y~. Let B be a subset of A (the set of 
indices) maximal w.r.t the properties: 
(1) if iEB ,  then y, =x[T(y,)],  
(2) J=  U~,~B I~ is an interval. 
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Since J is obviously of the form [x[b],x[c]L it will suffice to prove that I=J ,  
i.e., that A = B. Suppose, for instance, that the upper bound x[c] = y~[b~] or some 
], then by considering JU{]}, one gets a contradiction with maximality ~,f J. 
A.2. Mutilations 
Delkmifion A.2,1. Let S = (b, s, U,, H) be a rung; if fE l(a, b), then one defines: 
(i) A subset S T of S: 
z6 S'~ *.,3 x <~ b 3 u < U(x)(u~ rg(f) and x[u]~ z < x[u + 1]) 
(hence CS~ appears as an union of intervals of the form [y~[bi], yi[b, + 1[.) 
(ii) An ordinal r =order type of S T, and a function m~ (shortly me), m~ I(r, s), 
defined by rg(m~ = S T. By abuse of notations, we shall write m~(r)= s. 
(iii) A 4-tuple f-1(S) = (a, r, T,. [.]): 
(1) f(T(z)) = U(r~(z)), (z ~< r), 
(2) mf(z[c]) = (mt(z))[f(c)], (c < T(z), z ~< r), 
(3) z[T(z)] = z, (z <~ r). 
Lemma A.2.2. ~(z [c ] )  = (~(z))Ef(c)]. 
Proot. Let Z = rhf(z[c]), Z'  = t~(z[c]), then [Z, Z'[ is a maximal interval in CS?, 
so, by Proposition A.1.8(ii), this interval is equal to [Z~u], Z'[, and [u, U(Z')[ is 
included in Crg(f). By maximality, it follows that u ~ rg(]), and this can only be if 
= = f(c); so 
,~(z[c]) = z = Z~(c) ]  = mdz[c ]¢2(,;)] = mf(z~(,:)]  
(the last equality is proved by considering separately the trivial case z = z[c], and 
the case c<T(z) .  In that case, one uses Definition A.2.1(iii)(2) above). 
Theorem A,2.3, (i) the 4-tuple (a, r, T," [']) of Definition A.2.1(iii) is a rung. 
(ii) Ft(g-X(S)) = (gf)-l(S). 
Proof. (i) (RG 1), (RG 2), (RG 31(ii) and (RG 4)0) are obvious. We verify the 
other properties: 
- (RG 3)(i): by I.emma A.2.2, &f(z[c])= my(z)~(c)], so we get: 
[(T(z[c])) = U(t~(z[c]))= U(mf(z)~L~'(c)] = ['~c), 
hence T(z[c]) = c. 
- (RG 4)(ii): if z<~r is limit, then rhf(z) is limit, so we get: 
,~(z )= sup (a~(z)[c]l): 
c<U(mdz)) 
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since U(r~(z))= [(T(z)), one gets 
~(z)  = sup (,Mz~(d)])= sup (,Mz~(d)])= sup (mdz[a])). 
d<T(z)  d<T(z)  d<T(z)  
So z = sup~.:T~,) z[d]. 
- (RG 5): if z[c]< t < z[c + I], then mr(z[c ]) < nb(t) < ~fit(z[c + 1]); let v = mr(z), 
then 
~U(c)] < mat) < vU(c) + 1]. 
Hence 
mt(z[c]0 = v~f(c)]< mt(t)~f(O)l] = mr(t[0]). 
So z[c]< rio]. 
(ii) This is left to the reader. 
ll~m0rlt &.2.,t. The proof of Theorem A.2.3 (and Lemma A.2.2) is slightly 
incorrect, because we have not verified the possibility of defining F t (S )  as in 
Definitio:l A.2.1(iii); essentially this amounts to show the possibility of Definition 
A.2.1(iii)(2): this definition is bzased on the fact that, if Ze  S*, then Z~c]e S~ for 
c ~ U(Z~ iff c ~ rg(D (immediate). 
Proposition A.2~5. the mutilation "commutes' to sum, Froduct and exponentiation 
of rungs. 
Proof, We have to show that f -~(R+I+S)=f -1(R)+I+f -~(S) ,  f -X(R×S)= 
f-t (R)  x f-"(S), and f- l((1 + R) s) = (1 + f-~(R)) r ,(s). This is simply immediate. 
Remark A.2.6. The behaviour of mutilation w.r.t, the rungs _bo is more: compli- 
cated: if fe I (a ' ,  a), then ] ' -t(a)= a'; btt, /~-t(_ba)= b~,, where b' is defined by 
Vz (z <b'<--~f(z)<b), i.e., [(b')~b~<f(b'" 
A.3. Ladde~ 
Defmi'tion A.3.1. Let K be a finite set; we define the category K-ON as follows: 
obje.:ts: pairs (x, d), where x e ON. and d .is a function from K to x; 
morphisms: the set I(x, d;y,  e) of those f e I(x, y) such that ef = d. 
Dettat~n A,3.2. Let V be a regular cardinal (of course, everything can be 
relativized to admissible ordinals) and assume that (V, d) is an object of K-ON. 
Then one defines: 
(i) the category K-ON<~(¥; d): 
objects: pairs (x, e) such that l(x, e; V, d)~-O; 
morphisms: I(x, e; x', e'); 
(ii) the category K-ON<(V,  d): 
objects: The objects (x, e) of K-ON~<(V, d), with x< V. 
morphisms: I(x, e; x', e'). 
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Definition A.3.3. the following data define a category RG: 
objects: rungs to, 1,, 7',. [.]); 
morphisms: the set I (R ,S)  consisting of those fE I ( t (R) , I (S) )  such that 
F~(S) = R, 
Definition A.3.4. (i) A ladder is a functor from ON to RG,  such that: 
(1) t(L(x)) = x, 
(2) L00 = f. 
(ii) One defines K-ladders, K~<(V, d)-ladders, K <(V,  d)-Iadders, by zeplacing 
ON by K-ON, K-ON~<(V, d), K -ON<(V,  d). 
Examples A.3~.  (i) L(x)= _x defines a ladder. 
(ii) If k ¢ K, then L(x, d) = d(k)~ defines a K-ladder. 
(iii) Everything obtained by means of sum, product, exponential and Example 
(i) (resp. (ii)) is a ladder (resp. a K-ladder). For instance, L(x)= _x + 1--_x is a 
ladder, and L(x, d) = x × d(k)~ is a K-ladder. 
Definition A.3.6. Assume that S = (a, s, U,.  [.]) and R = (s, r. T, .  [-]) are rungs, 
(the type of R is equal to the height of S); then one defines a new rung 
RS = (a, r, V,. {.}) (the composition of R and S) by: 
(i) V(:0 = U(T(x)) for all x~r ,  
(ii) x{d} = x[T(x)~d]l for all d <- V(x). 
The verification that RS is a rung is left to the reader. 
Definition A.3.7. Assume that L and L' arc ladders, ther one defines a new 
ladder Lo( Id+ 1 + L'), as follows: 
L"(x) = L(x + 1 + I]L'(x)[l)(_x + 1 + L'(x t), 
(The composition is also defined on K-ladders and on K<(V,  d)-!adders; in 
this case, observe that tlx + 1 + L'(x)U < V for all x < V.) 
Theorem A.~.8. The composition maps laude,s (resp. K-ladders. K<(V ,d) -  
lade!ers) into :hemselves. 
lhro,~L The most interesting case is that of a K- ladder: the proof depends on the 
following lemma. 
L~amna A.3.9. Let L be a K-ladder, and let z ~ttL(x, d)ll; [urthermore assume that 
T(z )<x,  and that there is some u < T(z) such that [u. T(z)]f~rg(d)=O, then one 
can find z', z < z'<~L(x), such that 
z'[t,]-< z < z'[T(z) + 1]. 
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Proof, Define (x', d') and f, g ~. I(x', d', x, d) by: 
rg( I)=x-[u,  T(z)[, rg(g)=x-[u + l, T(z)+ l[, 
then f and g differ only on the argument u. So, if one defines (x", d") and 
h ~ t"(x", d"; x', d') by rg(h) = x'-{u}, it follows that fh = gh. Observe that rg(fh) = 
rg(gh)=x-[u, T(z)]. If the conclusion of the lemma is false, ~hen, obviously 
z~L(x,d)~.=L(x,d)*h. Define f *=m~ (~'a;. g *=rnL(x'd'.,.g , h*---m L(~''a'), then 
f 'h*= g 'h* ,  and z ~rg(f*h*). If z =[*h*(z'), and z '=  h*(z'), then z =f* (z ' )=  
g*(z'). We compute the value T'(z') in L(x',d'), by means of Definition 
A.2.1(iii)(1) applied to [ and to g: 
f(T'(z'))  = T(~*(z')) implies T'(z') = u, 
~(T'(z')) = T(f~*(z')) implies T'(z') = u + 1. 
We have obtained a contradiction. 
Pt'ool o! Th~rem A.3.8. Let L"=Lo( Id+I+L' ) ,  let S"=L"(x,d), S'= 
x + 1 + L'(x, d), S = L(y, e), with y = tts'tl, e(k) = d(k) for all k ~ K. Assume that 
S"=(x,s",T", '{'}), S'=(x,y,T' , . [ . ]) ,  S=(y,s",T, '[ ']):  be definition S"=SS'. 
We prove that S~* = S*, where g = m~': S~* is obtained by removing all intervals 
[z[z'~t]], z[z'lt + 1[][, where t~ rg(f), while S* is obtained by remming all inter- 
vals [z[u], z[u + 1][, where u¢ rg(g): the interval [z[z~t], z[z'f[t + IE ,  for t~ rg(f) 
is obviously an union of intervals [z[~],  z[u~ +1][, for u~rg(g/ :  this shows the 
inclusion S~* c S~*. Assume that the reverse inclusion does not hold. This means 
that some inter',al [z[t], z[t+ 1][, with t~ rg(g), is not included in any interval 
[b[b~u]], b[b'[u + 111][, with n~ rg(f). One can choose z and t such that: 
-z[t] is minimum ~ :th this property: 
- z  cannot be written z'[7(z)]  for some z '> z (by Proposition A.1.7). Observe 
that 
(i) T(z )>x (otherwise, take b = z, b'= T(z), u = t); 
(ii) T (z )< y (otherwise, let b = z, and b' and u such that b'~u]~ t< b'~u * 1]). 
Then it is possible to apply Lemma A.3.9: z'[t]<~ z < z'[T(z) + 1] for some z' <~ s". 
So, one ,:an write z ' [ t ' ]< z < z'[t'+ 1] for some t'<~ T(z) (the equality z = z'[t'] 
would entail z = z'[T(z)]). The interval [z'[t'], z'[t'+ 1][ is not included in CS~* 
(since it contains [z[t], z[t + l ID, but is included in S*. Observe that 
(iii) [t. T(z)+ l [ c rg (g)  (let b = z, and choose b' and u with T'(b')= u + 1, and 
b~u]~t<b' .  It suffices to show that T(z)<b', but, if b'<~T(z), then 
[z[t], z[t+ 1][ would be included in [b[b'lu~, b[b~u + 1]lID. Finally, z ' [ t ' ]< z[i], 
and this contradicts the minimality of z[t]. 
The end of the proof offers no difficulty: assume that fe  I(x', d'; x, d), and let 
R :(y', r ~, U.. ['10: F'(S~, 
a '  = (x', y', U', • [ ' Ib  = F'(S') ,  R" = (x ' , / ' ,  U", .{.},)=F'(S"). 
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It suffices to show that R"= RR'  (since L(y', e ' )= R, with e'(k)= e(k) for k E K, 
R'  = x_' + 1 + L'(x', d')). We get: 
/(U"(z)) = T" (~ ' (z ) )= T'(T(vh~'(z)))= T'(T:aS(z))) 
= T'(~,(U(z)))= T'(vh~(U(z)))=/(U'(U(z))). (1) 
Hence U"(z)= U'(U(z)). 
,a~'(ziuh) = ,a~'(z){t(u)} = ,a~'(z)[T(va~'(z))~(u)IJ  
= ,a~' (z ) [T ( ra~(z ) )~(u) l ]  = ,a~(z)[~(U(z)Cd(u)?d 
= va~(z ) [ ,~ ' (U(z )~(u) I J  = ,a~(z ) [va~' (U(z ) Iu ]O]  
= a~(z)[~(U(z) lu] , ) ]  = a~(z[U(z )~u]dO 
= ,a~' (z [U(z~, ]d , ) .  (2) 
Theorem A.3.10. It is possible to define a [unction A which maps K<~(V, d)- 
ladders on K < (V, d)-ladders, and with the properties that: 
(1) i[ (W,d') is an ob]ect of K <(V,d)  (W regular cardinal), and if L '=the 
restriction o [L  to K-ON<~(W,d'), then AL' is the, restriction of AL to K-ON< 
(w, d); 
(2) if L = L' + I + L", (obvious notations), then AL = AL' + I + M for some 
K <(V, d)-ladder M. 
The precise description of A is given during the proof. 
Proof. By induction on the ordinal A =IlL(V, d)ll. 
Case 0: A =0, then define AL(x,e)=(l+_x)~; (1) and (2) are trivial. 
Case 1: Aye0, but T(A) =0, then it is easy to see that for all (x, e), one can 
write L(x, e)=L'(x, e)+l+_0x, for a certain K~(V,  d)-ladder L', When M is a 
K < (V, d)-ladder, let O(M) abbreviate M+ 1 + Mo(Id + 1 + M); one defines 
(AL)(x, e)= O(AL')(x, e)+ 1 +0~; (1) and (2) are trivial. 
Case 2: A~0,  and 0<T(A)< V; let K'=KU{I},  where k is a new element. 
Given e such that (V, e) is an object of K-ON<~(V, d), and z < T(]IL(V, e)ll) (here, 
we mean T computed in L(V, e)) we define a function e~ from K' into V, which is 
an extension of e, by e~(k) = z, then we define K'<~(V, G)-Iadders L~z, as follows: 
First observe (Lemma A.3.9) that T(A)<~sup(rg(d)+ 1), so, by mutilation w.r.t. 
E~v, one gets T(l!L(x, c)ll) = T(IIL(V, c)ll) (we use systematically the same letter T 
and the same symbol • [.] for the distinct rungs L(x, c ) . . . ) ,  Assume that 
(x ,c ' )aK' -ON<(V,  ez), then one sees easily that c'=c~, for some z '< 
TOIL(x, c)ll) = T~IL(V, c)tl). Let B = IlL(x, c)lt, then 
L~z(x,c')=L(x,c) t (B[z '+ 1]-  i) 
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by definition. Observe that 
llL,~(V, e~)ll= Agz + 1]-  I~<A -1  <A,  
so, by induction hypothesis, AL~ has been defined. Hence one puts 
II(AL)(x, e)ll = sup (ll(0(aL~,))(x, e.-)[l+ l), 
: <T(IIL(V.e)II~ 
(AL)(x, e) t I[(O(AL,,))(x, e~)ll = (O(AL,~))(x, e~), 
U(II(AL)(x, e)ll)-- TOIL(x, e)ll) -- T(IIL(V, e)ll), 
11(-4L)(x, e)ll [t] = sup(ll(~(AL,=))(x, e~) + a). 
z.,~t 
The verification that this defines a K < (V, d)-ladder, and that (1) and (2) hold 
is immediate. 
Case 3: A~0,  and T (A)= V. Observe now that T(L(x, c))=x. If one defines 
K', L, z as before, then we put: 
(AL)(x. e) = sup(ll(O(AL,0)(x, e~)ll + 1), 
z<x 
U(il(AL)(x, e)ll) = T(IIL(x, e)ll) = x. 
The rest of the definition is as above; once again, there is practically nothing to 
verify. 
Remark A.3.U.  It is ;lear that in the definition of A, everything depends on the 
choice of O. Many other choices are possible, for i~;~tance, take O(L) = 'iteration' 
of L, etc. . ,  the only prindple to satisfy is that O(L)=L+I  +L' for some L' 
depending on L. 
A.,I. The hierarchy theorem 
l~ht t loa  A.4.1. Let R =(V, r, T,. [']) be a rung of type V, V regular cardinal, 
then we define the following hierarchies of functions from V to V: 
(i) if r = 0, then 
w(x)  = 0, ~,R (X) = X ~ 
(the function x "~ is defined in Example A.1.5(v)). 
(ii) if r~0,  and T(r) is successor, then define R' to be R ~ r - l ;  then 
vR(x) = ~. (x )  + 1, Xa(x) = (~(xR))(x) + 1 
(0  is the function O(t3(x) = x + 1 + [(x + 1 + [(x))). 
(iii) if r~0,  and T(r) is limit <V, then define R2, for z<T(r )  to be R r (r[z]), 
then 
,/~(x)= sup ,/~.(x), Xa(x)= sup Xs~(x). 
z <T( r )  z <T( r )  
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(iv) if r#0,  and T(r)= V, then define R~ as above: and let 
Va(x) = Vs,(x), ha(x) = XR,(x). 
Proposition A.4.2. Ixt L be a K ~(V, d)-Iadder, and x >sup(rg(d)), then 
(i) ~/L(V,a)(X) = UL(x, d)il, 
(ii) hL(V.d)(X)=II(AL)(x, d)ll. 
Proof. The two properties are obtained similarily, for instance, (i): let A = 
IlL(V, d)[I. We argue by induction on A. 
(1) If A =0, then L(V, d)=O_v, and L(x, d)---E~(O_v)=O_~. 
(2) If A=B+I ,  and T (A)=0,  then define a K~<(g~d)-ladder L' by: L= 
L'+I+0_. Then by induction hypothesis, 
"/LW, d)(X) = liE'(x, d)ll, 
VLtV.a)(x) ~" ~'L'tV.d~(X) + 1 = tlL'(x, d)ll + 1 = tlL(x, d)tl. 
(3) If A=B+I ,  and T (A)=I+I :  then define (wilt" K'=KU{k},kVK) d' 
from K' to V, d' extending d, by d'(k)= t. Since we have remarked (Case 2 of the 
proof of Theorem A.3.10) that T(A)~x, it follows that (x, d') is an object of 
K'-ON < (V, d'). Applying the induction hypothesis to the K '~ <(V, d')-ladder L' 
defined by: L'(V, d')= L(V, d) t B, one gets: 
~/L(V.a)(X) = 3'L'(V.a',(X) +1 = lIE'(x, d')ii + 1 ---IlL(x, d)[[. 
(4) If A is limit, and T (A)< V, then act as in (3) above: when t<T(A), define 
fq from K' to V, extending d, by d~(k)= t. Define a K'~(V, d~)-ladder ~ by 
L,(V, d) = L(V, d) t a,, with A, = All], 
then 
v~(,,,~,(x)--- sup v~(~, (x )= sup Itt~(x,d)ll=llE(x,d)!l 
t<T(A) z<T(A~ 
(we have used the fact that T(L(x, d)) = T(L(V, d))). 
(5) If A is limit, with T(A)= V, then define K' and dt as above, for t < x; but 
we define now the K'~(V, d~)-ladders L~ by: 
L~(V, dt)=L(V,d) "f B,, with B,=A[t+ I ] - I ,  
then 
w.(v.~(x) = sup ~t,~. ~(x)  + 1 = sup IIL,(x, 4)1t + 1 = IIEix, d)ll. 
t<x  t<x  
Corollary AM,3, Let L be a ladder, then AL(v) :-" 3'(AL)(V). 
Proof, First we must explain the meaning of 'AL'. If one restricts L to the 
category 0-ON< W, then AL is defined as a0< W-ladder, and its value is in fact 
independant from the actuzl choice of W. ~llae proof is an obvious application of 
Proposition A.4.2. 
vL(,,,(x) = I!(AL)(x)ll = v(,,,~,.~(x). 
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llem~_rlks A.4.4. (i) In practice, one is interested mainly in the case V = to; then, 
in order to compute (AL)(to), one needs to make an induction on the next 
ca~ final to~ (in practice: toe&), The hierarchy ,~, of functions from to t to to~, and 
indexed by rungs of type tot is (very close to) the Bachmann hierarchy. If one 
defines 
Lo(x) = _x, L.+,(x) = (1 + x.) ~-c~, 
then it is easy to show that any provably recursive function of arithmetic is 
bounded for large values by some function AL, t,o~. The hierarchy Theorem 4.2.3 
shows that At~(~ = 3,(Au,~0o~- The height ¢f the rung (AL~)(to) is given by Defini- 
tion 4.2.2(ii): this is the value h~,~,~0(to). Clearly, UL,(to)ll--* eo when n -~ to, whereas 
one would shox~ easily that H~,u,~o,0(a~)ll--* H (tke Howard ordinal) when n ~ to. 
The tremendous gap between eo and H illustrates plainly the laziness of the 
hierarchy. 
(ii) If one asks. the question of the comparison of A~A~ with the 3,-hierarchy, 
then the answer is 3'¢AaL~¢,o~. Observe that 
tt(AAL.)(a,)tl = ,X~.,L~t,.,~(to ), 
and that l[(L~)(to,)ll = t~(~9(to); with an abuse of notations: 
II(AAL.)(to)II-- X~ ..... <o,>(to). 
So. the height of (AAL~)(to), when n--->to, will go up to the (usual) proof- 
theoretical ordinal of ID2. In general, the estimate of the provably recursive 
functions of ID.  (with IDo =PA)  by means of the hierarchy 3' will need the 
ordinal which is associated with ID.+~, but in terms of ~,. 
(iii) The morality is that we have proved that the Bachmann hierarchy (or an 
inessential variant) is functorial, i.e.. that all Bachmann hierarchies (including 
hierarchies of functions from to to to) from an3 regular cardinal to itself, 
'commute with mutilation'. This means that Xctw(x)=kc~(x) ,  when L is a 
ladder. 
The operation A can be therefore be understood as a rewriting of the 
Bachmann hierarchy, not as a function mapping Bachmann collections of type V 
into functions from V to V, bat as an inner operation on ladders: to L associate 
AL. 
(iv) If one adds to these facts the remark that a ladder commutes to direct 
limits and to pull-backs, it wilt follow that, in the definition of the Bachmann 
h~erarehies, only the case V= (to~ matters (since it will be possible to express 
(AL)(x) as I_.~*((AL)(n), f.m), when x = li.mm*(n, f..~), and (AL)(n)= 2.c¢,~(n)). 
(V) Perhaps (iv) is a bit puzzling, because one is tempted to conclude that the 
higher number classes are of no use for the Bachmann hierarchy, the answer is 
more subtle: 
- the higher number classes are not needed to define the ~alues ~tt.cvs(x), since 
this can be done by direct limits, 
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-bin, if one wants to show that  the values AL~v~(X) are well founded, then one 
needs the well-foundedness of L(x+), 
(vi) One last word: if one forgets ' the extra structure',  a ladder induces a 
dilator. There is no simple characterization of those dilators which are obtained 
from ladders, and it is not even true that two distinct ladders induce distinct 
dilators. Furthermore,  one of the most interesting technique of dilators, i.e., 
separation of variables cannot be performed on ladders, i.e., if D comes from a 
ladder, then SEP(D)  ~ will not in general correspond to a ladder )  The concept 
corresponding to dilators is dendroids, and is not as simple as the concept of 
ladder. 
At  that  t ime I have reasonable hopes of finding soon a concept which has the 
advantages of both approaches without the inconvenients. 
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